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Preface 
 

The 2nd International Conference on Machine Learning, IOT and Blockchain (MLIOB 2021), 
August 21~22, 2021, Chennai, India, 5th International Conference on Signal, Image Processing 

(SIPO 2021), 5th International Conference on Networks and Communications (NET 2021), 2nd 

International Conference on Data Mining and NLP (DNLP 2021), 5th International Conference on 

Software Engineering and Applications (SOEA 2021) and 5th International Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing and Applications (AISCA 2021) was collocated with 2nd 

International Conference on Machine Learning, IOT and Blockchain (MLIOB 2021). The 

conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of 
intellect from the East and from the West. 
 

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from 

academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology 

and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the 
conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and 

industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and 

information technology. 
 

The MLIOB 2021, SIPO 2021, NET 2021, DNLP 2021, SOEA 2021 and AISCA 2021 

Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, 

engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. 

This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized 
top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which 

comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical 

Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then 
reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire 

process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done 

electronically. 
 

In closing, MLIOB 2021, SIPO 2021, NET 2021, DNLP 2021, SOEA 2021 and AISCA 2021  
brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and 

share their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop 

themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. 
The book is organized as a collection of papers from the MLIOB 2021, SIPO 2021, NET 2021, 

DNLP 2021, SOEA 2021 and AISCA 2021. 
 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 

Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 

success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 

dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond 

the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many 
years to come. 
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IDENTIFYING RANSOMWARE ACTORS  

IN THE BITCOIN NETWORK 
 

Siddhartha Dalal, Zihe Wang and Siddhanth Sabharwal 
 

Columbia University, New York, USA 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

Due to the pseudo-anonymity of the Bitcoin network, users can hide behind their bitcoin 

addresses that can be generated in unlimited quantity, on the fly, without any formal links 

between them. Thus, it is being used for payment transfer by the actors involved in ransomware 

and other illegal activities. The other activity we consider is related to gambling since gambling 

is often used for transferring illegal funds. The question addressed here is that given temporally 

limited graphs of Bitcoin transactions, to what extent can one identify common patterns 

associated with these fraudulent activities and apply them to find other ransomware actors. The 

problem is rather complex, given that thousands of addresses can belong to the same actor 
without any obvious links between them and any common pattern of behavior. The main 

contribution of this paper is to introduce and apply new algorithms for local clustering and 

supervised graph machine learning for identifying malicious actors. We show that very local 

subgraphs of the known such actors are sufficient to differentiate between ransomware, random 

and gambling actors with 85% prediction accuracy on the test data set. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Ransomware Actors Identification, Graph Machine Learning, Local Clustering, Bitcoin 

Network. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Ransomware is a class of malicious software that, when installed on a computer, prevents a user 

from accessing the computer usually through unbreakable encryption until a ransom is paid to the 

attacker. In this type of attack, cybercriminals profit from the value victims assign to their 
locked data and their willingness to pay a fee to regain access to them. Bitcoin is a popular 

cryptocurrency used by ransomware actors to get ransom as it shields a person’s personal identity 

by allowing them to transact using a Bitcoin address. Further, a bitcoin account holder (i.e., an 
actor) can create and hide behind multiple bitcoin addresses onthefly. Many fraudulent actors 

exploit this Bitcoin’s pseudo-anonymity for their nefarious purposes. Prominent recent 

ransomware examples are Locky, SamSam, or WannaCry. As reported by Paquet-Clouston, et al 

[1], the latter infected up to 300,000 victims in 150 countries and that their lower bound estimate 
of the amount of bitcoin involved in ransomware transactions between 2013 to 2017 is morethan 

22,967.94 bitcoins amounting to over a billion dollarsatthe current exchange rate of 1 BTC = $46, 
491.11 [02/2021]. 

 
The goal of this investigation is to develop systematic ways to identify fraudulent actors in the 

Bitcoin network through graph classification. This is done by collecting data from multiple public 

sources on known ransomware addresses reported by their victims. These are used to generate 

connected transaction graphs in a limited time window. Since an actor (i.e., an account holder) can 
have many addresses, we identify the bitcoin addresses belonging to the same actor by a new 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111201
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method of local clustering, create features from subgraphs of Actor-to-Transaction bipartite 
graphs and identify other suspect ransomware actors using supervised machine learning. Figure 1 

depicts the overall pipeline. Within the limitations discussed in this paper, we show that we can 

identify ransomware and gambling actors compared to a random account with accuracy of around 

85% on the test dataset. 

 

 

Figure 1. Pipeline of the Approach: Acquisition, creation, wrangling and classification of data. 

Transformations are indicated in blue boxes. 

 

Specifically, Section 2 summarizes some of the previous work. Section 3 discusses the generation 
of data by web scraping Bitcoin addresses that have been tagged as being a part of a scam by 

other users in a number of public forums. Section 4 discusses and develops the corresponding 

temporally limited transaction graphs and the corresponding local clustering strategies. Section 5 
proposes ego-graphs generated for ransomware, gambling and random actors for analysis along 

with several graph centrality metrics as features for supervised learning. Some data analysis is 

described in Section 6. Strategy for the supervised learning is described in Section 7 with the 

results of our analysis given in Section 8. Section 9 described limitations of our study and 
suggests future directions, The final section, Section 10, gives conclusion along with a brief 

discussion. 

 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 
 

Previous work on this topic can be divided in two parts. The first deals with how to cluster or link 

various addresses owned by a single actor, and the second discusses ransomware payments. 

 
Many of the so-called behavioral address clustering algorithms are heuristics based. Specifically, 

Meiklejohn et al. [2] proposed two address-linking heuristics, namely (1) inputs spent to the same 

transaction are controlled by the same actor and (2) change addresses are not reused. Change 
addresses are commonly used by an account holder to preserve anonymity by creating multiple 

addresses and transferring bitcoins between those addresses. Indeed, it is considered as a good 

practice (Nakomoto [3]) to create a new address for transferring the remainder of bitcoins to this 
newly created address after transferring money to another actor. Harrigan et al [4] highlight that 

the clustering methods critically depend on the address reuse behavior. Goldfeder et al [5] 

extends the heuristics to cover CoinJoin transactions. However, Kalodner et al [6]) found that 

using these set of heuristics resulted in one super cluster of with 139 million addresses and many 
clusters with over 20,000 addresses. This happens mainly because when taking transitive closure 

of clusters, the errors are propagated across the entire bitcoin blockchain. 

 
Another heuristic approach focuses on tracking IP-addresses, see Biryukov et al [7]. We do not 

pursue this line of inquiry since the Bitcoin Blockchain doesn’t store the IP addresses; it has to be 
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obtained by getting the log information from e-wallets or mempool. Further, these approaches 
have a low success rate, from 11% to 60%, as described by Biryukov et al. 

 

While we follow behavioral clustering ideas, we modify them in a number of ways including 

local clustering. Specifics of algorithms are described in Section 4. 
 

There have also been a number of attempts at using supervised learning to try to classify different 

categories of actors. For example, Harlev et al [8] uses clustering provided by Chainalysis to 
classify 434 clusters in different categories that include ransomware, Exchanges, mining pools, 

gambling, etc. They use also various machine learning algorithms including decision trees, 

boosting, random forests, etc. They report classification accuracy of 75% and higher. However, 
since they used clustering provided by Chainalysis, it would not be possible to identify new 

ransomware addresses without clustering. Further, since their reported results seem to be based on 

training data with no cross-validation or test data, their results are likely to be highly optimistic and 

overfitting (Hastie et al [9]). 
 

Jordan et al [10] also consider a similar problem using graph motifs for classifying Exchanges, 

Services, Gambling, etc. They mention accuracy of around 90%. The novelty of their approach is 
the use of graph motifs to derive features for supervised machine learning. However, their 

analysis doesn’t include ransomware actors. Further, their clustering algorithm uses only 

transitive closure of input addresses. They do not take into account CoinJoin, Coinbase or burn 
transactions. As mentioned in the clustering part earlier, this is likely to create many false 

positives. Further, again the accuracy reported seems to be based only on training data. Zola et al 

[11] also pursue motifs to do supervised learning. They improve results compared to a base model 

by using cascading classifiers, which uses cascades across 1, 2 and 3 motifs. Their reported 
results are impressive with accuracy score of up to 98%. However, again they do not consider 

ransomware actors, nor does their clustering takes into account CoinJoin, change of address or 

burn transactions. 
 

An alternate approach based on deep learning has been proposed by Jung et al [12]. He 

proposes the use of Graphical Convolutional Neural Net Models (GCN). Besides being a black 

box, one of the major problems in using GCN is that each graph for GCN approach has to have 
the same number of nodes, which is not the case here. Further, the work did not cluster the 

addresses, and the reported accuracy of 72% is based on binary classification and only on training 

data. Our results are better. 
 

Encouraged by Jordan et al [10] and Zola et al [11], we pursue a more detailed approach. Our 

contribution differ from them in a) our clustering algorithms are local and do take into account 
CoinJoin, change of address and burn transactions; b) we use ego-graphs instead of motifs - ego-

graphs consider relationships between all the actors in the motif graphs, which include triangles, 

c) our data set includes the ransomware category; d) our features set is based on various explainable 

graph centrality metrics; finally e) our analysis is validated by using cross-validation as well as a 
separate test dataset. 

 

3. CREATION AND WRANGLING OF DATA 
 

 3.1. Sources of Data 
 

There were two key sources of data. First, sources that had addresses tagged as being associated 
with ransomware, i.e., for our "ransomware" class. Second, a source that had a comparison set of 

addresses that were not associated with ransomware, i.e. for our "random" and "gambling" 
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classes. The random and gambling addresses are used as a comparison group for supervised 
machine learning. 

 

Before analyzing the transaction pattern of these addresses, we needed to compile all the Bitcoin 

transaction data. It was downloaded from the Bitcoin Blockchain using Bitcoin Core [19] and we 
then accessed the raw data files which contain the validated transactions. Our study included data till 

July 2019 with 400,000,000 transactions and close to 40,000,000 addresses. The binary raw data 

was converted to a more human accessible format for analysis using BlockSci [6], which is an in-
memory analytical database that allows for fast exploration over blocks and transactions due to 

their sequential, append-only generation process. With this data we had access to the entire 

transaction history for all addresses. 
 

The first source consisted of creating a database of addresses of known ransomware actors. 

People who have been victims or approached for ransom, often publish the bitcoin address where 

bitcoins were asked to be sent as ransomware. Bitcoin WhosWho [21] and Bitcoin Abuse [22] were 
the two main sites which have such user-submitted addresses. Besides these two sources, we 

gathered information from the previously published literature [14] and law enforcement published 

actions (e.g., SEC). Much of the work involved going to these websites and scrapping the relevant 
information. All the addresses were collected in 2019. 

 

The second source was Wallet Explorer [20]. It is a website that allows you to view the blocks and 
the individual transactions inside that block. From there one can also view the addresses and 

amounts involved in the transaction. The creator of the site Ales Janda wanted to associate 

addresses with actors. To do this he registered with a variety of businesses that accepted Bitcoin and 

transacted with those businesses. He then followed the Bitcoins he sent and catalogued which 
"wallet bitcoins were merged with, or from which wallet it was withdrawn." [20]. He then 

categorized each one of the businesses he catalogued addresses for into one of five categories: 

Exchanges, Pools, Services/other, Gambling, and Old/historic. The addresses were collected from 
Wallet Explorer in May 2019. 

 

The Old/historic category contains many defunct businesses that early Bitcoin users used. The 

addresses that are associated with these businesses have been catalogued and the transactions that 
legitimate users had with these businesses have been web-scraped. Transactions associated with 

this category are what we call our "Random" class. The reason we call it as such is simply because 

the other businesses Janda compiled were all tagged with a specific category and these ones were 
across many other miscellaneous categories. 

 

The gambling addresses we have collected are all of the Bitcoin addresses that have sent or 
received money from any of the associated gambling websites like CoinGaming, PocketDice, and 

BitcoinPokerTables but are not directly tagged to those websites. These websites are primarily 

designed so users can gamble using Bitcoin, however they sometimes have the added consequence 

of allowing money laundering to occur as users can "clean" their stolen Bitcoin into cash [13]. 
Transactions associated with these gambling addresses are what we call our "Gambling" class. 

In total we collected 143, 498 and 216 ransomware, random and gambling addresses. 

 

 3.2. Graph Creation 
  

 For analysis, we need to extract relevant data of ransomware, gambling and random addresses 
from the Bitcoin Core. Bitcoin has three primary connected components: transactions, addresses and 

bitcoin transferred. From these, transactions-address bipartite graph can be created. Transactions 

are arranged in a set of sequentially linked blocks generated randomly approximately every 10 
minutes (around 144 blocks per day). Each transaction has a set of input addresses, a set of output 
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addresses and the amount of bitcoins transferred between them. There is also a transaction fee paid 
to the miner- an address that created the block. 

 

However, there is no input for the Coinbase transactions, which are algorithmic transfers of 

bitcoins, one in each block to the corresponding miner. 
 

 3.3. Transaction Graphs 
 

In the simplest terms, the transaction graph consists of a directed acyclic graph (dag), T, A,W, 

with transactions in the set T as nodes, input to output addresses in the set A as directed edges 

between transactions, and the bitcoin transferred in the set W as edge weights. Except for the 
transactions in the first block (the so-called genesis block) and Coinbase transactions, each 

transaction node is connected to multiple previous transactions as input nodes. A transaction node 

may not have an output node at a given time since there may be no transactions utilizing the output 
addresses of that transaction as input address so far. Specifically, a directed edge from node X to 

node Y means that an output address in X was an input address in Y and spent all of the Bitcoin 

they received in X in Y. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Anatomy of Transaction Graph: the transaction on left is connected by two different addresses 

(orange and blue) to two different transactions on right 

 
Obviously, the transaction graph of the bitcoin transaction starts from the genesis block to the last 

block being considered. However, our interest lies in the behavior of the entity represented by a 

given address with the hope of identifying common patterns. Thus, we look at only the 
transactions involving an address under consideration (a random, gambling or ransomware 

address) and extend it iteratively to the transactions feeding the actor’s transaction and the 

transactions being fed by the actor’s transactions. Towards that end, given an actor A, we identify the 

first transaction TA involving that actor, and iteratively identify the transactions Tp feeding to TA and 

transactions Tf being fed by it. 

 

This defines children-parents relationship. This process is followed iteratively taking transitive 

closure of all the children and parent transactions of Tp and Tf in the set of all transactions T. 

Though this limits the cardinality of the newly formed transaction set TA corresponding to an 

address A, the beginning of the chain can still reach the genesis block or Coinbase transactions. 

 

TA can be further reduced for our problem. Based on looking at the behavior of a number of 
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ransomware actors in their corresponding transaction graph TA, it was felt that just like many 

other criminals, the ransomware artist, after receiving the payment would rapidly make a 

succession of transactions to other addresses to make tracing difficult. Thus, it was decided to 
concentrate only on temporally local behavior of the address in ±n blocks. Specifically, for 

defining this local behavior, we restrict TA further from our recursion by using the following 3 

rules. 

 

1. Given a first transaction TA in TA by the address A under consideration, let the set TA,n in TA 

represent all the transactions in blocks ±n height away from the block containing the 

transaction TA. For example, if transaction TA was in block 10, 000 then the set TA,n represents 
all the transactions between blocks 10, 000 ±n. 

2. We further restrict TA,n when the output side is an address belonging to an exchange or 

gambling business as identified by Wallet Explorer. We do this because the children 

transactions links of the exchange node have many actors that have nothing to do with each 

other. The analogy is with a bank or a casino; if an actor was to deposit money in the bank or 
buy chips at the casino, we do not want to follow all the other actors who dealt with the bank 

or redeemed chips at the casino as they aren’t necessarily linked to the actor of interest. 

3. As an exception to the stopping criterion 1, we do not follow a Coinbase transaction 

backward, wherea miner is awarded new bitcoins since there are no parent transactions. 
 

Besides these criteria, we restricted TA,n further as stated below: 

 

 Non-standard Scripts. There were several cases that Blocksci or various other explorers could 

not parse the address and would return a NaN, which can result in a situation that the output of 

source transaction or the input of the destination transaction or both are NaN. In this situation, 
in order to prevent the loss of information, we created dummy addresses to replace the NaN, 

unless we found an explorer which could parse the script. In that case we manually inserted the 

correct address. 

 Proof of Burn. OpReturn transactions where an address may burn bitcoin to save a data item on 

the blockchain were assigned a string ’burn’ to replace the NaN. 

 CoinJoin Transactions. For the Actor-to-Actor graph creation, we need to identify mixing 
CoinJoin transactions. For more details on CoinJoin and other mixing transactions we refer to 

[15]. Given the new services like Wasabi [23] and Samorai [24], the older proposed 

identification rules do not work. We empirically modified rules used by BlockSci to tag 
CoinJoin transactions with the following rules. 

 

o If the transaction has less than 2 input or 3 output addresses, it is not a CoinJoin. 

o if the number of input addresses is smaller than the half of the number of the output 

addresses, the transaction is not a CoinJoin. 

o if the number of the output addresses is less than 6 and all output amounts are equal, the 
transaction is considered a CoinJoin. 

o if the number  of the output addresses is more than 6, the transaction is considered 

CoinJoin if at least 5 output amounts are equal. 

 
In summary, TA,n is the connected subgraph of the first transaction involving the actor A within n 
blocks either side with the exceptions described in the previous paragraphs. 

 

For building the weighted transaction graphs, each of the edge of transaction graph had weight 
corresponding to transacted bitcoins. This required the information on the amount of input and 

output bitcoins and transaction fees in each transaction, maintaining the equilibrium - namely: 
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Input_amount = output_amount + transaction fees 
 

As an example of TA,n Figure 3 depicts a sample of the directed transaction graph emanating from the 

Actor ”12HaVrpXkLr2UnkM f 6X 9b on both sides. For ease of viewing all the self-loops have 

been removed, multiple edges have been collapsed and with no weights. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Actor 12HaVrpXkLr2UnkMf6X9bY11cuNrZUdUnV Transactions 

 

4. CREATION OF LOCAL CLUSTERING AND ACTOR-TO-ACTOR GRAPHS 
 

Since we are interested in the behavior of an actor, we need the corresponding actor-to-actor 
graph (not address-to-address graph). There are several difficulties with this. The main one lies with 

identification of the set of all addresses used by an actor. This is mainly, as mentioned earlier, due 

to bitcoin network allowing an account holder to create multiple bitcoin addresses on the fly. For 
simplicity we call the set of all addresses owned by an actor as an entity set and the corresponding 

graph is called an entity graph or an Actor-to-Actor graph. 

 
As it is widely accepted, any address clustering scheme is imperfect, and ground truth is difficult to 

obtain on a large scale, since it requires interacting with service providers. Many other heuristics 

are possible, including those that account for the behavior of specific wallets. In our experiment 

with the data going to July 2019, when applying such heuristics to the entire blockchain, we got 
one super cluster containing more than 90% of addresses. This is primarily due to tumblers (the 

services which mix bitcoins) and CoinJoin kinds of transactions where multiple parties combine 

their transactions to preserve their anonymity. This is compounded by misattribution of the 
change of address. 

 

We considered several modifications to the basic logic of behavioral clustering. But, when 
applied globally, all of them have exceptions which make a large number of false unions resulting 
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in large clusters due to transitive closures. To limit potential for wrong clusters which gets 
propagated across the entire bitcoin blockchain, we adopt a different strategy of creating local 

clusters since our objective is mainly to identify scam artists who try to move bitcoin in a short 

period of time soon after starting their ransomware related scam. As discussed by Kharraz et al 

[16], just like any other crimes, ransomware artists move ransomware payments as quickly as 
possible. Thus, we decided to apply the clustering algorithm discussed earlier only locally within 

the temporal limit of n=±144 blocks; basically within ±1 day. 

 
We also apply somewhat different logic to CoinJoin and other transactions as described in the 

previous section. We may still have some false positives, but we will never have super clusters 

due to transitive closure. Any large clusters effects will be felt only within a particular local graph 
and not globally. 

 

Specifically, we use the following rules: 
 

1. Inputs spent to the same transaction are controlled by the same actor, thus, the entity set is the 

union of all those addresses. 
2. If there is only one change address, identified by it never being used prior to the current 

transaction, consider it as a part of the input address set. 

3. Exceptions to the rules 1 and 2 is when a transaction is identified as CoinJoin. In that case do 
not take a union. 

 
The pseudo-code for the clustering process is given below. 
 

Algorithm 1 Generate Local Cluster 
 

for all transactions in the graph do 

if this is a CoinJoin transaction then 

assign each input and output addresses as separate clusters. 

else 
if there is only one new address in output addresses of this transaction assign all input addresses 

and output addresses as one cluster. 

else 
assign all input addresses as one cluster; 

assign each input and output addresses as separate clusters. 

end if end if 

end for 
After collected all address-cluster mapping, merge the mapping till there is only one cluster for 

each address 

 

For the weighted graph analysis, we need to find the bitcoin transfer between addresses. Since the 
bitcoin transfer is defined between the sets of input addresses and output addresses, there is no 

exact way to allocate the amount between a given input address and an output address unless one of 

the sets has cardinality 1. We approximate the transfer by a proportional allocation rule. Namely, 

given a transaction with input addresses: I1, …, Ix; input amounts: IA1, …, Iax; output addresses: 

O1, …, Oy; and output amounts: OA1, …, Oay, the edge weight from Ii to Oj is computed by the 

following formula: (Iai/ΣIAk)*Oaj, which is further adjusted by the transaction fee. This is an 

approximation. For Actor-to-Actor graph, the weights are the sum of all individual weights of the 
corresponding addresses. 

 

The development described so far allow us to form Actor-to-Actor weighted graphs. Some of 

these graphs after clustering had only a small number of nodes and were deleted. These were 
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further sub-divided in training and test sets of 328 and 82 graphs (80−20%), respectively, for 
supervised learning. 
 

5. GRAPHS AND CENTRALITY FEATURES 
 

 5.1. Subgraphs 
 
Recall that the following the logic of the last sections, we consider the locally clustered Actor-to- 

Actor graph from the connected transaction graph TA,1 for an actor A within ±144 blocks (±1 day). 

The subgraph of all addresses within TA,1 is referred to simply as whole graph. For additional 

analysis, we take several different kinds of subgraphs. Specifically, since our primary interest lies 

in the actor under consideration, we created Ego subgraphs for the actor. Ego graph of order n of 
a node is the subgraph formed by the nodes that are within the neighborhood of order n of the 

node without considering the direction of the edges. Ego graphs are richer than standard motifs 

since they also consider relationships between neighbors. Further, another set of subgraphs, called 

simple graphs were obtained by removing loops of the nodes to itself, and collapsing multiple 
edges to one edge. These subgraphs are considered since it is expected that the actor’s footprints 

would be most visible in its direct transaction with other nearby actors. For example, the 

ransomware actor’s footprints would be most visible in its interactions with the victims and other 
nearby actors and co-conspirators. For further analysis we only considered ego1, ego2, ego3 and 

the corresponding versions of simple graphs. 

 

 5.2. Centrality features 
 

For each of the subgraphs discussed above, we extracted a number of graph-based features: 
 

i. Basic Statistics: # of Vertexes, # of Edges, Total bitcoins, Loops, Degree, Neighborhood size 

ii. Centralities: Normalized Closeness, Betweenness, Page Rank, Cluster Coefficient, Coreness, 
Hub and Authority 

 

Definitions of each can be found in igraph [26] with more details in article [17]. Some are overall 

graph parameters; the rest are restricted to the node of the actor under consideration. A number of 
variants of these were considered where it made sense including weighted, unweighted and 

directed. The creation of graph and extraction were all carried out by using Python igraph library 

[26]. 
 

The task of computing graphs and its features was computationally intensive. For efficiency 

reasons, we did not consider the graphs larger than one million unique addresses or more than 1/2 

million transactions. As mentioned earlier, whole graph with only a small number of nodes and the 
corresponding ego graphs were also removed, Finally, to balance the classes better a random 

sample of size 155 was taken from random graphs. An 80-20 split between training and test data 

with stratification resulted in the training set of 328 whole graphs (124 random, 80 ransom,124 
gambling), and the test set of 82 whole graphs (31 random, 20 ransom, 31 gambling). 

 

6. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In this section, we describe an exploratory analysis on some of the features generated in section 5. 

Here, we used the ’boxen plot’ which centers a distribution at its median line; each successive level 

outward contains half of the remaining data until it reaches to the outlier level. For details, see 

seaborn [27]. 
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(a) # of vertices                                                  (b) # of edges 

 
Figure 4. whole-simple graph 

 

Figure 4 shows the number of vertices and edges in the whole-simple Actor-to-Actor graphs. 
Recall that the whole graph is based on recursion of all connected transactions associated within 2 

days of the actor. Thus, these graphs could be skinnier than the graphs over two days depending upon 

the level of connections of the actor. We can see that for ‘random’ and ’gambling’ graphs, the 
distribution does not differ a lot. However, there are many extreme values in ’ransom’ graphs and 

it is flatter compared to other two. It reflects the nature of the ‘ransomware’ class where actors 

will try to obfuscate their transaction patterns through complicated laundering, which also reflects 
that the local clustering algorithm performs well. 

 

For brevity, the rest of the analysis highlights only Ego-1-simple graphs for a few important 

features found in the Results section since they are the simplest graphs of other actors who are in 
close touch with the Actor. The analysis looks at the marginal distribution of the selected features 

across all the actors separated by ransomware, random and gambling categories. 

 
PageRank, also known as Google Rank, is a way of measuring the importance of website pages. The 

assumption is that more important websites are likely to receive more links from other websites. 

For more definition, see PageRank [28]. As seen in Figure 5, the ’ransom’ clusters tend to have 
a higher PageRank, which means it is likely to receive more transactions from other clusters. This 

makes senses when the ransomware attack is one wave after another and usually sent to lots of 

users within a short period of time. Also, PageRank of random actor on average seems to be 

lower than ransomware actors indicating that the ransomware actors are more often recipients of 
funds. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Page-Rank  
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Figure 6. Closeness 
 

The closeness centrality of a vertex measures how easily other vertices can be reached from it (or 

the other way: how easily it can be reached from the other vertices). For definition, see closeness 
[26], [31]. The weighted-IN closeness of ego-1 simple graphs is shown in Figure 6. The 

’gambling’ tends to have less centrality, which shows similar pattern as shown in Figure 5. This 

suggests that gambling actors are not closely connected to other accounts. They have many more 

outliers indicating that there are few very large gamblers and possibly the distribution is scale-
free. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Coreness normalized by # of vertices 

 

In Figure 7, we show the coreness(All). The k-core of graph is a maximal subgraph in which each 

vertex has at least degree k. The coreness of an Actor is k if it belongs to the k-core but not to the 
(k+1)-core. For the definition, see coreness [29]. The coreness across graph is normalized by the 

number of vertices since all the graphs have different number of vertices. From the figure, as 

before, it can be noticed that the gambling graphs have a relatively low coreness. 
 

Finally, Figure 8 shows, as one would have expected that cluster coefficients for gambling class is 

much smaller and followed by ransomware class since both of those classes are directly involved 

in possibly criminal activities and they would minimize their interactions with actors which are 
more connected with each other. 
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Figure 8. Unweighted Cluster Coefficient, Normal Scale 
 

The comparative analysis of the marginal distributions of features reported so far suggests that 

different classes behave somewhat differently from each other. For example, gambling actors 

behavior is rather different than other actors in closeness, PageRank, cluster-coefficient and 
coreness. Further, the PageRank of the ransomware actors is higher. This analysis indicates that 

these features could be good candidates for any machine learning model. 
 

7. MACHINE LEARNING ON ACTOR-ACTOR GRAPHS 
 

For the purposes of supervised learning, the extracted whole graphs were divided in testing (20%) 
and training (80%) graphs stratified by their categories. Further, for each whole graph only the 

subgraphs of ego-graph 1, ego-graph 2, ego-graph 3 and their simple counterparts were extracted 

for analysis because of their proximity to the actor under consideration. Only subsets of features 

given in Table 1 were extracted from each of these graphs. The subset was obtained by keeping 
only one of each set of highly correlated features. The graphs and the corresponding number of 

features are shown in Table 1 below. 

 
Table 1: Centrality Features Considered 

 
 ego3 ego3-simple ego2 ego2-simple ego1 ego1-simple 

# of features 11 16 13 16 12 11 

 

7.1. Models 
 

We consider supervised learning in three stages shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Modeling Strategy/Stages 

 
Learning Initial Intermediate Final 

Type Multiple Classifiers Stacking Bagging 

 

In the Initial stage multiple classifiers were fitted to each of the 6 sub-graphs. Since each 
classifier has different strengths and weaknesses in different regions of the feature space, as an 

intermediate model, we used ensemble learning technique of Stacking [18] to improve. 

Specifically, the stacked model uses the predicted probabilities of each class by each classifier as 
features and predicts the probability of each class by using a simple model (logistic in our case). 

Even though we have 3 classes, since the probabilities add up to 1 for each of the six classifiers, 
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there are 12 such linearly independent features. This process is depicted in Figure 9 with the six 
different base classifiers we used for creating the ensemble. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Stacking Model 

 

In the final Stacking-Bagging stage, we combine the results across different subgraphs by 
creating a meta classifier (or called Final Classifier). It is a simple classifier (in our case logistic) that 

uses the probabilities of each class in the subgraph stacked models as the feature set and fuses 

them. This is analogous to bagging since we have 6 different data sets (subgraphs) each 
containing estimated probabilities of each class. Just like in stacking we will have 12 features for 

the six types of sub-graphs. The final attribution of the class is given to the class with highest 

probability by the meta-classifier. This process is depicted in Figure 10. We used the predicted 
probabilities from 6 graphs as new features and trained a final meta-classifier. We called this as 

’stacking-bagging’ model. 

 

To motivate efficacy of the stacking-bagging model, consider the simple fusing by averaging the 
probabilities across 6 estimated probabilities for each data set. In that case, Mean Squared Error 

(MSE) = Bias^2 +Variance. Each component on the bias term is roughly the same constant since 

they are using the same type of estimators. The second 
term=average_variance/6+∑Covariances/6. In our case, since each estimated probability use 

different graphs, it is expected that the covariances would be relatively negligible. Thus, the 

MSE will be substantially less compared to non-fusing. 
 

 
Figure 10. Stacking-Bagging Model 
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We used the cross-validation score on balanced-accuracy as our objective and finally ran our 
model on our test set. 

 

7.2. Cross Validation and Efficacy Metrics 
 

To implement the strategy outlined in 6.1, and to measure its efficacy we used the training data 

with cross validation for model selection. Specifically, when training the classifiers with grid- 
search and cross-validation, we used 5-folds with stratification on labels and 80% of the data for 

train-validation and 20% for testing. For the meta-classifier in the stacking model and for the 

stacking-bagging model, we used Logistic Regression. 

 
Since we have a multi-label classification problem, we used balanced accuracy or simply 

Accuracy in tables), weighted precision (as Precision in tables), and weighted recall (as Recall in 

tables) as our evaluating metrics. We refer to them simply as accuracy, precision and recall. For 
definitions see scikit-learn [25]. 

 

8. RESULTS 

 

Table 3 gives cross-validated accuracy on training data of the 6 base classifiers using the cross- 
validation on the training data. Gradient boosting and Random Forest models seem to outperform 

others with around 75% to 80% balanced accuracy. Taking a deep dive on feature importance, 

Figure on the left side of Table 3 shows the 11 features included in Random Forest model for the 
ego-1 simple graph. Besides the commonly used graph centrality features, it includes less used 

features like coreness and cluster coefficient. 

 
Table 3: Feature Importance of Ego-1-simple graph 

 

 
 

 
Table 4: Balanced Accuracy of Classifiers for each graph 

 
 ego-1-s ego-1 ego-2-s ego-2 ego-3-s ego-3 

Naive Bayesian 0.4148 0.4324 0.5514 0.4034 0.5189 0.4047 

Random Forest 0.7346 0.7924 0.7596 0.7966 0.7973 0.8171 

Gradient Boosting 0.7255 0.7709 0.7456 0.7651 0.7829 0.8107 

Adaptive Boosting 0.6911 0.6937 0.7111 0.7160 0.7444 0.7386 

Logistic Regression 0.6162 0.6272 0.5862 0.6000 0.6101 0.5962 

SVM 0.6126 0.6271 0.5997 0.6031 0.6298 0.5908 

 
Stacking these models produces cross-validated balanced accuracy between 96% and 99%, a 

Rank Feature Value 

1 Closeness(wtd/out) 0.158 

2 sum of weights 0.150 

3 Closeness(uwtd/out) 0.126 

4 # of vertices 0.119 

5 Closeness(wtd/in) 0.101 

6 cluster coefficient 0.092 

7 Closeness(wtd/all) 0.081 

8 Closeness(uwtd/in) 0.072 

9 Coreness(all) 0.047 

10 Authority 0.038 

11 Coreness(IN) 0.016 
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substantial improvement. It is interesting to note that ego-simple graphs tend to outperform their 
corresponding ego graphs. 

 
Table 5: Stacking Model: Performance by Cross-Validation 

 
 Accuracy Precision Recall 

Ego-1-simple 0.9932 0.9942 0.9939 

Ego-1 0.9890 0.9910 0.9909 

Ego-2-simple 0.9602 0.9661 0.9634 

Ego-2 0.9662 0.9690 0.9664 

Ego-3-simple 0.9917 0.9941 0.9939 

Ego-3 0.9743 0.9735 0.9724 
 

 

In the final stage, we build a bagging-stacking model on all six types of ego subgraphs leading to 

the cross-validated accuracy of 1 and 85% on the test set as shown in Table 6. The corresponding 
confusion matrix is given in Figure 11. 

 
Table 6: Final Model Accuracy, Precision and Recall 

 
 Cross-Validation Test 

Accuracy 1 0.8537 

Precision 1 0.8566 

Recall 1 0.8537 

 
 

As seen from the above table, the final model outperformed the stacking model as measured by 

cross-validated accuracy of 1. Figure 11 gives the corresponding confusion matrix for the final 
model on the test set. There is no systematic confusion evident in the confusion matrix. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Confusion Matrix of the test data 

 

9. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Though our results indicate high accuracy, further improvement should be possible by improving 
clustering algorithms, better ways to associate actors involved with non-standard scripts and 
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Coinjoin transactions. Further, our data set is limited consisting of around 400 graphs, each with 
thousands of nodes. Further, our ground truth is based on what is user- reported. Getting more 

data which is more reliable would improve accuracy. Also, given that we are using stacking, it is 

hard to interpret the final model. More interpretative models using a different machine learning 

approach may be feasible. Finally, though we have not undertaken it here, it would be worthwhile 
trying to identify actors from TOR since they are also likely to be involved in illegal activities 

[30]. Another direction to explore would be to see how these techniques can be generalized to 

other alternative crypto-currencies. 
 

10. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper addresses the key question of how to identify miscreants who are involved in 

ransomware and in gambling compared to random actors. The problem is difficult due to the 
pseudo-anonymity of the Bitcoin network. Specifically, the question addressed here is that given 

temporally limited graphs of Bitcoin transactions, to what extent can one identify common 

patterns associated with these fraudulent activities and apply them to find other similar actors. The 
singular contributions of this paper include a) extraction and creation of transaction graphs 

associated with the miscreant actors, b) clustering all the nodes of such graphs in common entities 

controlling those accounts while taking into account different kinds of transactions, c) using 
supervised learning novel algorithms to create models based on actor to actor ego graphs that 

identify similar miscreants, d) validating the models on cross validated data with accuracy of 1 

and on the test data set of around 85%. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we propose a novel system for providing summaries for commercial contracts 

such as Non- Disclosure Agreements (NDAs), employment agreements, etc. to enable those 

reviewing the contract to spend less time on such reviews and improve understanding as well. 

Since it is observed that a majority of such commercial documents are paragraphed and contain 

headings/topics followed by their respective content along with their context, we extract those 

topics and summarize them as per the user’s need. In this paper, we propose that summarizing 

such paragraphs/topics as per requirements is a more viable approach than summarizing the 

whole document. We use extractive summarization approaches for this task and compare their 

performance with human-written summaries. We conclude that the results of extractive 

techniques are satisfactory and could be improved with a large corpus of data and supervised 

abstractive summarization methods. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Text summarization, automatic summarization, commercial contracts. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In today’s day and age, contracts are drafted for every agreement between two parties, documents 

that companies, firms, and individuals deal with are increasing rapidly. It has become very 

difficult for corporate staff and chief officers to review contracts which could either be 2 pages or 
go beyond 100s of pages. To alleviate this difficulty, a large number of companies engage tools 

for summarizing contracts, extracting key pieces of information, and aiding in other such tasks. 

Summarization of the entire document is not fruitful as the summaries might be too vague and 

each line carries a different level of importance. This has been the main motivation behind our 
project. Thus we propose a solution to initially obtain the preferred topics/headings that are of 

importance to be included in the summary. We use existing systems and methods to generate 

summaries, with the novelty focusing on a domain-specific approach for commercial documents. 
The topics/headings from a given contract are made available to the user to choose from. This 

would make the generated summary accurate and caters to the unique needs of individual users. 

We have explored only the extractive ways to summarize a document. We have abstained from 
using abstractive summarization techniques as a large number of input documents are required to 

train a supervised model. This problem can be addressed by aggregating more input data with 

human-written summaries and using a supervised methodology to get better results. We look to 

expand on existing technologies and validate a tool for automatic summarization of legal 
documents that would most certainly be useful to lawyers, corporates, professionals to review 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
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various contracts. Even common men could potentially use it to obtain a general idea of the 
contracts they are about to sign or others concerning their interests. Having said that, it might not 

work for someone viewing a contract for the first time as they might fail to see the domain-

specific importance that it carries.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Haghighi and Vanderwende [1] presented an exploration of generative probabilistic models for 

multi-document summarization. They started with a basic word frequency-based model and 
developed a sequence of models such as SumBasic, KL-Sum, TopicSum, and HierSum. HierSum 

was a hierarchical LSA-based summarizer, which gave the best ROUGE score.  

 

Galgani et al. [2] compared traditional summarization methods with rule-based systems with a 
custom knowledge base and catchphrases acquired from legal documents acquired from the 

Federal Court of Australia. They show that the knowledge base created outperforms traditional 

summarization techniques.  
 

Polsley et al. [3] proposed a tool called CaseSum for automatic text summarization of legal texts. 

They combined the word frequency method with additional domain-specific knowledge such as 
the involved parties, abbreviation of entity names. They used ROUGE as well as a custom 

domain expert to evaluate their approach. 

 

Manor and Li [4] proposed a method for summarizing the Terms of Service. They tested out 
extractive summarization methods and compared them with human-written summaries. Their 

work and conclusions aligned most with our work and they are further discussed in the coming 

sections. 
 

Erera et al. 2019 [5] proposed a novel method that generated summaries for research publication 

in the computer science domain. Each research paper was parsed from which tables, images, 
titles, and other metadata were extracted. Along with this they also extracted different types of 

entities and utilized a custom Unsupervised query focused multi-document summarization using 

the cross-entropy method. [6]  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Workflow of the project. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
 

In this section, the various steps of the summarization process, as depicted in Figure 1, are 
discussed.  

 

3.1. Collection of Data  
 

The first step in building a model to summarize a text is to collect, categorize, and pre-process 

data. As mentioned earlier, we are considering the case of “Employment agreement”. The total 
number of samples collected is 1000, taken from the open-source repository of LexPredict [7].  
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3.2. About the data and Categorisation 
 

As mentioned above, we are focusing on the sub-domain of the “Employment Agreement”. There 
are two divisions for an employment agreement. One is a newly issued one, and the other is the 

amendments to the previous original agreement. It is observed that amendments usually contain 

less information. So we have our first 2 categories: “Amendments”, “Agreements”.  
 

From the collected dataset, it is observed that some of the contracts are merely empty forms. So 

those are to be omitted. They are categorized as “Empty”. As mentioned before, a majority of 

documents contain headings/ topics succeeded by paragraphs. Further, the “Agreements” are 
categorized as those with “Headings”, and those with “Without Headings”. Since it is important 

to tokenize the documents as paragraphs and further into sentences, we must know how the 

paragraphs are segmented. Subsequently, the documents with “Headings” are further categorized 
as “Alphabets”, “AlphaNum”, “Number.Number”, “Number”, and “Roman”, meaning how they 

are indexed in the document. These are depicted in Figure 2. 

 
The categorization is mainly done to find out how each topic/ heading is indexed so that it will be 

easier to extract them. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Categorisation of the dataset. 

 

3.3. Data Pre-processing 
 

Once the categorization is done, the data is subjected to cleaning and preprocessing for the task 
of summarization. Using basic python formatting techniques, the topic-paragraph pairs can be 

extracted and inserted into a dictionary. This is done for the entire document that is uploaded.   

 

3.4. Topic Extraction 

 

The topic extraction is based on the observation that the majority of the documents are indexed 
(Alphabets, AlphaNum, Number.Number, Number, Roman), and contain heading/ topic for the 

corresponding paragraphs, as seen in Figure 3. For the remaining documents, in the future, this 

project can be expanded where we can train a model to identify the topic of the paragraph and 
then map it with its corresponding content.  
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Figure 3.  Some of the topics extracted from documents. From left top corner, clock-wise: Roman, 

Alphabets, Numbers, Number.Number 

 

3.5. Models Used 

 

3.5.1. Tf-Idf Summarization 

 

Term frequency-inverse document frequency is used as a weighting factor for term features. For 
each term in the document, the weight increases as the word frequency increases, but it is offset 

by the number of times the word appears in the entire data set. The logic behind this is that if a 

term or word appears frequently, it’s important. But if it appears frequently in other documents as 
well, it's probably not that important, and therefore alters its weight accordingly. This is the 

drawback that from using the bag-of-words model as it took into account all the frequent words 

without discrimination.  

 

3.5.2. TextRank 

 

The TextRank algorithm [8] was inspired by the famous PageRank algorithm, which models any 
document as a graph using sentences as nodes. It determines the relation of similarity between 

two sentences based on the content they both share. This overlap is calculated simply as the 

number of common lexical tokens between them, divided by the length of each to avoid 

promoting lengthy sentences. 
 

3.5.3. LexRank 

 
LexRank Algorithm [9] is similar to the TextRank algorithm as discussed before. It uses a 

modified version of the PageRank algorithm to rank the sentences in the document. It models the 

document as a graph using sentences as its nodes. But unlike TextRank, where all the weights are 
assumed as unit weights, LexRank utilizes the degrees of similarities between words and phrases. 

Then calculates the centrality of those sentences and assigns the weight to the node. Modified 

cosine similarity is then used to compare the similarity between two sentences.  
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3.5.4. Latent Semantic Analysis 
 

Latent Semantic Analysis [10] is a technique that analyzes relationships between document 

sentences, first by constructing a document term matrix, which is a representation of each of the 

document sentences as vectors, where the rows correspond to the document sentences and the 
columns are unique words present in the vocabulary. Then Singular Value Decomposition is used 

to reduce the number of rows while still capturing the structure among the columns. Finally, 

cosine similarity is calculated between vectors formed by any two columns to determine the 
degree of closeness.  

 

3.5.5. KL-Sum 
 

Statistically speaking, KL-divergence [11] is a measurement used to find the difference between 

2 distributions. KL-Sum is a greedy optimization approach that measures the divergence of the 

summary vocabulary words from the input document vocabulary words. It adds sentences to the 
summary so long as it decreases this divergence value. There are 2 main criteria for selecting a 

sentence to be in the final summary: The KL Divergence between the input vocabulary’s set of 

unigrams and the output/ summary vocabulary’s set of unigrams. And the number of words in the 
summary should be less than L. The algorithm, although is similar to PageRank and TextRank, at 

its core KL Sum uses the KL Divergence formula to measure how different each sentence is from 

one and other.  
 

We made use of the package Sumy [12] for executing LSA, LexRank, TextRank, KL-Sum. 

 

4. EVALUATION METRICS AND RESULTS 
 
In this section, we discuss two ways to evaluate the generated summaries. Table 1 summarizes 

the evaluation results for the models used.  

 

4.1. Rouge 
 

Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation is a set of metrics used for evaluating 
automatic summarization and machine translation. The metrics compare an automatically 

produced summary or translation against a reference or a set of references (human-produced) 

summary or translation. [13]  

 
Recall in the context of ROUGE means how much of the reference summary is the system 

summary recovering or capturing.  

 

   Recall =
number of overlapping words

total words in reference summary
 

 

Precision on the other hand measures how much of the system summary was relevant or needed.  

 

   Precision =
number of overlapping words

total words in system summary
 

 
The F-measure considers both the precision and recall and is the harmonic mean of the two. 

 

• ROUGE-N: Overlap of N-grams between the system and reference summaries. 

• ROUGE-1: Refers to the overlap of unigrams (each word) between the system and reference 

summaries. 
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• ROUGE-2: Refers to the overlap of bigrams between the system and reference summaries. 

• ROUGE-L: Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) based statistics. It takes into account 

sentence level structure similarity naturally and identifies longest co-occuring in sequence n-
grams automatically.  

 
Table 1.  F-measure scores of the 5 models used. 

 

Model/ Metric ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L 

LexSum 0.4916 0.1898 0.4421 

TextRank 0.5098 0.2366 0.5096 

KLSum 0.4799 0.1745 0.3957 

LSA 0.5382 0.2399 0.5099 

Tf-Idf 0.4902 0.1908 0.4286 

 

5. USER INTERFACE 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Uploading contracts and Topic extraction. 

 
On the left-hand side of Figure 4, a sample employment agreement is uploaded. On the right-
hand side of Figure 4, the topics are extracted and displayed to the user. The user selects the 

topics that are to be included in the summary and how detailed the summary has to be. (Choosing 

the Summarizer is for the paper’s explanation point of view). 

 
The summary of the uploaded contract is displayed in Figure 5. For the sake of simplicity, the 

best performing LSA is chosen to summarize the input document. 
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Figure 5. The original document (left), and the corresponding generated summary (right). 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
From our results, we conclude that the summarization of legal/ commercial documents is a 

challenging task and could further be improved. From Table 1, we see that the F-measure scores 

for each of the extractive summarization models are satisfactory. LSA performs the best amongst 
others. LSA captures both the meaning of words as well as the similarity among the sentences. 

Also, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can reduce noise and model latent, the semantic 

relationship among words and sentences. This leads to an improvement in accuracy. The reason 

this is a challenging task is that firstly, the formatting and the representation adapted companies 
to draft legal documents to vary hugely, hence the task to text pre-processing is difficult. Second, 

the use of current SOTA supervised or unsupervised models for text summarization will fail to 

work because it is difficult for it to recognize legal jargon and taxonomy. As [4] rightly mentions 
there is no large dataset available for this domain. This task could further be attempted to solve 

by training a supervised abstractive summarization model, using Neural networks. This, of 

course, requires a large number of documents and their corresponding human-written summaries. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The current paper focuses on the potential of using Blockchain Technology (BCT) in the Higher 

Education Domain and explores its usefulness in solving Higher Education issues. This 

research discusses the Blockchain features, challenges and its benefits in education, followed by 

review of some current Blockchain Higher Education applications. This paper reviews the 

Blockchain Technology (BCT) and its implementation in Higher Education. This research used 

a quantitative methodology and stratified clustered simple random sampling approach. Data 

has been gathered through an online survey instrument and the partial least squares structural 
equation modelling (PLS-SEM) technique applied to 383 responses. Blockchain technology has 

its unique features, benefits that can solve Education system requirements, and its successful 

implementation issues discussed. An effort made to gather enough consensus to build future 

implementation. The integrated model of Blockchain features matched to the needs of the 

Education System by agreement of the experts (discussions), and a survey conducted involving 

the students, teachers, educationists, Blockchain experts, and professionals, is tested and 

validated by SEM using PLS. 
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Blockchain Technology (BCT), Higher Education Implementation, Higher Education Domain, 

Higher Education Management, Higher Education Technology, Structural Equation Model.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Blockchain Technology is known to most people about Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies (Zhao 

et al., 2016). Blockchain has been now around for about a decade, other than in cryptocurrency it 

has not been very successful. It has been applied to many areas of Business-like finance, 

judiciary, Higher education, healthcare, logistics, and commerce; however, with limited success. 
In its current form in these industries, it can be termed more to be a smart system than a 

Blockchain. Research has shown that many small implementations in Higher Education have 

happened; however, success is limited. The full potential of Blockchain Technology in education 
is desired. The Blockchain Technology features and benefits proven so far have the potential to 

address most of the challenges currently experienced in Higher Education Framework (Alam et 

al.,2020), (Mahmood et al., 2020). 
 

The rigidity of the current Higher Education System prohibits the Learner from choosing what to 

study, in terms of focus on a specific topic. Blockchain Technology is suitable for the Higher 

Education Domain due to its immutability, transparency, and trustworthiness characteristics, 
which can be useful in Higher Education application (Underwood, 2016). 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
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Exploring Blockchain Technology: The Security feature of Blockchain is valuable to the Higher 
Education sector due to its digital signature and encryption. The Blockchain Technology system 

for Higher Education needs to be secure, convenient, and tamperproof to keep records of 

certification and transcripts. Blockchain Technology can provide a system which can control 

frauds (Chen et al., 2018).  The system based on data stored in several decentralized ledgers and 
encrypted makes it difficult for hackers to get access. Information, if lost, can be quickly 

recovered. This feature is very crucial in Higher Education as the records need to be secured. 

Blockchain Technology maintains transparency. The Participants of transactions notified about 
the completion of transactions, which is both convenient and trustworthy (Alexopoulos et al., 

2019). It is free of Intermediates and so no hidden fees as the system is decentralized, free of fees 

and faster settlements. The Access levels have to be decided by the Users where access is 
available to anyone (Public) or authorized permission given for each node (restricted) (Swan, 

2015). The Speed of Transactions is processed much faster than usual, as there is no need to 

include payment systems, which reduce the cost and increases the processing speed. Since 

Account reconciliation is immediate, the validity of transactions is checked and confirmed by 
participants, thus leading to authenticity. All of these features of Blockchain meets the 

requirement in the Higher Education Framework (Zheng et al., 2017). Blockchain Technology 

experience tells us that if there has to be a Blockchain revolution, many barriers- technological, 
governance, organizational and even societal- will have to break. It would not be proper to 

proceed with Blockchain implementation without understanding how it is likely to influence the 

Higher Education field (Lakhani, 2017); (Hughes et al., 2019). It is of interest to understand 
private Blockchain networks which have been around for some time; however, not integrated 

(Zheng et al., 2018). 

 

Blockchain Technology usefulness to Higher Education: Most Learners have issues to get their 
old Higher Educational certificate authenticated, acquired a long time back. The hard copy 

submitted to the Employer for employment or for pursuing higher studies usually needs 

authentication by the relevant authorities like the HR Department, the College Administrators, 
the Ministry of External Affairs. The current system has the issue of a long wait; it would take 

more than 3- 4 weeks provided the Certificate issuer still exists. If the college from which the 

Learner has graduated does not exist now, the same certificates look suspicious to the current 

people who go through it. Such incidents cannot occur if the records are maintained on a 
Blockchain system, as the record is maintained in different Ledgers all separately kept. In this 

article, an overview on the BCT with required details is discussed that apply to integrate 

individual institutions at local level, groups of institutions at the national level to common 
Blockchain Higher Education platform (Lizcano et al., 2019). Some of the applications are school 

records management by maintaining verifiable Student transcript and degrees which can be 

transferred to remote storage easily (Chen et al., 2018). The student privacy, confidentiality is 
ensured by authorized permissions and management of records using BCT. The public funds 

distribution and private grants given, student loans payments; license/dissertation/PhD thesis 

management is easily tracked using the BCT. If the Blockchain Technology integrated across the 

various sectors and Industries, it would revolutionize the use of BCT. The objectives of this paper 
are to give insights on the use of Blockchain Technology for Higher Education applications, to 

highlight the state-of-the-art techniques that currently used to provide these services, to examine 

their challenges, and to discuss how the Blockchain Technology can resolve these challenges 
(Batubara et al., 2018). 

 

Blockchain Technology usefulness to Higher Education is undeniable (Holotescu, 2018). 
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2. RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 
Research Questions 

 

a. Are the features of Blockchain Technology suitable to Higher Education? 

b. Can the Blockchain Technology features & benefits be useful in Higher Education 
Framework? 

 

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
 
a. Investigate the suitability of the features, the usefulness of Blockchain to Higher Education 

Sector 

 

b. Review the benefits & features of using Blockchain Technology in Higher Education 
Framework and Investigate the future of Blockchain in Higher Education. 

 

4. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
 
This Research proposes to conduct a literature review of the usefulness of Blockchain 

Technology to various sectors and how it can be used in Higher Education to ensure authenticity, 

avoid frauds, ensure data security. Research until today has shown that the implementation of 

Blockchain Technology in most sectors, including Higher Education, has been limited and not 
utilized the immense potential of the BCT. The Research article is to find the gaps and to see the 

ways all the features, benefits utilized to make it commercially viable to Higher Education 

Framework. The working of the Blockchain Technology giving the technical details is not in the 
scope of this paper. 

 

5. PAPER ORGANIZATION AND THE RESEARCH BASIS 
 

This paper organizes the references of various researches done earlier and derive the Literature 
Review, explaining the purpose for the same. The Gap Analysis developed by identifying the 

gaps mentioned in the Research papers studied. From this, the most frequently occurring gaps 

taken for study purpose for this paper. The dependent variable identified as the “Usefulness of 
Blockchain Technology in Higher Education” and the factors which frequently occur in the 

above-identified articles for papers are listed. The six factors with the highest frequency form the 

independent factors to determine the conceptual model shown in figure 1. Based on the above 

Research problems, research objectives and the possible solutions are determined to form the 
Research Framework.  

 

Then the Usefulness of the Blockchain Technology to the Higher Education is discussed. The 
benefits and features of Blockchain Technology have been listed and explained in details. Next, 

the challenges in the implementation of the same and the hurdles anticipated discussed. The 

possible solutions suggested in the implementation and the Methodology that followed discussed: 
the limitations and the conclusion given at the end. The references have been cited at each 

juncture to make it more creditable and make the arguments robust. 
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6. SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
 

6.1. Purpose of the Literature Review: 
 

The purpose of the Literature review is to collect information and knowledge on the Blockchain 
and its various applications and focus on Higher Education (Rowley et al., 2004). The areas of 

prior studies identified to prevent duplication of the work and to give credit to the other 

Researchers wherever their material used. It helps to look for inconsistencies, gaps in Research, 
conflicts or open questions left out in the earlier researchers. The need for additional Research 

identified and justified. The above would be the contribution to the topic and justify the further 

study needed. The other research papers and literature study will help the Research with ideas, 

conclusions and theories, establish similarities and differences and notice principal 
methodologies and research techniques used (Risius et al., 2017). Most Researches have used 

secondary Research to come to their conclusions. First, the Articles identified and screened 

before being included in the Literature Review. The keywords used by the Authors help in 
identifying the relevant articles. The Keywords mentioned above used in Google Scholar, 

Mendeley, Article Publishers website like Scopus, Harvard Review, IEEE for the above purpose 

(Firdaus et al., 2019). It has to be decided what articles to consider for review and which ones to 

exclude. The main reason is to exclude articles or topics, which are out of the scope of the study, 
like Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies and discussing trading (Hart, 2018). It helps to understand the 

style of writing and research methodology followed by significant researchers in Blockchain and 

its application in Higher Education, which is majorly secondary research, and Inductive. 
Therefore, it led the way to make the Research Plan (Ahmed et al., 2018). 

 

6.2. Detailed explanation as to how the literature was identified 
 

The Secondary Research using the Keywords and systematic search and review, 110 articles were 

identified from credible journals like Scopus, IEEE Access, ProQuest, library resources, upward 
of 2016. Only SCJ used wherein if the H Index is more than 60, then the journal is considered 

credible. Care to restrict the literature review search only to peer-reviewed articles so that the 

selected articles or literature is credible. Sufficient attention to check currency, relevance and 
reference of the Articles. Seventy-seven articles identified using the inclusion approach and 

balance excluded due to a lack of quality material to using the Keywords and systematic search 

and review, 110 articles were identified from credible journals like Scopus, IEEE Access, 

ProQuest, library resources, upward of 2016. Only SCJ used wherein if the H Index is more than 
60, then the journal is considered credible. Sufficient care to restrict the literature review search 

only to peer-reviewed articles so that the selected articles or literature is credible. Sufficient 

attention taken to check, currency, relevance and reference of the Articles—seventy-seven 
articles identified using the inclusion approach and balance excluded due to a lack of quality 

material used. The articles then compiled into a Summary table identifying the significant 

findings on which the variable depend on (Machi et al., 2016). The table includes the type of 

Research done, the Primary and Secondary Research, which has used to collect data and to 
analyze. The limitations or gaps made to produce the Gap Analysis and the Research conceptual 

model shown in figure 1. The whole idea is to identify credible references for putting forward the 

topic attributes in a systematic manner (Creswell et al., 2017). The above will avoid duplication, 
and it gives the readers a synopsis of the things to come and motivates them. The type of data 

used by the major of them is secondary data through conference papers, journal reviews, 

government data, grey literature, books. So, the idea to go further with our Research design 
ascertained. 
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The significant findings with the dependent, independent, sub-variables identified, and the 
frequency of occurrence will help to ascertain Research Variables (Fink, 2019). It also enables 

the Researcher to focus on contribution to the existing Research Topic like Energy Requirements 

in the Blockchain Technology and the Regulator, First Sponsor necessity in today’s context is the 

contribution of this Research Article (Koteska et al., 2017). This article should look at the 
perspectives to be included and excluded and should be reflective (Miles et al., 1994), (Batubara 

et al., 2018).  

 

6.3. Usefulness of Blockchain in Higher Education 
 

From the Literature review, it has identified that the Independent Constructs are Decentralization, 
Traceability, Immutability, Currency properties, Scalability, First Sponsor Organization and 

Energy Requirements. These are the main features of Blockchain Technology, which will be 

useful in Higher Education Domain, identified as the Independent Variable (Johnson, 2018); 
(Beck, 2018). Most of the Systems are centralized, i.e. all the data are maintained in a single spot, 

and this makes it vulnerable to the risk of losing data, being hacked or the information 

compromised, for example, Facebook data leakage and Education data leakage from Universities, 
Education websites (Cheng et al., 2017), (Alneyadi et al., 2016). 

 

Decentralization is the process of keeping Data in various places and not with a single entity. In 

Blockchain, in peer network with decentralized structure the system has various nodes with 
storage, data verification, maintenance, and transmission facilities. A decentralized system, built 

trust using mathematical methods between distributed nodes. In Higher Education, it translates to 

storing certificates, records of Learners, maintained and transmitted on Blockchain system with 
lesser fear of being hacked or compromised (Huang et al., 2017). The Blockchain uses cryptic 

codes to encrypt transactions, done by Miners, which is complex to crack and gets more 

complicated with increased transactions and nodes added to the network. It does not involve any 
third-party intermediator and Employers can verify Student certificates at the click of the mouse. 

(Chen, 2018) 

 

Traceability means to be able to trace the source from the existing position. For example, if 
potential Employee Profile is claiming to be Masters, Blockchain can trace the source of the 

Master’s certificate, issued by which University, the transcript and the Mark sheet. Blockchain 

Technology promises traceability, provenance and transparency of information. At the same time, 
there is reassurance that Participants cannot change the information in a bid to hide the exact 

origin without consensus from each of them (Khachaturova et al., 2018). Traceability is possible 

by linking block information through hash keys. All transactions need to be arranged 

chronologically on Blockchain, and adjacent blocks are connected using the hash function 
cryptographically (Salman et al., 2018). 

 

Immutability is an integral part of the Blockchain due to its structure, as all transactions storing 
blocks are linked using hash keys from the previous block and another hash key linking to the 

next. In the Higher Education system, every new transaction needs to be linked to an old block 

and made very secure, thereby avoiding system manipulation. Tampering in an evolved 
Blockchain is possible only if 51% of the ledgers stored by the network is changed which is very 

unlikely to happen (Tschorsch et al., 2016), however, can be an inherence for small networks.   

 

Currency Properties: Blockchain Technology in Higher Education and tokens/rewards like 
Taelim coins go together; every Blockchain network has a potential cryptocurrency property. 

Point- to- point transactions are the essence of Blockchain Technology with no third-party 

involvement. The Tokens or coins meant to compensate the Miners for encrypting each 
transaction to be recorded. The above means lot of energy requirements, more than used in smart 
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systems. Therefore, the Miners have to reward for their efforts and energy usage (Panda et al., 
2019). 

 

Scalability: Most Blockchains have problems when the transactions increase beyond some 

particular level, and the whole system slows down. There is need to work on Increased Capacity, 
better known as scalability to handle and make transactions faster using the Miners/Nodes. The 

miners get rewarded with token coins. Delegated proof-of-stake is a viable consensus mechanism 

by which users, vote on a small number of delegates, who maintain the ledger, in this case, would 
be identified Miners. The reduction in active nodes means the network can increase its 

throughput. Each node is paid through inflation and can justify running a large data center to 

support the network. It depends on the Segwit, Block Size Increase, Sharding, Proof of Stake, 
Off-Chain State Channels and Plasma used (Salman et al., 2018). 

 

First Sponsor Organization: Most people view not having a Regulator as the main advantage of 

Blockchain Technology. However, it is the major reason financial systems do not accept it. First 
Sponsor Organization like UAE Smart Government can be the guarantor of sorts; they take care 

of the regulations required to set it up and give its credibility in financial parlance. It ensures the 

credibility of the members, the miners, the ledger keepers who identified to avoid money 
laundering, illicit money flows (Bryson et al., 2017). 

 

Energy Requirements: The Blockchain Technology needs much energy to create the codes, to 
record, store and to transmit these across networks (Nakamoto, 2008). The energy consumption is 

much higher than used by the smart system of similar magnitude. Mining consumes a lot of 

energy, which has been a limitation in it spreading fast across the sectors and to countries (Truby, 

2018) ;(Tschorsch et al., 2016); (Fanning, 2016). 
 

Technology Adaption Model and Acceptance model explains the way users accept new 

technologies like AI, ML, Blockchain over some time. The perception changes with the use of 
technology to start accepting and take advantage of Blockchain. The initial resistance and 

mindset need to be managed with the spread of awareness and induce the usage of modern 

technologies (Verma et al., 2016); (Wu et al., 2017). 

 

7. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK – 
 

Suggested Solution Framework Blockchain in Higher Education Domain, Usefulness of 

Blockchain in Higher Education as shown in figure 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1 
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H1: The Reliability, Immutability features of Blockchain be useful for successful implementation 
of Blockchain Technology in Education? 

 

H2: The trust and efficiency features of Blockchain Technology be useful for storing records of 

Education. 
 

H3: The Higher Education needs to be addressed for successful implementation of Blockchain in 

Higher Education   
 

 
 

8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

8.1. Research Need and type of Research required 
 

Blockchain has been most discussed technology in the last four years. Many things discussed 

Blockchain and its features are helpful; however, the way to implement Blockchain has been 
missed. Therefore, it is a matter of interest to research the lack of implementation, the issues, and 

the challenges to its implementation, especially to Higher Education. The technology 

development in Blockchain initially experimented using cryptocurrency, and the experience has 
been maximum in this field. Therefore, it is the root of all Blockchain development and slowly 

limited successes in other sectors, Banking, Finance, Governance, Higher Education, Health care, 

Logistics (Johnson et al., 2019). 

 
The Research Topic we endeavor to study of the current status of Blockchain and its 

implementation in various sectors, study the usefulness of the features of Blockchain to Higher 

Education Domain, the usage in various sectors, the challenges, the sectors in making it widely 
applicable in Higher Education Domain. We will be using both the types of Research based on 

the nature of information needed from experts and through survey, interviews (Mertler, 2018). 

 

8.2. Primary Research conducted through Online surveys 
 

Quantitative Data (300 plus Sample Size planned). The researcher sends a communication to 835 
target respondents across the various cities of India, Malaysia, Singapore, UAE. The survey is 

achievable in a Smart Government environment like in Dubai, for example, where 90,000 

government Employees from 28 entities are on the same platform. For the awareness, survey 

Questionnaire on Blockchain and its application to Higher Education was sent to 835 respondents 
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across various Government agencies like Energy companies, Transportation authorities, 
Education development agencies, Higher Education Ministry, Universities and Colleges in UAE, 

India, Singapore, Malaysia, Pakistan, affiliated to the Higher Education Ministry (Mertler, 2018). 

 

8.3. Secondary Research 
 

Deterministic Research and accepted factors included in the Research and contribute to the gap 
identified from various Research papers studied. Correlation analysis used to see how the 

dependent variable is actually related to the independent Variable. Try to see how many of the 

independent variables identified have a strong influence on the adaption of the Blockchain 

Technology. For example, how much influence a Regulator or the First Sponsor/Investor 
Organization has on the adaption of Blockchain Technology in the Higher Education Domain. 

Expert opinion from the People in the industry in Higher Education assimilated, or from 

Consultants. Users in the Blockchain Industry from Banking, Finance, Regulators, Students, 
Researchers identified for this purpose- Qualitative Data (12 Experts) (Quinlan et al., 2019). 

 

The various philosophies, the Positivism approach seems to be useful for Research for 
considering the Quantitative data through surveys followed by the analysis using correlation, 

regression using SPSS software and Adanco. It is required to interview, conduct focus groups for 

getting the opinion of the experts about the Blockchain Technology application to the Higher 

Education Framework. It will help to create the Gap Analysis chart, Research Framework by 
identifying the dependent Variable, Independent Variable and the sub-variables to establish the 

relationship between them (Machi et al., 2016). 

 

9. DATA COLLECTION 
 

9.1. Research Approach 

 
A quantitative research methodology uses a deductive research, uses structured approach, 

statistics, and a large adequate sample size to analyze data to come to conclusions. The Sampling 

population of this Research is Blockchain professionals, Educationists, Blockchain Users and 

Students working remotely due to forced lockdowns due to COVID-19. Hence this study uses 
stratified clustered random convenient sampling methodology, which focusses on affirms that 

every potential working professional and student working-remotely has an equal opportunity to 

participate in this research (Zikmund et al., 2013). Raosoft Sample size calculator can be used to 
know the tentative sample size based on the confidence level 95%, margin of error-5%, is found 

to be 385 respondents (Raosoft Inc, 2020).  

 

The usage and awareness of Blockchain technology are low, the ‘scenario’ method was used to 
convey the use-case of Blockchain application. The questionnaire for the online survey was 

adapted from existing questionnaires available for validating task technology fit model and 

technology acceptance model by using statistical methods. The list of questions for individual 
constructs of the research framework is shared in Annexure-I. A total of seventeen questions 

were asked to respondents, which measured their attitude via a 5-point Likert scale 

(Nemoto&Beglar, 2014). The questionnaire was formulated with consensus with discussion and 
pilot survey shared with 20 respondents and valuable feedback in improving the questionnaire to 

avoid ambiguity and bias. 

SPSS used in this research, to measure demographics characteristics of the respondents and its 

relation with the Blockchain in Education. The widely used PLS-SEM method is used for this 
business research for hypothesis testing and analyzing reflective measurement and structured 

measurements. Reflective measurements cover indicator reliability, construct reliability, 
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convergent validity, and discriminant validity. Structural measurements cover predictive 
relevance, the significance of path coefficients and overall variance of a structured model- 

Results shown in Table 3.  

 

9.2. Data validation and analysis 
 

Respondent’s characteristics 

 

Table 1 show the demographics of participants of the online survey. A total of 835 survey 

questionnaires were distributed to students, and working professionals in India, Malaysia, UAE, 

Singapore and several other countries clubbed under the 'rest of the world.' A total of 383 
respondents participated in this research survey. (see table 1) 

 
Table 1: Demographics of Respondents 

 
Demographic Variable Category Percentage 

Age Group 18-25 18.24 

 
26-35 32.56 

 
36-45 27.79 

 
46-60 18.92 

 
60+ 2.49 

Gender Male 55.43 

 
Female 44.57 

 
Demographic 

Variable 
Category Percentage 

Demographic 

Variable 
Category Percentage 

Education Highschool 1.28 Region India 33.97 

 
Undergraduate 21.54 

 
UAE 37.60 

 
Post Graduate 60.34 

 
Malaysia & Singapore 15.82 

 
Doctoral 16.84 

 
Rest of the World 12.61 

 
Demographic Variable Category Percentage Demographic 

Variable 
Category Percentage 

Awareness of the 
Blockchain 

Application in 
Education? 

 
 
 
 

Extremely familiar- 
Expert in the field 

19.60 Association with 
Blockchain 

Technology? 
 
 
 
 

Researcher 10.80 

Student/Learner 28.30 

Working IT 
Professional 

10.24 

Business Owner 8.37 

Project Manager 7.11 

Consultant 5.76 

Government 
Official 

8.60 

Very Familiar-
working on the 

Blockchain 
Application 

36.80 Regulator 2.10 

Public 6.80 

Somewhat Familiar- 
only researching 

and yet to work on 
Blockchain 

43.60 Trader 3.50 

Miner 2.70 

Others 5.72 
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Table 2: Indicator Loadings 

 
Indicator Blockchain Features Higher Education Needs Successful 

Implementation 
Factors 

BCTF1 0.9326   

BCTF2 0.9190   

BCTF3 0.9223   

BCTF4 0.8946   

BCTF5 0.8997   

BCTF6 0.8631   

BCTF7 0.8697   

BCTF8 0.7662   

HENF1  0.9094  

HENF2  0.9546  

HENF3  0.8676  

HENF4  0.9176  

HENF5  0.9032  

HENF6  0.8469  

HENF7  0.9349  

HENF8  0.8084  

SIF1   0.7978 

SIF2   0.8142 

SIF3   0.8638 

SIF4   0.8817 

SIF5   0.7864 

SIF6   0.8149 

SIF7   0.7507 

SIF8   0.8852 

 

Table 3: Construct reliability 

 
Construct Dijkstra-Henseler's rho (ρA) Jöreskog's rho (ρc) Cronbach's alpha(α) 

Blockchain Features 0.9604 0.9664 0.9598 

Higher Education Needs 0.9649 0.9695 0.9637 

Successful Implementation 
factors 

0.9369 0.9447 0.9328 

 
Table 4: Convergent validity 

 
Construct Average variance extracted (AVE) 

Blockchain Features 0.7829 

Higher Education Needs 0.7992 

SuccessfulImplementation 
Requirements 

0.6816 
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Table 5: Discriminant validity 

 

Construct Blockchain Features Higher Education Needs Successful 
Implementation 

Requirement 

Blockchain Features 0.6810   

Higher Education Needs 0.6260 0.7456  

Successful Implementation 
Requirement 

0.6133 0.6495 0.6928 

 

Table 6: Indicator collinearity 

 
Indicator Blockchain Features Higher Education Needs Successful 

Implementation 
Factors 

BCTF1 3.2989   

BCTF2 4.0849   

BCTF3 3.2729   

BCTF4 4.9657   

BCTF5 3.4490   

BCTF6 4.0599   

BCTF7 4.0323   

BCTF8 2.7513   

HENF1  4.7696  

HENF2  4.8075  

HENF3  3.6898  

HENF4  4.8264  

HENF5  4.7303  

HENF6  3.9840  

HENF7  4.4588  

HENF8  3.2402  

SIF1   2.6375 

SIF2   4.1317 

SIF3   3.8795 

SIF4   4.1534 

SIF5   3.1509 

SIF6   4.6817 

SIF7   3.7082 

SIF8   3.7229 

Variance inflation factors (VIF) 

 

Table 7: Coefficient determination 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Construct Coefficient of determination (R2) Adjusted R2 

Higher Education Needs 0.7950 0.794
4 

Successful Implementation Factors 0.5548 0.552
5 
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Table 8: Bootstrap direct effects inference 

 
Effect Standard bootstrap results 

p-value (2- sided) 

Blockchain Features -> Higher Education Needs 0.0000 

Blockchain Features -> SIF1 0.0000 

Higher Education Needs -> SIF1 0.0052 

 

Table 9: Path coefficient 
 

Independent variable Dependent variable 

Higher Education Needs Successful 
Implementation 

Factors 

Blockchain Features 0.8916 0.44
98 

Higher Education Needs  0.31
54 

 
Based on the results from Table 9, the path coefficient is displayed below  

 

Table 10: Path coefficient 

 
Independent variable Dependent variable 

Higher Education Needs Successful 
Implementation 

Factors 

Blockchain Features 0.8916 0.44
98 

Higher Education Needs  0.31
54 

 

Table 11: Direct effect Inferences 

 
Effect Original 

coefficient 
Standard bootstrap results Percentile bootstrap quantiles 

Mean 
value 

Standard 
error 

t-value p-value 
(2-

sided) 

p-value 
(1-sided) 

0.5% 2.5% 97.5% 99.5% 

Blockchain 
Features -> 

Higher 
Education 

Needs 

0.8916 0.8913 0.0126 70.4966 0.0000 0.0000 0.8541 0.8646 0.9143 0.9205 

Blockchain 
Features -> SIF1 

0.4498 0.4479 0.1064 4.2278 0.0000 0.0000 0.1787 0.2398 0.6596 0.7211 

Higher 
Education 

Needs -> SIF1 

0.3154 0.3173 0.1128 2.7952 0.0052 0.0026 0.0265 0.0949 0.5372 0.5932 
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10.  DISCUSSION, FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 

 
 

Figure 2 

 

10.1. Discussion and Analysis 
 
Based on the Research Final Model (Figure 2), the Model is tested and validated as per the 

parameters shown in the tables 1 to 10. The Hypotheses 1 to 3 have been proven to be 

significantly valid and acceptable. So, we accept the hypotheses and the results will prove that the 

Blockchain features can adequately meet the requirements of the Education system and the 
successful implementation is very likely.  

 

10.2. Status of findings 
 

H1, H2, H3 hypotheses have been accepted as the model path coefficients and the R2 is above the 

acceptable value, which calculated to be 0.5555 and the hypotheses are supported and have 
positive significance as shown in the figure 3.  

 

 
 

Figure 3 
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10.3. Features of Blockchain Technology 
 

Decentralization, Traceability, Immutability, Currency properties, Scalability, First Sponsor 

Organization, Energy Requirements are the main features of Blockchain Technology, which will 
be useful in Higher Education Domain (Beck, 2018). The Features of the Blockchain have been 

discussed in the above paragraph. 

 

10.4. Advantages of Blockchain technology, in Higher Education Framework 
 

Some of the advantages of using Blockchain Technology in education can be (Han, 2018) 
 

1. Reliability: Blockchain uses the decentralized ledger distributed over the various nodes in the 

network so the databases are more secured unlike the centralized transaction records maintained 
by a few accredited entities. This ensures that the operation of whole network is not affected by 

malfunctioning of a single node. Therefore, the Blockchain Technology improves the reliability 

of the applications (Zhang, 2016). In Higher Education it is required as certificates need to be 

verified often by employees and the Universities Authorities.  
 

2. Trust: Trust is decentralized due to the use of Blockchain network. The trust bearers act as 

decentralized ledgers instead of relying on central governments issuing currencies, and on 
commercial banks. These ledgers are tamper-proofed nodes that are shared among Miners 

(Underwood, 2016).  

 
3. Security: The Blockchain network security is ensured by using the forward (one-way) hash-

function, to get fixed length binary sequence from a mathematical function that takes a variable 

length input string. The output bears no apparent relationship to the input. The process is virtually 

irreversible as, given just the output, the input cannot be determined (Jesse, 2016). The linear 
sequence of time is followed by the new block created (Salman et al, 2018).  

 

4. Efficiency: Blockchain Technology can make pre-set procedures efficient by reducing the cost 
of labor and time saved. This is achieved by avoiding intermediaries to enhance the reconciliation 

and settlement time of the processes. The automation of distributed ledgers leads to faster 

settlement as achieved in digital currency of Blockchain 1.0 (Abdel, 2019). 

 
Hence, the single PC cannot be sufficient to process so much data and it will need a pool of 

computing resources. This will lead to the UAE locals to secure employment with sufficient 

earning potential in the future. Therefore, it will serve the economic need of the Society, country. 
(Grech, 2017). A consortium or Government Agency like KHDA/Higher Education Ministry 

could manage Blockchains, where members make the decisions about how blocks are processed. 

In addition, Blockchains can be private where one organization controls everything. Some 
universities like MIT might be interested in hosting a private Blockchain or some group of 

universities. An ecosystem running on Open Badges, which generates digital representations of 

learning and skills, can use a consortium Blockchain. 

 

10.5. How will Blockchain Transform the Higher Education System? 
 
The popularity of the Blockchain is due to its superior cybersecurity capabilities, due to the 

decentralized feature and seen the increase in number of industrial applications that need security 

features including education, finance and healthcare. The potential uses for the Blockchain will 

revolutionize classroom management in the future (Ayers, 2019). 
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Smart classrooms are not too far off, and Blockchain Technology may become an integral part 
of schools all over the globe in a few years (Wiesner, 2019).  

 

Better Security  
 
Everyone is worried about privacy and the security of his or her data. Schools and parents are 

especially protective of children’s data, and the threat of data breaches on online records is a 

serious concern. 
 

Security Concerns and Degree Verification on College Campuses (Hafiza, 2019). Security and 

verification are necessary for Students trying to be employed and is a major concern for Colleges. 
(Salman, 2018) 

 

Online Teaching and Learning 
 
Blockchain Technology has been successfully used for online teaching and learning, using virtual 

classrooms. It can bring teachers, students, Employers, Government agencies, Administrators all 

on a single platform. Assessments, exams can be conducted and results recorded. Blockchain 
Technology used in Higher Education Domain can achieve this (Wiesner, 2019). 

 

Library and Information Services 
 

The Blockchain can be used to track and store information to enhance library and information 

services in schools. Though few libraries have started experimenting with Blockchain technology 

(Guang, January 2018). 
 

Smart Contracts 

 
Smart Contracts may be the best Blockchain application currently. The automated payments and 

transfer of currency or assets may work out well. Smart contract might be used to pay teacher 

salaries on specific dates or to make payment for equipment got from suppliers for the classroom 

(Cong et al, 2019). 
 

Transformation model (Mezirow) can be applied to the change from traditional Higher 

Education teacher centric models to Learner centric models using modern technologies like 
Blockchain, Ai etc. It explains the need for the stakeholders to be accept this change, get prepared 

to change and change in mindset. The people concerned should stress on being inclusive, 

discriminating, reflective, open, and emotionally able to change (Taylor, 2017).  
 

10.6. How Blockchain will benefit Society? 
 
It will help with the Smart Government initiatives and is a giant jump into the development of 

Higher Educational needs of the community and society. It will support the society by creating 

Jobs in terms of Miners, coders, PC domain node maintenance for all the transactions created and 
to be maintained. For example, in Bitcoin, the need for mining has created more than 1 million 

nodes, miners along with the maintenance for these servers in the network (Ali, 2019). If we look 

at multi billion market across the globe, the requirements of nodes and miners will be massive. 

The Miners are rewarded with Tokens like Taelim Coins for creating and maintaining blocks. 
(Muhamud,2018) Job creation for the local population can be sufficed by a single Government 

initiative and investment and can take care of the job requirements in the near future 

(Svein,2017).  
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Social Model of Higher Education Benefits includes benefits like enhanced economic growth 
due to higher employment, higher societal production, fast technological adoption of change, and 

development of government and business organizations, improved well-being, women 

empowerment and increased social values. This leads to less crimes and wellness of the society 

(Behrman et al, 1994), (Williams, 2019). 
 

11. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDED 
 

The literature review is the outcome of secondary research and researching on the topic. 
Secondary data needs to be updated quite frequently till the paper is published which is difficult 

to achieve. Hence the use of the information obtained may be restricted. Moreover, secondary 

data might be available but may not include all the required information (Johnston, 2017). 

Secondary data has no control over its accuracy. Research conducted may be biased to support 
the vested interests of the source, known as grey material (Bornmann et al, 2019). It appears that 

digital transformation needs to be further explored especially in the UAE and in the Higher 

Education industry. Also, longitudinal survey samples can be attempted in the future. Another 
area of interest will be conduct focus group interviews for the Questionnaire finalization as 

Qualitative methodology.  

 
The future research can make use of primary data through surveys or interviews. Limited 

research is carried out to correlate impact of the digital revolution within Higher Education 

(Almalki, 2016).  

 

12. CONCLUSION  
 

This paper endeavors to give an overview on the Blockchain Technology, and details on applying 

Blockchain Technology in Higher Education. The benefits and features of the Blockchain 
Technology have been reviewed and how they can be applied to Higher Education has been 

discussed. The limitations and gaps have been identified for future Research, to find solution so 

that the Blockchain Technology can be applied to its full potential and in a commercial manner to 

earn Maximum benefit. The contribution has been the solution for scalability (Volume of scale), 
the energy requirements, need for Regulation and First Sponsor Organization suggested and to be 

area of further Research.  

 
For Future prospects, Research contribution can be first hand survey done with experts, 

Interviews to confirm the findings and including factors like energy requirements, regulator, First 

Sponsor Organization to get over the challenges of the Blockchain Technology to implement 
successfully in the Higher Education sector. The suggested Model is tested and validated using 

PLS method and the main contribution of building primary data for the Blockchain application in 

Education to be successful.  
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ANNEXURE 1 

 
Questionnaire  

Demographics Section: Gmail compulsory *  

 
1. Please specify your Age group * 

a. 18-25 

b. 26-35 

c. 36-45 
d. 46-60 

e. 60 +  

2. Please specify your gender * 
a. Male  

b. Female 

3. Please specify your highest qualification achieved 
a. High School 

b. Undergraduate 

c. Masters 

d. Doctorate  
4. Are you aware of Blockchain Application in Education?  

a. Extremely familiar- Expert in the Field  

b. Very familiar- working on Blockchain Application 
c. Somewhat familiar- only researching and yet to work on the Blockchain.  

5. What has been your association with the Blockchain Technology? 

a. Researcher  

b. Student/Learner 
c. Working IT professional 

d. Business Owner 

e. Project Manager 
f. Consultant 

g. Government Official 

h. Regulator 
i. Public 

j. Trader 

k. Miner 
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l. Owning Domain for recording transactions 
6. I believe that the Blockchain features (BCTF) that will be suitable for Education Needs are: 

(Express your opinion on the statement by marking the most appropriate one) 

 

Description                                                        Strongly 
Disagree     

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

a. Security due to its 

working design 

BCTF1 

     

b. Transparency BCTF2      

c. Decentralized Ledgers 

BCTF3 

     

d. Minting or 
Corrections require 

approval of all 

concerned Parties 
BCTF4 

     

e. Immutability and 

Tamper deduction 

BCTF5 

     

f. Relative User 

Anonymity BCTF6 

     

g. Cost effectiveness due 

to faster settlement- 
no intermediaries 

BCTF7 

     

h. Long term Storage 
Ability BCTF8 

     

 

7. I believe that the needs of Education sector that drives the Business are: (Express your 

opinion on the statement by marking the most appropriate one) 
8.  

Description                                                        Strongly 

Disagree     

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

a. Confidentiality of 
Information HENF1 

     

b. Storage & Retrieval 

HENF2 

     

c. Reduced Cost HENF3      

d. Modern technologies 

plugins HENF4 

     

e. Authentication 

HENF5 

     

f. Single Regulation 

across the sector 

HENF6 

     

g. Quality Assurance of 
Education HENF7 

     

h. Student Centric 

Curriculum and 
Policies HENF8 
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9. I believe that the main factors involved in successful implementation of Blockchain 
technology in Education are: (Express your opinion on the statement by marking the most 

appropriate one) 

 

Description                                                        Strongly 
Disagree     

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

a. Economies of scale 

SIF1 

     

b. Price SIF2      

c. Regulator SIF3      

d. Sponsors/Guarantor 

SIF4 

     

e. Energy needs sorted 
SIF5 

     

f. Tokenization SIF6      

g. Acceptance of BCT 

SIF7 

     

h. Behavior of Users SIF8      

 

10. Any other factor which you would like to recommend or something missed in this survey  

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------ 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Secure, immutable and transparent feature of blockchain has led researchers to find ways to 

harness its potential in sectors other than financial services. Blockchain is emerging as a 

popular tool to help solve some of the healthcare industry's age-old problems that have resulted 

in delayed treatments, inaccessible health records in emergency, wasteful spending and higher 

costs for doctors, health care providers, insurers and patients. Applying blockchain in 
healthcare brings a new challenge of integrating blockchain with Internet of Things (IoT) 

networks as sensor based medical and wearable devices are now used to gather information 

about the health of a patient and provide it to medical applications using wireless networking. 

This paper proposes an architecture that would provide a decentralized, secure, immutable, 

transparent, scalable and traceable system for management and access control of electronic 

health records (EHRs) through the use of consortium blockchain, smart contracts, proof-of-

authentication (PoAh) consensus protocol and decentralized cloud. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Blockchain, Proof of Authentication, Smart Contracts, Internet of Things, Healthcare 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Safe and effective healthcare require good quality, complete, up-to-date and accurate medical 

records for doctors and hospital staff to make timely decisions, to improve quality of care, to 

develop new ways of predicting and diagnosing illness. At present, many healthcare systems still 
use papers and files to maintain records that often lead to delays in accessing data and hence, in 

providing treatment. Even where records are stored digitally as electronic health records (EHR), 

they mostly have server/client centralized model where server has huge pressure in terms of 
storage and computing, and also poses a single point of failure.  

 

In 2019, it was reported that approximately 18 % of patient health records are duplicates and  

roughly one in five patients have mismatched health records, providing doctors an imperfect view 
of their medical history, thus resulting in delayed,  improper treatment and unnecessary repeated 

testing. Another major concern is that though bulk of data repositories are owned by healthcare 

providers, pharmaceutical companies, and other stakeholders in the health and medical 
ecosystem, yet they do not interact with one another. This leads to non-availability of a patient’s 

medical history to health providers in emergency cases. Sharing data between hospitals can allow 

for reduced costs and improved patient outcomes across hospital systems but presently, 
organizations and researchers cannot benefit from data sharing as patient’s privacy is at stake. 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111204
https://ehrintelligence.com/news/health-it-solution-providers-collaborate-to-improve-patient-matching
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The world is witnessing an increasing number of medical records breach every year, with over 20 
million breaches records in 2019 alone. The term “Medical Theft” was introduced by the World 

Privacy Forum (WPF) in 2006 for the illegal access and use of a patient's personally identifiable 

information to obtain medical treatment, services or goods. In most cases, name or health 

insurance numbers were used to see a doctor or get prescription drugs and in others, medical 
providers submitted false insurance claims for services not provided. Blockchain, if used in a 

well-planned architecture, can prove to be a boon to address the above issues. 

 
Blockchain is an open, distributed, append-only public ledger technology. It consists of a chain of 

blocks that maintains the digitally signed transactions of the users in a verifiable and permanent 

way[1]. It doesn’t require the need of any central authority as the participating nodes in the 
network are themselves responsible for its maintenance through the use of consensus protocol 

which ensures that a block is added only after it has been validated by the majority of nodes. 

Each node in the network keeps an updated copy of the whole blockchain, ensuring consistency 

of the data among all nodes and protection against malicious attacks. A block once added to the 
blockchain cannot be altered and any changes to be made it are stored as new transactions in a 

new block added at the end of the blockchain, keeping the original copy intact. Hence, it ensures 

traceability and accountability. All the blocks are interconnected using hash values, so that any 
tampering with the data is easily reflected in the consequent blocks. An important feature of 

blockchain is the user’s anonymity which is achieved by concealing their true identity as each 

user is identified by their public addresses. This provides transparency in the network and allows 
data to be viewed and shared by all the nodes in the network. 

 

The most common consensus protocols used today, ex. Proof of Work (PoW), have high latency 

in creation of a new block. Such protocols are infeasible to be used in healthcare system as IoT 
devices, that require fast data processing, have become an indispensable part of every healthcare 

system today.  Others introduce some centralization, defeating the whole purpose of using a 

blockchain. For example, Proof of Stake (PoS) where more the number of tokens, more the 
power to create a block. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Role of IoT in Healthcare 

 

The Internet of things refers to the network of physical entities that are embedded with sensors, 

software, and other technologies for collecting and exchanging data with other devices and 
systems over the internet.  IoT has provided a great opportunity to build powerful industrial 

systems and applications by using the growing ubiquity of radio-frequency Identification (RFID) 

and wireless, mobile, and sensor devices [2].  Medical care and health care represent one of the 
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most attractive application areas for the IoT. IoT devices are used for tracking various medical 
issues such as electrocardiogram, blood pressure, asthma, blood sugar and so on as shown in 

Figure 1. The IoT has the potential to give rise to many medical applications such as remote 

health monitoring, fitness programs, chronic diseases, and elderly care. IoT-based healthcare 

services would reduce cost and increase the quality of life. But integrating the blockchain with 
IoT devices, which are constrained in terms of storage and computational power, brings new set 

of challenges.  

 
This paper discusses these challenges and how the proposed architecture overcomes them. The 

remainder of this paper is organized as follows:  

 
Section 2 discusses the related work done in this area. Section 3 discusses the structure and 

working of a block chain along with the benefits and challenges of integrating it with IoT in 

healthcare systems. Section 4 describes the architecture and workflow of the proposed model. 

Section 5 discusses how two blockchains were implemented based on two different consensus 
protocols to justify the use of proposed protocol. Section 6 presents the observed results which 

are discussed further in section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper by specifying the features of the 

proposed model that makes it fit for a secure and transparent healthcare system. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

There have been many researches on blockchian recently. Ref. [3] surveys advances in IoT-based 

health care technologies and reviews the state-of-the-art network architectures/platforms, 
applications, and industrial trends in IoT-based health care systems. In [4] authors propose a 

blockchain based IoT model for medical device transactions and communication using Inter 

Planetary File System for storing and sharing data but they don’t take into account the cost 
incurred by energy and time requirements of PoW protocol used for mining. Ref. [5] discuss the 

opportunities that blockchain offers in the field of healthcare e.g., in public health management, 

user-oriented medical research based on personal patient data as well as drug counterfeiting. A 
systematic review of the usual consensus algorithms used in the blockchain and analysis of their 

performance with respect to verification speed, throughput, scalability and fault tolerance has 

been made in [6]. In [7], authors have outlined and mapped 66 consensus protocols for private 

and public blockchains. The authors in [8] propose a decentralized healthcare blockchain for IoT 
using light weight digital signature scheme but no implementation of the same exists ensuring the 

low latency desired in IoT. We use the decentralized cloud model in our model inspired by them. 

In [9,10] authors present a novel consensus algorithm called Proof-of-Authentication (PoAh) for 
resource-constrained distributed systems such as the Internet of Things (IoT), edge computing 

and fog computing to make the blockchain application-specific. They implemented and proved 

that PoAh, while running in limited computer resources, has latency in the order of few seconds 

and is faster than PoW which is used in traditional blockchain. After considering many consensus 
protocols, we found PoAh to be the most apt protocol for a secure and fast data processing. 

 

3. INTEGRATION OF BLOCKCHAIN WITH IOT 
 

3.1. Structure and Working of Blockchain 
 

Blockchain is a chain of interconnected blocks where each block contains data in form of 
multiple transactions between the nodes that are part of the network. Each block contains the 

transactions that occurred after the last block was added to the blockchain. The data of a 

particular block, when fed as input to a hashing algorithm, produces a hash that is unique to that 
block. This hash is also stored as a part of the block. SHA-256 is the mostly used cryptographic 
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hash function as it produces a 256- bit(32 bytes) one-way hash i.e. if the hash is known it is 
practically impossible to know the original data. And even a minute change in the input produces 

a totally different output hash. Thus, the hash serves as the fingerprint of the block.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Pending transactions to be added to next block 

 

Fig 2 shows how a transaction between two parties A and B is recorded in a block. Apart from 

data and hash, each block also contains a unique index, timestamp when it was created/ mined, a 
random integer nonce, and the hash of the previous block. Thus, all the blocks are connected via 

the hashes such that, any tampering with data in a block causes the hash to change. This renders 

the hash of that block stored in subsequent block, as the hash of the previous block, invalid. This 
provides immutability of data once stored in the blockchain and protects it against any malicious 

attack. 

 
Fig 3 shows the structure of a blockchain. Each user in the network also has a unique pair of his 

private key (PrK) and public key (PuK). The PrK is kept as a secret whereas the PuK is known to 

all and also serves as the unique address of the user, hiding his true identity.  The sender digitally 

signs (encrypts) the transaction with his PrK. The transaction is broadcasted to all the nodes in 
the network to be stored as pending transaction. The receivers use the PuK of the sender to 

authenticate the transaction. Multiple such transactions form data for the next block to be added 

to the blockchain.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Structure of a blockchain 

 

Every block needs to get consensus from majority of nodes in network before it is added to the 

blockchain. The process by which the nodes come at consensus at validity of the block to be 
added is called consensus protocol. Different such protocols exist, the most commonly used being 
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PoW in which all the participants of the network compete to create a block. This process is called 
mining, where miners (competing nodes) try to solve a computationally extensive mathematical 

puzzle. The puzzle is to guess a random number, nonce, such that hash obtained by sha256 

(sha256 (data + nonce)) begins with a number of 0s (say seventeen, 

ex:000000000000000001422882355385290563fe84da5f0a5aa4832e8 5f68b1b5), according to 
the difficulty level. The only way a miner can find the number is by guessing, i.e. trying millions 

of random numbers. The one who solves the puzzle first, gets to mine (create) the block. The 

winner creates the block by adding the pending transactions, index, hash, timestamp, nonce and 
the hash of the previous block. The newly mined block is then broadcasted to all other nodes to 

be validated. All the nodes then check the index of the block with the one they expect, calculate 

and check the hash of the block, and also match the hash in the hash of the previous block field in 
the new block with the hash of the last block stored in their blockchain. If the block is validated 

by the majority of the nodes, consensus is reached and the block is added by all the nodes to their 

respective blockchains. This way same updated copy of blockchain is stored at all nodes, 

ensuring consistency. The winner who mines the block gets rewarded (with cryptocurrency in 
bitcoin network) for devoting its computational energy and time. If any node goes down for any 

reason, it broadcasts the request for the latest blockchain and stores the one which is the longest. 

 
The consensus protocol safeguards the blockchain from malicious activity of the hacker as he 

may be required to devote a huge computational power and time to solve the puzzle to be able to 

mine the block. Apart from that he would require majority of nodes to validate his block, which 
would be practically infeasible for him. The protocol explained above is called Proof of Work 

(PoW), and is the mostly used consensus protocol in blockchains. Typically, it takes around 10 

minutes for a new block to be added to the blockchain with consent from majority of the nodes. 

 

3.2. Benefits of Blockchain Based IoT Systems 

 
The IoT still remains in its infancy in the healthcare field due to various challenges that it 

imposes, the most significant being the security risk that comes with large amount of sensitive 

data stored in a single centralized database. Others being the issues of interoperability, scalability, 

flexibility, and energy efficiency [11], [12]. To address such concerns, blockchain can be a boon 
for IoT [13]. If IoT network is combined with the blockchain, it would provide a secure, fault 

tolerant, consistent healthcare system that would: 

 

 allow storing and sharing health data securely and transparently 

 enhance the accessibility of patient information in real-time 

 allow secure data sharing 

 ensure data integrity i.e. not changed, destroyed, or removed.  

 Provide patients the control to access their data; however, they themselves won’t be able 
to alter it either.  

 ensure consistency in the patient records and increase their availability across the 

institutional boundaries as they may provide vital information to healthcare professionals, 

medical practitioners and researchers.  

 guarantee medical care in emergency situations resulting in reduced suffering and medical 
expenses. 

 aid in secure management and analysis of healthcare big data. 

 

3.3. Challenges 
 

Implementing blockchain with IOT may seem to be a perfect solution for healthcare systems to 

store highly private patient’s data. But combining the two technologies brings lots of new 
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challenges as IOT devices have very limited storage capacity, computational power and 
bandwidth, whereas blockchain is computationally expensive, demands high bandwidth and 

storage capacity. These challenges are discussed below: 

 

 Scalability Issue: IoT systems usually contain a large number of nodes. But with increasing 

nodes the blockchain would require more time for transaction verification and block 
validation. 

 Computational Capacity: Computationally intensive Proof of Work consensus protocol in 

blockchain is a challenge for resource restricted IoT devices.  

 Time Consumption: While low latency is highly desirable in most of the IoT devices that 

generate new data about patient’s health at high frequency, mining process is highly time 
consuming. If this data takes too long to appear on blockchain and become available for 

healthcare providers, it may lead to a critical situation for the patient in emergency 

situations. 

 Storage Requirements: Ever-increasing blockchain ledger has to be stored on the nodes 
themselves. On the contrary, IoT devices are storage constraint and usually use cloud 

services to extend their storage requirements. Cloud computing is based on a centralized 

structure whereas the whole purpose of using a blockchain is to provide a decentralized 

network without any central authority. 

 Access Control of Data: Most blockchains implemented today are public/open, where 
anyone can join the network without the need of any permission and can access all the data 

stored. An important question arises here - how to provide access control to highly-classified 

and sensitive medical data where anyone can come in and become a part of it? Moreover, 
each patient may wish to share different part of his/her data with different organizations. For 

example, he/she may wish to make all of his/her data available to hospitals or health care 

providers, but only some fraction of it to insurance company or researchers.  
 

The proposed model takes into account all the above challenges to the integrate blockchain with 

IoT for a healthcare network.  

 

4. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
 

4.1. Meeting the Challenges 
 
To resolve the challenges discussed in the last section, the proposed model uses consortium 

blockchain, Proof of Authentication consensus protocol, decentralized cloud and smart contracts. 

Each of these is discussed in detail in this section. 

 

4.1.1. Consortium Blockchain for Scalability 

 
There are three main types of blockchains [14]: 

 

 Public/Permissionless blockchain networks like bitcoin are completely open. These 

networks allow anyone to join the network without the need of any permission. Everyone in 

the network has full right to access all the stored data and to take part in transaction 
verification and consensus protocol for block validation. However, they are not the best 

candidate for storage and transmission of sensitive information such as healthcare records 

because the sole purpose of public blockchains is not to provide confidentiality but rather to 
allow for a publicly accessible, verifiable and unforgeable storage of data [15]. Large 

number of nodes taking part in consensus would result in delay in addition of blocks to 

blockchain.  
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 Private Blockchains are blockchains where write permissions are kept centralized to one 

organization/entity whereas read permissions may be public or restricted to an arbitrary 
extent. It is equipped with the lowest degree of openness, with a high level of access control 

and authority management.  But the healthcare systems require openness and data sharing 

among multiple organizations like hospitals, researchers and insurance companies. 

 Consortium Blockchains are less open than the public blockchains. Only authenticated 

members can join the network and get access to the data recorded on the ledger. It may be 
apt for use in application across multiple organizations in terms of suitable degree of 

openness and high security. Using consortium blockchain for healthcare systems can ensure 

that only medical related organizations can be a part of the network and that patient’s 
records will be in safe hands. Limiting the number of participants would result in fast 

transactions, privacy and high security. 

 

4.1.2. Proof of Authentication for Time and Computational Constraint 

 

The consensus protocol should be chosen after considering the sector requirements and 

deployment environment. The consensus in public environment needs to be complex and must 
include incentives and severe penalties for the participant nodes to ensure integrity of the network 

and to prevent the network from fraudulent nodes as the environment here is untrusted. 

Therefore, security in public blockchains is achieved at the cost of speed and scalability. On the 
other hand, in a private environment with trusted participating nodes, the consensus protocols can 

be simple and also do not require a reward mechanism as the participating nodes have business 

interests to protect and secure the network, therefore can focus more on speed and scalability.  
 

The proposed model uses PoAh as a consensus protocol. Authentication uses fewer resources and 

less energy than other mechanisms, which can be highly advantageous in case of a resource-

constrained environment like IoT architectures. PoAh utilizes minimal resources for block 
validation, minimal time compared to PoW without compromising security threats and it provides 

substantial security while integrating a blockchain based decentralized security solution to the 

IoT [16,17]. The working of the same is described below: 
 

 Every participating node generates a for public-private key pair (PuK-PrK)  

 There are some predetermined trusted nodes known as validators. These are initialized 

during the network deployment with a minimum threshold trust value, th and other network 

nodes with a zero trust value, tr = 0 

 Network participants generate transactions with the sensed or collected data from IoT 
devices to form a block.  

 The network users broadcast their public key, PuK, to the network and sign the block using 

their own private key PrK  

 The nodes broadcast the blocks to the validators for validation. 

 Upon receiving the block for validation, the validators authenticate the block using PuK of 

the sender, check the hash of the previous block field against the hash of the last block in the 

blockchain stored at their end and check the index expected. 

 After successful authentication, validated blocks are broadcasted back to the network with 
the PoAh id of the validator. 

 On receiving the block, the network nodes verify the PoAh information to add blocks into 

the chain. 

 To avoid centralization of power in hands of validators, with every successful block 

authentication, a validator’s trust value is increased by 1. Each fake block authentication 
decreases the trust value by 1. 
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 Thus, a trusted node can be out of the validation process when its trust value drops below the 

threshold trust value, and a normal node can be a part of the authentication process. 

 

4.1.3. Decentralized Cloud for Storage Constraint 

 

Most of the storage constraint IoT devices use cloud services to store the massive amount of high 
frequency data they generate in real time. Cloud computing is centralized as the cloud providers 

allow users to access the applications and computing power of their servers while also retaining 

complete control over those resources and their data. 80% of organizations suffered at least one 
cloud data breach in the past 18 months, while 43% of companies reported 10 or more cloud data 

breaches [18]. This may raise a question about the privacy of patient’s health data. Instead of 

storing data directly over cloud, using blockchain at cloud level to store encrypted data may 
result in a decentralized cloud. The intermediate layers like patient’s laptop, doctor’scomputer 

etc., connected with the IoT devices need not store the whole blockchain but only the hashes of 

the block stored at the cloud. After a block is added to the blockchain on cloud, its hash is sent 

back to the intermediate layer. This way any change or deletion in data would result in change of 
hashes which would be easily reflected at the intermediate layer, which keeps a record of hashes 

of all the blocks. This eliminates the need of any third party trust, because any changes in data 

could be easily traceable. Use of such a decentralized cloud has been proposed in this paper to 
overcome storage constraint and provide additional data securityas on cloud, data files are broken 

into fragments, encrypted and stored at multiple nodes. 

 

4.1.4. Smart Contracts for Access Control 

 

Access control is an essential part of the EHR and provides confidentiality by checking if a user 

has the required rights to access the requested resources. To assure access control of data in 
blockchain, which otherwise is open to all its participants, the proposed model uses smart 

contracts. These are lines of code (if/then statements) that are stored on a blockchain and are 

automatically executed when predetermined terms and conditions are met. Participants to a 
blockchain determine how transactions and their data are represented to other participants, agree 

on the rules that govern those transactions, explore all possible exceptions, and define a 

framework for resolving disputes. Each participant (patient, healthcare provider, etc.) defines it 

smart contract when it registers with the network. This includes stating which part of the data 
would be visible to others and also states the events to be triggered in case of exceptions. As it is 

too stored in the blockchain, any attempt to malicious access by tampering the smart contract 

would be immediately visible to all. Thus, smart contracts would provide access control without 
the need of any central authority. 

 

4.2. Architecture of the Proposed Model 

 
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the proposed model.  
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Figure 4. Architecture of the proposed model 

 

The first layer comprises of the wearable IoT devices that collect data about the patient’s health 
using various sensors. These may include blood pressure, heart rate or glucose monitor. The 

collected data is personal to the patient and can be stored on his smartphone, tablet or laptop. 

Each patient defines a smart contract at the time of registration. The next layer includes all the 

registered nodes that are the part of the network i.e. the patient, doctor, insurance provider or 
researcher. This layer stores only the hashes of all the blocks in the blockchain. Data from IoT 

devices are matched against the values specified in the smart contract and the specified event is 

triggered. The patient may also decide to share data with the others nodes. These actions would 
result in new transactions that would be broadcasted to all. The new block created would be sent 

and stored at the cloud. The cloud forms the next layer. This is where the whole blockchain is 

kept. After a new block is stored, its hash is sent back to all the nodes at the intermediate layer. 

The next layer comprises of the healthcare application, which is used by all the nodes to register 
themselves to the network, initiate various transactions and to access the blockchain data which 

they are authorized to. Figure 5 shows the design of the proposed model. 
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Figure 5. Design of the proposed model 

 

4.3. Workflow of the Proposed Model 
 

Figure 6 and 7 shows the workflow of the proposed model. It is described below in detail: 

 

 The patient is equipped with wearable sensor devices such as a blood pressure monitor, 
insulin pump, temperature monitor or other known devices. 

 Patients, Health providers, insurers or researchers can use the healthcare application to 

register to the consortium blockchain network. They can only make an account once they 

provide identity verification documents. 
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Figure 6. Workflow of block creation by a node  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Workflow (continued) of addition of block to blockchain after PoAh consensus 

 

 Each participant creates his own private key i.e. a 256- bit number. The key is kept as a 

secret and a public key is generated as the hash of the private key using SHA-256 algorithm. 
Finally, the hash of the public key provides the address of the participant node to which all 

the transactions are addressed. 

 Each participant has his own personal dashboard.  
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 The patients first define their smart contract, stating the access rights to their data and the 

events to be triggered in case of any violation or exceptions. The insurer and researchers can 

access the data according to the smart contract 

 Some nodes are selected as authorized nodes and are provided an authentication id and 
minimum trust value. Only these validators are allowed to validate the blocks. Trust value of 

all other nodes is zero. All nodes in the network have information of the address of the 

validators. 

 The health information is sent from sensors to the smart devices such as a 

smartphone/tablet/personal computer  

 Information received is sent to the corresponding smart contract for full analysis along with 

the threshold values as required.  

 The threshold value in the smart contract decides whether the health reading is normal as per 

standard readings or not.  

 If the health reading is abnormal, then the smart contract would execute specified action and 
send an alert to the health providers in intermediate layer.   

 The patient or Health provider may initiate a transaction to get treatment, pay fees or send 

prescription. Each transaction is signed with the private key so that it can be verified at the 

other end using the corresponding public key. 

 All such transactions are broadcasted to all the nodes. One of the authorized nodes, creates a 

block with all the pending transactions and sends it to other authorized nodes with its 

authorization id. The block is validated by all other authorized nodes.  

 Once validated the block is sent to the cloud server for storage, where it is added to the 
blockchain. 

 The hash of the recently added block is sent back by the cloud to all nodes in the 

intermediate layer. Each node at this layer keeps a chronological list of hashes of all the 

blocks stored in blockchain on the cloud server. 

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF BLOCKCHAIN 
 

The consensus protocol is the backbone of any blockchain. To prove that PoAh is a faster and 
more efficient consensus protocol than the most commonly used Proof-of-Work, for the proposed 

architecture, two healthcare blockchain models were implemented. One used PoW as the 

consensus algorithm and the other PoAh. Both the models were run on the same machine, with 
Windows 10 operating system and 8 GB RAM, one at a time. Transactions for both were 

simulated using the Postman simulator. The post calls were made through Postman to simulate 

the registration of block and creation and broadcasting of transaction. Node js and Visual Code 

editor was used to write the code and to run different nodes at different ports. Node js provides 
many features and is very popular for javascript programs with its rich built-in libraries. HTML, 

CSS, Javascript, Jquery and Angular js were used to design the front end where user can register 

and view the data of the blockchain. 
 

First, 15 nodes were simulated for both the models. 50 transactions were simulated to be added to 

the block to be created. The time taken for execution of the consensus protocol and addition of a 

newly created block to the blockchain was noted for the blockchains. Then, 25 nodes were 
simulated for both the models. 50 transactions were simulated to be added to the new block. The 

time was recorded in this too case. Lastly, 50 nodes were simulated and time was again noted for 

the block addition to the blockchain after the consensus. On an attempt to create note for further 
testing, a warning was shown on the system depicting overuse of resources as all the nodes were 

running on the same machine and PoW protocol uses a lot of computational power and memory 

to solve the mathematical puzzle. More computers were not available and labs were not 
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accessible due to the covid 19 pandemic lockdown. Thus, observations were made and results 
were recorded to make a comparison between the PoW and PoAh based blockchains. 

 

6. RESULT 
 

The two blockchain models, based on PoW and PoAh were successfully executed. Different 
number of nodes were simulated each time with fifty transactions. the time taken for execution of 

the consensus protocol in both the cases with different number of nodes was recorded. The results 

are produced in the table1 given below. 
 

Table 1 Time taken to execute PoW and PoAh protocols 

 

Number of Nodes No. of Transactions 

Time Taken 

in sec 

(PoW)  

Time Taken 

in sec 

(PoAh) 

15 50 29.252 0.656 

25 50 67.313 1.503 

50 50 888.777 2.583 

 

7. DISCUSSION 
 

The results clearly show that PoAh consensus protocol is faster than PoW with respect to 

validation and addition of a newly created block to the blockchain. With less number of nodes, it 
is approximately 45 times faster than PoW protocol. With the increase in the number of nodes, 

PoW takes more time which is approximately 14 min to mine a block whereas PoAh takes few 

seconds to do so. Thus, while the latency of PoW increases with the expansion of the network, 

PoAh remains low latent and is approximately 300 times faster. This proves that PoAh is highly 
scalable and can update the blockchain with the new blocks at a faster rate. Hence, PoAh would 

be an apt protocol to be used in a healthcare blockchain that requires low latency in addition of a 

newly created block to the existing blockchain.  
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

An efficient model for access control and secure management of EHRs has been proposed and 

described in detail in this paper. The use of PoAh protocol for consensus has been justified by 
implementation and the observed results. Using the blockchain technology with IoT networks 

along with proof of authentication protocol, decentralized cloud and smart contract, would allow 

tamper proof medical data storage, quick reporting, data sharing and lowering the cost of medical 
services. Such a healthcare system is the need of the hour, especially in this pandemic of covid-

19. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Machine learning techniques have become a vital part of every ongoing research in technical 

areas. In recent times the world has witnessed many beautiful applications of machine learning 

in a practical sense which amaze us in every aspect. This paper is all about whether we should 

always rely on deep learning techniques or is it really possible to overcome the performance of 

simple deep learning algorithms by simple statistical machine learning algorithms by 

understanding the application and processing the data so that it can help in increasing the 

performance of the algorithm by a notable amount. The paper mentions the importance of data 
pre-processing than that of the selection of the algorithm. It discusses the functions involving 

trigonometric, logarithmic, and exponential terms and also talks about functions that are purely 

trigonometric. Finally, we discuss regression analysis on music signals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Regression analysis gained its importance when several statisticians found out its applications in 

the real-world such as predicting the price of land in a certain city, estimating the complex 

polynomials through working on the dataset provided, estimating whether a given medicine will 
work on a large amount of people, etc. [1] also gained its profound importance during the past 

decade with its description of solving various statistical models. [2] also came into the picture 

showing its influence over dealing with trigonometric functions, but, there are some areas where 
we need to understand the importance and need for a perfect combination of above-mentioned 

approaches in a simple way to enhance the accuracy of results and to understand the true 

efficiency of regression analysis in many other fields which recently growing with respect to the 
growing demand for new applications in research. Some primary variations of regression are [3-

5], etc. These algorithms have their own importance individually and are application-specific. 

Therefore, the practical realization of technical research applications needs their respective 

algorithms or approaches which can better the efficiency and accuracy of the applications with 
the least error possible. 

 

1.1. Motivation 
 

This paper discusses about trigonometric regression and polynomial regression on hypothesis 

involving logarithmic or exponential terms to establish the importance of adding features to the 
dataset for better results. Thus, the paper also provides the contrast between the performance 

delivered by the above-mentioned methods and simple neural networks. Hence, by establishing 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
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the context, music signal analysis is performed considering the same idea. The idea of the paper 
is that a proper data pre-processing step can highly reduce the error and allows us to solve 

problems with much more light-weight and basic methods.  

 

2. REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION 
 
In this section we will consider a trigonometric function as shown in equation 1. To take a 

completely random function, we considered generating a random function. To generate a random 

trigonometric function, we have used the python code as provided in listing1. In the code, there is 
a feature list containing all features of interest. There is a single 'For' loop ranging from 0 to 

length of feature list. An individual is allowed to choose a range which is equal to the number of 

terms that are required in the end polynomial. For each iteration of the loop, we randomly select 

coefficient for each term and the term itself from the feature list. Then, we multiply the 
coefficient and store the resulting string in a list known as function. We continue the same until 

the loop is completed. Hence, we end up having a list of terms as strings. Finally, we join all the 

strings using 'join' function which results in a random trigonometric polynomial in string 
datatype. It should be noted that range of loop is the number of terms one desires in the end 

function. One other point is that, feature 'x' is not considered while generating the function as the 

interest of this section was to discuss a pure trigonometric function. In this section 
 

Listing 1: Python Code for generating function with only trigonometric terms 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

feature = ['x','np.sin(x)','np.cos(x)', 'np.sin(x)*np.cos(x)'] 
function = [] 

for i in range(len(feature)): 

   coef = str(np.random.choice(np.ara- 
                            -nge(100))) 

   term = coef + '*' + np.random.cho- 

            -ice(feature[1:]) 
   function.append(term) 

function = '+'.join(function) 

function = 'y = ' + function 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Equation (1) is the function taken to explain the importance of trigonometric features in 

regression analysis for this section. 
 

95*np.sin(x)*np.cos(x)+37*np.sin(x)+90*np.sin(x)*np.cos(x)+45*np.sin(x)*np.cos(x)         (1)  

 
 

Figure 1 : plot showing predictions on y-axis with inputs on x-axis for simple linear regression 
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Figure 2: plot depicting desired outputs for the inputs. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 : plot with predictions on y-axis and inputs on x-axis for polynomial regression 

 
If we carefully observe there are no terms with ‘x’ raised to a certain power.  When we apply 

linear regression analysis on the dataset with input as ‘x’, where ‘x’ belongs to the range $[-\pi, 

\pi]$ in steps of 0.01, and output ‘y’ calculated according to the equation (1) for thousand 
samples, we get the graph shown in figure 1 which depicts the performance of the linear regressor 

on the test set, whereas the expected performance or the desired performance is as shown in 

figure 2. Hence, we can decide that the linear regressor performed poorly as expected. Now, if we 
use a polynomial regressor and consider the hypothesis degree to be 2 and train on the same 

training data and test it, we obtain performance as shown in figure 3. It is expected that the 

polynomial regressor cannot predict the trigonometric terms as there is no feature which is 

trigonometric in nature. Now, one can always think about using a simple neural network [6], but 
that also would not work as the training set is too low for the neural network to generalize the 

trigonometric hypothesis and training the network excessively for a greater number of epochs 

would result in overfitting of data and also does not assure accuracy. We can also try with [7] but, 
we should not forget the fact that LSTM networks require 

 

 
 

Figure 4: plot with inputs on x-axis and predictions by simple linear regression after adding trigonometric 

features to the dataset on y-axis. 

 

a high amount of data and moreover are computationally expensive as compared to the simple 

neural networks and regression analysis discussed above. Now, if we closely look at the situation 
and introduce the trigonometric terms in the hypothesis considered in the case of simple linear 
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regression as redefined according to equation (2) and train on the dataset with a new hypothesis 
and apply linear regression analysis then we can observe the performance as shown in figure 4. 

Thus, by looking at figure 2 and figure 4, we can understand the importance of trigonometric 

features in linear regression provided the dataset has a trigonometric relationship. We can even 

look at table 1 to just checkup on the errors obtained with each regression approach discussed. 
Generally, trigonometric regression analysis need can be observed in the fields like signal 

processing and wave analysis. We are going to continue this idea as polynomial trigonometric 

regression in section 3 which actually makes us think to consider adding trigonometric features as 
a primary data preprocessing step whenever we encounter with regression analysis problems. 

 
Table 1 Error table for pure trigonometric function by different algorithmic approaches. 

 
ALGORITHM ABSOLUTE ERROR 

Proposed Approach 6.610267888618182e-12 

Linear Regression 18573.351509906905 

Polynomial Regression 15689.82990204867 

 

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POLYNOMIAL WITH TRIGONOMETRIC 

FEATURES 
 
In section 2 we have discussed function having only trigonometric terms without the mixture of 

linear or quadratic terms in ‘x’, where ‘x’ is the input value. Consider a function as described by 

equation 2 in which we observe terms such as ‘x*cos(x)’ and so on, which is difficult for simple 

neural networks and even the simple statistical regression algorithms like linear regression and 
polynomial regression to learn on minimal data. 

 

Equation 2 is generated using the code provided by listing 2. To briefly explain the algorithm, in 
first loop the degree of the polynomial is kept as range and all orders of input feature 'x' are 

included in the features list. Then, every term in the 'terms' list is included in the features list. 

Now, when the 'features' list is ready, a 'function' is defined, in which, an empty list 'T' is 
considered and the number of terms in the generated polynomial is decided at random by keeping 

a maximum upper-limit. Now, a loop is considered keeping number of terms as range and for 

each iteration a term is appended to list 'T' by generating the term with a randomly selected 

number of features. Finally, polynomial is created by joining the terms stored in list 'T'.  

 

Listing 2: Python code to generate a random mixed polynomial 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
x = np.pi # buffer value 

functions = [] 

terms = ['np.cos(x)','np.sin(x)','np.tan(x)', 'np.log(x)','np.exp(x)'] 

features = [] 
for i in range(2): 

     features.append("x**"+str(i+1)) 

for i in terms: 
    features.append(i) 

# generating function 

def function(): 
    T = [] 

    number_terms = np.random.cho- 

                    -ice(np.arange(10))+1 

    for i in range(number_terms): 
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        num_features = np.random.cho- 
                    -ice(len(features))+1 

        l = [] 

        for j in range(num_features): 

            l.append(features[np.random.cho- 
            -ice(np.arange(len(features)))]) 

        t = '*'.join(l) 

        T.append(t) 
    func = '+'.join(T) 

    func = 'y = ' + func 

    return func 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hence, here too we can add the additional features which include trigonometric, logarithmic and 

exponential features in ‘x’ and also consider all permutations possible once the individual 
estimates the degree of polynomial the learning hypothesis would belong to in the same way as 

we do in case of normal polynomial regression. If we carefully observe figure 5 which depicts the 

predictions by support vector regression trained on dataset with inputs ranging from $-\pi$ to 
$\pi$ and outputs calculated according to equation 2, we see that the expected plot as in Figure 6 

is completely different from what has been predicted which leads to high absolute error on test 

set. When we apply polynomial regression analysis keeping the degree as 2, then also we can see 
that the plot by polynomial regression as depicted in figure 7 is mostly off in predicting the 

desired outputs as shown in figure 6. 

 

Y=[ex*cos(x)*tan2(x)]+[x3*sin(x)]+[x3*tan(x)*sin(x)*log(x)]+[x2]+[x3*cos(x)*tan(x)*ex*log(x)]
+[ex*tan(x)*x4]        (2) 

 

 
Hence, if we are able to actually consider the list of additional features which are all possible 

permutations of ‘x’ with trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential functions acting upon it and 

then apply linear regression analysis, we observe the desired plot as in figure 8 which is almost 

similar to actual relationship showcased in equation 2. If we compare figure 6 and figure 8, we 
can understand that the simple addition of all combination of functional features can affect the 

performance of an algorithm by a great extent. Table 2 depicts the errors obtained by discussed 

algorithms. 
 

Table 2 Error table for polynomial with complex terms by different algorithmic approaches 

 
Algorithm Absolute Error 

proposed approach 27.97901221743491 

Support Vector Regression 14177902477532.947 

Polynomial Regression 15.715957e+12 

 

If one thinks that the number of permutations is increasing with degree of the hypothesis then he 
can apply dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal component analysis and thereby 

decreasing the computational time taken. This approach is only successful when the input is 

related to output with assumed combinations of features, in this case which are trigonometric, 

logarithmic and exponential. We can also analyze data in preprocessing stage to identify more 
complex functions as features in ‘x’ depending upon the dataset. 
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Figure 5: plot depicting predictions on y-axis and input value on x-axis by support vector regression 

 

 
 

Figure 6: plot depicting expected outputs on y-axis for inputs on x-axis 

 

 
 

Figure 7: plot depicting predictions on y-axis for inputs on x-axis by polynomial regression 

 

 
 

Figure 8: plot depicting predictions on y-axis for inputs on x-axis by linear regression after addition of 

features discussed in section 3 

 

4. MUSIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
 

Music signal is one of the complicated signals out there and definitely making an machine 

learning algorithm to learn from it and make it figure out parameters such as amplitude, 
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frequency and phase is a difficult task as the superposition of several sinusoidal waves change 
after very short amount of time over complete time interval, but, if we assume that there are only 

a constant number of waves superposed over each short time frame and consider a superposition 

as shown in equation 3, then we can optimize the parameters using many optimization algorithms 

out there. In this case we have taken gradient descent algorithm to optimize which is simple to 
understand and apply. Here, we considered a random background music track [8] for explanatory 

purpose and considered first 800,000 samples of the audio amplitudes from left channel, then, we 

have further divided the entire training set into 800 segments with each containing 1000 samples. 
These 1000 samples are trained thereby, optimizing the parameters in hypothesis which are 

amplitude, frequency and phase of each of the constant number of waves considered, here we 

assumed the constant value to be 20 for explanatory purpose. This summarizes the problem as to 
optimize the parameters frequency, amplitude and phase of each of the 20 waves in that particular 

time frame of 1000 samples using gradient descent assuming the step size as 1 and considering 

squared error as loss function. 

 

                                                                                    (3) 
 

a_i – amplitude parameter of ith wave 

f_i - frequency parameter of ith wave 

phase_i – phase parameter of ith wave 
 

One can always experiment upon different optimizing algorithms and consider different values 

for the hyperparameters mentioned according to the audio data they have. We have also 
normalized the time frame values which act as input by dividing each value on time axis with 

44100 and then subtracting the mean from the input array and finally dividing it with the standard 

deviation. Two approaches have been followed to actually perform regression analysis as 

described above. The first approach is simple way of optimizing all the parameters of a particular 
time frame simultaneously at each step of gradient descent [9], but, this method forces the waves 

to learn independently of each other which results in same optimized parameters for each wave, 

that is, for example if frequency is 1, amplitude is 1 and phase is 0 for the first wave in the 
hypothesis after optimizing, then, the each of the remaining 19 waves of that time frame will also 

have the same values for frequency, amplitude and phase respectively. From first approach one 

can easily understand that the conventional form of regression analysis cannot be performed for 
music signal and hence, we have considered a second approach which is to optimize the second 

wave with respect to first, third with respect to second and first, and so on, similar to cost 

functions described by Algorithm 1. 

 
As shown in the algorithm 1 we can update array ‘h’ which stores the superposition values of all 

‘i’ number of waves when optimizing ‘i+1’ wave’s parameters, so that, the superposition value 

can be added to redefine cost function for each wave pertaining to the same time frame and 
thereby, optimizing the parameters of each wave with respect to the values obtained by the 

superposition of previous waves. The figure 9 represents the plot between the desired amplitudes 

and the time, and, figure 10 shows the plot obtained by the hypothesis considered, which is the 
superposition of 20 sine waves, but, the plot as in figure 10 is obtained by calculating amplitudes 

according to equation 4, where we did not consider amplitude parameter of each sine wave of that 

time frame as they were not even close to the desired values and scaling up the error by large 

extent which can be observed in figure 11. This is a drawback currently but, if followed a 
different technique of optimization for amplitude parameter, then definitely we can make this 

approach work. 

 

                              (4)  
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One important thing is that, for optimizing amplitude or frequency or phase we considered the 
gradients as follows: 

 

                                                                   (5) 

                                           (6) 

                                        (7) 
 

Ga – amplitude gradient, Gf – frequency gradient, Gp – phase gradient 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1: Optimization 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Input: data x, size n; amplitudes y, size n; step s; starting index of time frame start 
Input: parameters parameters, size (20, 3) 

 

Initialize h = array(zeros(1000)) 
  

 for k=0 to 19 do 

   for j=0 to 9 do 

   for i=start to start+1000 do 
    Assign Ga=step*(hi+ parameter sk0*(sin(2πxi)-yi)*(sin(2π*xi)) 

   Assign 

   Gf = step*(hi+sin(2π*parametersk1*xi)-yi)*(2π*xicos(2π*parametersk1*x1)) 
    Assign 

Gp = step*(hi+sin(2π*xi+2π*parametersk2)-yi)*(2πcos(2πi*xi+2π*parametersk2)) 

   Assign parametersk_0 = parametersk_0-Ga 

   \STATE Assign parametersk_1 = parametersk_1-Gf 
   \STATE Assign parametersk_2 = parametersk_2-Gp 

   \ENDFOR 

   \ENDFOR 
   for v=start  to start+999 do 

    Assign w = vmod1000 

    Assign 
    hw = hw + (parametersk0 * np.sin(2 * np.π * (parametersk1 * xv + parametersk2))) 

   ENDFOR 

   ENDFOR 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Where, we only consider the effect of the parameter for which we compute the gradient. For 

example, while computing the gradient for amplitude parameter we make f_i as 1 and p_i as 0 
and hence, we are optimizing only amplitude with respect to the samples, which is to try fit 

amplitude parameter for that wave for that time frame completely. Similar pattern can be 

observed for frequency where a_i is made 1 and pi as 0 and in case of phase gradient ai is 1 and fi 
is also one. This can be understood as independent parameter training for which we got the 

results as shown in figure 10. We have also considered dependent parameter training where we 

try to optimize one with respect to other, for which the gradients are as follows: 

 

                                            (8) 

                                           (9) 

 (10) 

 

Ga – amplitude gradient, Gf – frequency gradient, Gp – phase gradient 
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Figure 9: plot original audio data with desired amplitudes on y-axis and time period on x-axis. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: plot with predicted amplitudes on y-axis and time period on x-axis by following independent 

parameter training excluding amplitude parameter. 
 

where, frequency is computed independently and amplitude is computed with respect to 

frequency parameter and finally phase parameter is computed with respect to frequency and 

amplitude parameter. For, dependent parameter training we observed a higher loss and hence, 
currently independent parameter training is better. On an important note, as we have not 

predicted the amplitude parameter for 20 waves of each time frame properly, we have divided the 

final value by 20 which should be the mean amplitude at that particular instant. The plot observed 
for dependent parameter training can be observed in figure 12 and we can also observe figure 11 

in which we calculated amplitudes considering amplitude parameter for each of 20 waves in that 

time frame and clearly decide why we did not consider amplitude parameter. 
 

 
 

Figure 11: plot with predicted amplitudes on y-axis and time period on x-axis by following independent 

parameter training including amplitude parameter where horizontal plot represents original signal. 
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Figure 12: plot with predicted amplitudes on y-axis and time period on x-axis by following dependent 

parameter training. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Regression algorithm is the most fundamental and important algorithm which can be powerful 

when hypothesis, optimization and features are selected properly. It has the potential to even 
perform better than the current advanced machine learning techniques. With this theory we try to 

propose that, as algorithm selection is important for an application, similarly, data pre-processing 

and hypothesis reformulation is also that important. We need to focus on formulating the 

underlying functions in pre-processing stage itself so that even on less amount of data, the 
algorithm can perform much more efficiently and we can eliminate the risks such as underfitting 

or overfitting. This also specifies that we need to conduct more experiments with each algorithm 

by reformulating some of its parts on the dataset, so that, we can understand some of the 
relationships in the dataset and even have a combination of different machine learning algorithms 

acting on same dataset which may be much more efficient, and also understand the power of 

interdisciplinary algorithms. This also sheds light on the fact that adding features by exploring 
dataset can boost algorithm’s performance and efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Diseases that are characterized by the disordered growth of cells that, in many cases, have the 

property of invading tissues and organs are commonly called cancer. Such cells divide quickly 
and the invasion can be very aggressive and uncontrolled, resulting in formation of malignant 

tumors Mammographic images from libraries of the American digital database DDSM were 

used in this research for digital improvement and characteristic analysis using the OpenVino 

computer program This work has as main objective to analyze mammography images of breast 

nodules and to propose a method of classification by shape and texture using computer 

programs that can maximize the accuracy in the correct diagnosis regarding the malignancy or 

not of a tumor. It is a tool that it can be useful as a contribution in the interpretation of the 

results to mastologists who identify such nodules through the analyzed radiological images. 
 

KEYWORDS 
 

Diagnostic imaging, Image processing, Computer-Aided Detection, Computer-Aided Diagnosis.   

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The aid to early diagnosis of cancer has been an incessant search by researchers and companies 

that study analysis of computational images. They are dedicated to developing systems for this 
and perhaps making millions of lives less traumatic (EADIE et al., 2012) [1]. This research aims 

to contribute to a better understanding of mammographic images by evaluating the Intel 

OpenVino program, verifying its effective assistance in interpreting the results obtained. Studies 

indicate that, although breast cancer can affect people of all ages, the main risk factor is age 
because the rate of increase increases rapidly for patients up to 50 years old. After that age, the 

increase occurs more slowly (MARX, 2003) [2], but other risk factors such as those related to the 

woman's reproductive life, family history of breast cancer, in addition to the high density of 
breast tissue, are considered. Another situation that has also been found to be a risk factor is 

exposure to ionizing radiation, even at low doses, especially during puberty (INCA, 2019) [3]. 

 

On February 22, 2018, an interview by Lavínio Nilton Camarim, then president of the Regional 
Council of Medicine of São Paulo (Cremesp), was published in Exame Magazine (Editora Abril), 

reporting that in a survey conducted by them, it was found that 88% of newly graduated doctors 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111206
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did not know how to interpret mammography results. Diagnostic errors can also lead to false 
positives, where patients undergo unnecessary treatments. As the contour of the masses in 

mammographic examinations are not well defined as to the limits of the images, the use of 

techniques that are not capable of making precise segmentations can be effective. As seen in the 

works of Hussain et al (2014) [4], Cheikhrouhou, Djemal and Maaref (2011) [5] where the 
variations of the derivative signals at different points of interest in the contour of the masses were 

evaluated or in Rocha et al. (2016) [6], which used levels of diversity and patterns of LBP (local 

binary patterns) and gray level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) for the extraction of texture 
characteristics.  

  

Several computational techniques have been used in order to develop tools that assist in the 
interpretation of mammographic exams. These include identifying structures compatible with 

tumors, aiming at improving the rate of early detection of breast cancer (GIGER, 2000) [7]. 

Although we can see that this theme has been going on for some time, systems that help in the 

detection of threats, CAD (Computer-Aided Detection), and those that help in the diagnosis of 
diseases, CADx (Computer-Aided Diagnosis) systems, are already present in several diagnostic 

imaging centers. There occur especially in developed countries, such as the USA and European 

countries (TAYLOR et al., 2004; FENTON et al., 2007) [8] [9]. Such techniques are improved 
over time in order to have the greatest possible effectivity, therefore the objective of this work is 

to study a technique different from those specified here to analyze an accuracy of this method. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In the area of computing, there are many challenges for collaborating with medical diagnostics 

using images, since the acquisition of these, going through the pre-processing and segmentation 

phases to, finally, classify them. The use of auxiliary programs for pattern recognition has 
increased exponentially in recent years, these recognitions are made better by machines than by 

humans (NOBESHI, 2016) [10], for professor researcher from USP (University of São Paulo), 

Dr. Alexandre Chiavegatto Filho, “It was believed that the greatest transformations in medicine 
would occur with the use of robots in corridors or surgical centers, the great advance, however, 

are the systems that recognize patterns in illnesses and offer doctors elements that help them in 

making decision-making.”  

 
After defining the language of use, in the Python case, the next step was the choice according to 

the program that helps in the interpretation of the images studied. Some computer visions are 

important for understanding the functioning of the program that contributes to the classification 
of images. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are used mainly for image classification, 

while convolutional filters are used to extract characteristics from images. These are applied in 

several layers, and at the end of the training, the model learns to distinguish the most important 

characteristics. There is a need for a large volume of images for more effective classification. 
Therefore, it is important to transfer learning, that is, use the network that has already been 

trained and put a new layer on it. In this case, it would be training in mastering mammographic 

images. The program chosen was OpenCV, an image processing library developed by Intel. The 
choice of this program was mainly due to the fact that this library is available on Mac, Windows 

and Linux, works in C, C ++ and Python, and would be a free open source and easy to use and 

install. 
 

2.1. Image Bank 
 
For the analysis of mammographic images to be carried out effectivity, it was necessary to use an 

image bank that could corroborate the objectives of the work. Using a standard test database is 
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important for researchers to compare results directly. The most common databases for the 
analysis of mammographic images are the database of the Mammographic Image Analysis 

Society (MIAS) and the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM). DDSM's main 

objective is to provide access to images to facilitate research in the development of computational 

algorithms that can assist in their screening, as well as assist in the diagnosis and development of 
didactic or even training material. Approximately 2500 studies are included in this database. 

After analyzing and studying the image banks available for the research, the use of the DDMS 

database was determined, mainly due to the quality, diversity of incidence and quantity of 
images. This project was approved by the UFABC Ethics Committee (Process 08/2020). 

 

2.2. Using the program 
 

The images used were in jpg format. First, the <cv.blur> algorithm was designed to simplify the 
texture and thus give greater projection to the research object, in this case, the breast nodules. 

 
import cv2 as cv 

import numpy as np 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

img = cv.imread('Imagem1.jpg') 

blur = cv.blur(img,(10,10)) 

plt.subplot(121),plt.imshow(img),plt.title('Original') 

plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.subplot(122),plt.imshow(blur),plt.title('Blurred') 

plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.show() 

cv.imwrite('imagem1b.jpg',blur) 

 
Figure 1 – commands for image smoothing 

 
The following figure shows the original image (Imagem1.jpg) and cv.imwrite (imagem1b.jpg) 

after highlighting its texture 

 
 

Figure 2 – blurred image obtained from the original image 
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This process is also called image smoothing, it removes high-frequency content normally occurs 
at the edge contour. 

From the image smoothing or blurred image, the command that determined the segmentations on 

the edge of the identified tumors was used, observing that the input image is the one obtained by 

the previous process. 
 
import numpy as np 

import cv2 as cv 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

img = cv.imread('imagem1b.jpg',0) 

edges = cv.Canny(img,1,3) 

plt.subplot(121),plt.imshow(img,cmap = 'gray') 

plt.title('Original Image'), plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.subplot(122),plt.imshow(edges,cmap = 'gray') 

plt.title('Edge Image'), plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.show() 

cv.imwrite('imagem1contorno.jpg',edges) 

 
Figure 3 – commands for segmentations on the edge 

 
However, the edges = cv.Canny (img, x, y) parameters must be adjusted, because when x = 1 and 

y = 3, for example, many contours can be obtained, as shown in figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – segmentations on the edge image obtained from the original image (blurred image) 

 

It is the appropriate adjustments of the x and y variants that will determine the proper 

identification of the nodules. The parameters x = 10 and y = 30 were then used. 
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import numpy as np 

import cv2 as cv 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

img = cv.imread('imagem1b.jpg',0) 

edges = cv.Canny(img,10,30) 

plt.subplot(121),plt.imshow(img,cmap = 'gray') 

plt.title('Original Image'), plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.subplot(122),plt.imshow(edges,cmap = 'gray') 

plt.title('Edge Image'), plt.xticks([]), plt.yticks([]) 

plt.show() 

cv.imwrite('imagem1contorno.jpg',edges) 

 
Figure 5 – commands for segmentations on the edge with x = 10 and y = 30 

 

Obtaining the appropriate image, as shown in the figure 6, where it was possible to identify the 
nodule. 

   
 

Figure 6 – segmentations on the edge image obtained from the original image (blurred image) with x = 10 

and y = 30 

 
After making several variations for x and y, it was concluded that the best results were obtained 

when 9 < x < 12 and 28 < y < 31. 
 

2.3. Results 
 
The mammographic images used were divided by incidence and side of the breast. The 

parameters x = 10 and y = 30 were then used for the correct identification of the nodule. For the 

craniocaudal incidence (CC) on the right side, 237 images were used, obtaining an 87.8% 
effective in the identification and classification of malignant nodules, since they were observed in 

208 of the analyzed images. 
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Figure 7 - nodule identified in the skull - caudal view on the right side – (DDMS) 

  

For the left craniocaudal incidence (CC), 243 images were used with 86.8% effective (211 
images) in the identification and classification of malignant nodules. From orthogonal views, 

there was also a classification for mediolateral-oblique view on the right side, with 186 images 

and 84.4% effective, observed in 157 images. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 - nodule identified in right lateral mediolateral-oblique image (DDMS) 

 

Finally, 213 mediolateral-oblique images on the left side were also used with 86.9% effective in 

the identification and classification of malignant nodules, that is, in 185 images. 
 

The same images were analyzed using the parameters x = 11 and y = 29, but the correct results 

obtained percentages below with these parameters. For the craniocaudal incidence (CC) on the 

right side, 237 images were used, obtaining an 85.7% effective in the identification and 
classification of malignant nodules, since they were observed in 203 of the analyzed images. For 

the left craniocaudal incidence (CC), 243 images were used with 84.4% effective (205 images) in 

the identification and classification of malignant nodules. From orthogonal views, there was also 
a classification for mediolateral-oblique view on the right side, with 186 images and 83.3% 

effective, observed in 155 images, and 213 mediolateral-oblique images on the left side were also 

used with 85.4% effective in the identification and classification of malignant nodules, that is, in 
182 images. 

 

2.4. Discussion 
 

Breast cancer is one of the most aggressive tumors and brings the highest incidence of death 

among women. Screening by means of mammograms is the main means of early detection for the 
diagnosis of malignant neoplasms of the breast, one of the main causes of death in different 

countries (XAVIER et al., 2016; CHOI et al., 2018; BOUJEMAA et al., 2019) [11] [12] [13]. 
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In relation to the radiological technique used, the contrast between the tissue to be identified and 
the background is a major factor for the perception of breast lesions still in the early stages. The 

ratio, low electrical voltage or difference in electrical potential (kilovoltage - Kv) and high 

intensity of electrical current (milliamperage - mA) define the high contrast necessary to obtain 

the image of the breast. With the program used, it was possible to analyze several characteristics 
of the images. Additionally, some factors impacted the correct interpretation, such as 

heterogeneously dense breast tissue, which can hinder the detection of small nodules.  

 
However, it was possible to observe isodense, oval, partially obscured, bilateral nodules, smaller 

than 1.0 cm, as well as identifications of suspicious microcalcifications, even thin and 

pleomorphic, with evolutionary forms. With greater ease, the program detected high density 
spiculated nodules, with diameters greater than 1.0 cm, characteristic of malignant neoplasia. The 

results obtained were satisfactory in relation to the effectiveness of the method. However, it is 

worth mentioning that the number of images analyzed was low for a better performance of the 

program so that they were properly classified in convolutional neural networks. Another factor 
that implies a more promising result is the fact that the images worked in the DDMS database are 

images that are more than 15 years old. Therefore, these images are not as sharp as the most 

recent ones coming from more modern mammographs. 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

With this work it was possible to conclude that the image training method used with the 

OpenVino program obtained promising results. An average of 86.6% effective was achieved in 
detecting malignant nodules from mammographic images. It is important to highlight that, in 

Brazil, a considerable part of the population does not have access to adequate medicine for the 

treatment, nor for the early diagnosis of the disease. Therefore, using a method that helps the 
correct interpretation of mammographic exams by doctors and radiologists, contributes more 

accurately to the correct diagnosis of breast cancer. The effectivity values and the success rate of 

the tumors are considered relatively good, however the use of more modern images and, 
consequently, with higher resolution, would give greater precision in the correct diagnosis. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Oil tank is an important target and automatic detection of the target is an open research issue in 

satellite based high resolution imagery. This could be used for disaster screening, oil outflow, 

etc. A new methodology has been proposed for consistent and precise automatic oil tank 

detection from such panchromatic images. The proposed methodology uses both spatial and 

spectral properties domain knowledge regarding the character of targets in the sight. Multiple 

steps are required for detection of the target in the methodology – 1) enhancement technique 

using directional morphology, 2) multi-seed based clustering procedure using internal gray 

variance (IGV), 3) binarization and thinning operations, 4) circular shape detection by Hough 

transform, 5) MST based special relational grouping operation and 6) supervised minimum 
distance classifier for oil tank detection. IKONOS and Quickbird satellite images are used for 

testing the proposed algorithm. The outcomes show that the projected methodology in this paper 

is both precise and competent. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Recognition, remote sensing, resolution, enhancement, supervised procedure, clustering, 

minimal spanning tree (MST). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Extractions of features from satellite based images are significant assignment in various 

applications. Automatic detection of geographic objects such as bridges [1], buildings [2]-[5], 

ocean disturbance features [6], roads [7] etc from satellite images is useful in many essential 
purposes including the construction and preservation of correct physical databases, evaluation of 

the degree of destruction after natural calamity such as floods or earthquakes and military 

operations.  
 

Few automatic oil tank detection algorithms are accessible in the literatures [8], [16]. Among 

them, template matching [9] and Hough transform [10]-[12] are common methodologies. There 

are some drawbacks in the template matching technique – a) time consuming and b) choice of 
template. Shape is an important feature for target detection and oil tank is mostly a circular shape 

feature in the image, which may detect by Hough transform [10], [12]. Due to noise or poor 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
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illumination Hough transform failed to detect oil tanks very well unless good quality 
enhancement technique is imposed for isolation the foreground and background. 

 

Multiple steps technique – image fusion, Canny edge detector Hough transform and fast 

matching method is proposed by Zhang et al. [13].  Wang et al. [14] suggested a very simple 
method using SAR, which is used for bright spot detection and optical image, which is used for 

detection of shape feature of all those bright spot. This method [4] is depended on both SAR and 

visible band images in the same region and this is the major drawback of this method because 
extra step for registration is required, which is critical for such kind of images. Another technique 

based on image fusion and morphological operations is suggested by Qiang et al. [15]. Kushwaha 

et al. [16] proposed a method to extract bright oil tanks by morphological operation. But the 
method is unable to detect dark oil tanks. Xuan and Yunqing [25] proposed an oil tank detection 

technique by three steps approach – i) advance visual saliency model are used for separation of 

oil tanks from the heterogeneous background, ii) detected circular shadow regions and iii) graph 

search method and prior knowledge are applied for removal of false oil tanks. Recently Zalpour 
et al. [26] proposed a multi-steps approach for oil tank detection. First they have extracted ROI 

by using R-CNN and then circles are detected from ROI. Next, features are extracted by using 

CNN and HOG feature extractors. Lastly, for classification of oil tanks they have used SVM. The 
method is computationally expensive.  

 

The proposed method is to detect oil tanks from high resolution PAN images using various 
steps. The basic steps are: 1) directional morphological enhancement module to enhance the 

required objects, 2) detection and clustering the internal gray variance (IGV), 3) binarization and 

thinning operation, 4) circular object detection by Hough transform, 5) MST based spatial 

relationship grouping operation and 6) supervised classification based on statistical and texture 
features. The algorithm is tested on a variety of images and the results are adequate. Also we 

have compared our method with Xuan and Yunqing [25] method. It has been observed that two 

oil tanks with low intensity values of an image are not able to detect by Xuan and Yunqing [25] 
method. Same oil tanks are detected by the proposed algorithm because the advance directional 

enhancement technique is able to highlight beautifully both the oil tanks. As a result we are able 

to isolate these targets from the background by the proposed multi-seed based clustering 

technique.  The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed oil tank detection 
methodology is presented in Section 2. Experimental results are discussed in Section 3. We 

conclude with a summary in Section 4. 

 

2. OIL TANK DETECTION METHODOLOGY 
 

The detection of oil tank from high-resolution PAN images is the centre of focus. The research is 

very useful for defence aspects as well as civilian aspect. Normally segmentation is one of the 

major steps in the target detection problem. In the proposed technique we are not segmented the 
target from the background. We are more concentrated in the enhancement technique by which 

the targets are more prominent than the background. Then we have transformed the enhanced 

image into feature domain and then we developed a clustering technique of the feature image for 
isolation possible oil tanks. Finally, three important step properties are used – shape property, 

neighbouring relational property and supervised classification property. The overall methodology 

of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. Each step is described in the next subsequent 
sections. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the proposed algorithm 

 

2.1. Image Enhancement 
 

Better visualization effect and better contrast between the object and non-object in the image are 

the main aspect of enhancement technique. The purpose of enhancement technique is that object 
of interest is more homogeneous than non-interested objects. A good enhancement technique will 

help for isolation of interested object from the background. Morphological filter [17, 18] is an 

effective tool for such type of operation. A novel directional morphological filtering technique 

has been proposed by Chaudhuri et al. [7] for enhancement of the object of interest. The same 
enhancement technique [7] has been applied in the present paper. First select the template of size 

5×5 of the object, which is called the structuring element.  We have considered four directions 

horizontal )0( 0
, right diagonal )45( 0

, vertical )90( 0
and left diagonal )135( 0

 within a 5×5 

window. The proposed enhancement is the directional morphological technique. The choice of 
direction can be determined by computing standard deviation among the four directions within 

the 5×5 window of the original image is minimum. Alternate sequence of opening and closing 

operations are applied to the original image within the 5×5 window by using the structuring 
element along the minimum directional standard deviation. This operation is followed for the 

whole image and obtained the final enhanced image. 

 

2.2. IGV Feature Extraction 
 

The region of interest is more homogeneous than the border part of the region by the previous 
image enhancement technique. If the region or object in the image is homogeneous then the 

internal gray variance (IGV) [2] will be very small and consequently in the border region, IGV 

will be higher than interior body of the object.  
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Here, a moving window W×W (W = 5) is considered and compute the mean gray value of the 
image at the present window position. The candidate pixel is the middle pixel of the window and 

the value is replaced by the square sum difference from each pixel from mean value of the image 

at present window position. It has been observed that the deviation at the border region of the 

manmade object (like, oil tank) is high than the natural object. 
 

2.3. Seed Point Extraction Technique 
 

The isolation of manmade and natural objects from a scene of the panchromatic image is very 

difficult task due to unknown classes of materials, overlie of the brightness values of the classes 

and multi-modal characteristics of a particular class.  As a result, it is very hard job to segment 
the unprocessed image, particularly synthetic and non-synthetic (natural) classes. To defeat this 

we have changed the enhanced image into IGV attribute space and then a seed based clustering 

technique has been applied to separate the artificial object from the rest image.   
 

The basic concept of clustering based on seed point is selection of initial seed point and grow 

cluster surround the seed. Most beautiful nature of seed based cluster is that it can separate 100% 
correct if the data classes are circular and well separated. It is unable to cluster correctly if the 

data is elongated or complex. Chaudhuri et al. [22], [23] proposed multi-seed concept to 

overcome this situation.  

 
Present seed point detection technique is based on our previous work [2]. Here, seed points are 

detected from the domain information of the enhanced image and IGV feature values. First, seed 

points are extracted using a multi-seed technique of enhanced image, which is described in 
Algorithm A. Lastly, the final seed points of IGV feature values, variance seeds (VS) [2] are 

extracted with the help of the seed points of enhanced image as Algorithm B. IGV feature space 

is clustered by using VS, which is described in Section D. The interested reader can go through 
our previous work [2] and here both the algorithms are described for better understanding. 

 

Algorithm A: 

 

Step 1: Input image is the enhanced image (current region, I). Find
 mingr

 
and maxgr

 
are the 

minimum
 
and maximum gray values.  Let igr  and corresponding ihr , i=1,2,…,V are the gray 

value of and frequency, respectively.  
 

Step 2: Compute mode of region I i.e.  j
gr

grj
hrm

max

min

max


 .  

 

Step 3: Find standard deviation (Std) w. r. t. mode (m) for region, I. That is, 
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Step 4: Select threshold 1T  (homogeneity factor) and if 1TStd   then follow Step 5. Otherwise 

follow Step 8.  
 

Step 5: Select the parameter , Gaussian multiplier and accumulate the set of pixels with gray 

values igr
 
satisfy the constrains, StdmgrStdm i   . 
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Step 6: Eliminate all ],[ StdmStdmgri    
from region I. Residual pixel gray values are 

separated into two sets – i) ),[ min Stdmgrgri    and ii) ],( maxgrStdmgri   .  

 

Step 7: If both or any one of the set in Step 6 are non-homogeneous or bigger set then reiterate 
Steps 1-6. 

 

Step 8: Stop. 
  

Suppose the extracted k seed points by Algorithm A are kmmm ,...,, 21 ; which are mode of 

corresponding k homogeneous clusters, kjC j ,...,2,1,  . Next these seed points and corresponding 

clusters }){,( jj Cm will be utilized in the IGV feature space (Algorithm B) for extraction k seed 

points in the feature domain. 
 

Algorithm B: 

 

 Find the set )},{( yjxjj IVIVPX  from IGV feature space for all pair }){,( jj Cm of the image 

space, for j = 1,2,…,k , x = 1,2,...,R and y = 1,2,...,S where R and S  are the rows and columns 

of the image. 

 Extract IGV values for corresponding ),( yjxj IVIV i.e. ),( yjxj IVIVIGV , j= 1,2,…,k. 

 Compute 




jyjxj PXIVIV

yjxj kjIVIVIGVjGV
),(

,...,2,1),,(][  

Compute seed in the IGV feature space, kj
PX

jGV
jIVS

j

,...,2,1,
#

][
][  where “#PXj”  is the total 

number of points of the group PXj. 

 

2.4. Clustering Technique 
 

The proposed clustering technique is based on multi-seed clustering technique [22], [23]. It has 

been observed that many small clustered regions are formed after applying the proposed 
clustering technique to enhanced image and identification oil tank is a hard job from such 

clustered image. This problem can be handled by nearest neighbor clustering technique in IGV 

feature space using kjjVS ,...,2,1],[  . The manmade structures are isolated in a single group by 

applying this clustering technique. So, the automatic threshold detection is very easy from such 

clustered image for formation of binary image. 

 

2.5. Threshold and Thinning Techniques 
 

The previous IGV feature space cluster image is a gray level image with limited gray variance 
and it is very easy to convert a binary image for isolation of manmade and natural objects by 

simple threshold technique, provided appropriate selection of threshold value.  There are various 

automatic threshold value detection techniques in the literature. In this paper, bimodality 
detection approach [23] is used for detection of automatic threshold value.  

 

The data is said to be bimodal if the data can be divided into two sub-data. Suppose Q be the data 

population of the IGV cluster image. Q is divided into two parts, say )()( , uHuL QQ  in such a way so 

that i) )(uLQ  includes all the data with group value ≤ u, and )(uHQ  includes all the data with group 

value > u. and ii) the variances of )(uLQ  and )(uHQ  are small in respect the variance of Q.  
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Suppose N and 2  are the total data frequency and variance of Q, )(uLN  and 2
)(uL  be the data 

frequency and variance of )(uLQ  and lastly, )(uHN  and 2
)(uH  be the data frequency and variance 

of )(uHQ . Now for estimation the threshold value, say u = T (bimodality parameter), we will 

construct the objective function, which will be minimum among all the gray values of IGV 
cluster image as 

 

 
2

2
)()(

2
)()(

)(




N

NN
uOB

uHuHuLuL 
  

  

So T will be the threshold value for thresholding IGV cluster image, )( ClIGV  to binary image as 
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Oil tank is the circular shape object and the edge information is very important for finding the 

shape. Though BinaryIGV image gives the edges of the manmade object but the edges are thicker 

and thinning algorithm, which is available in the literature [24] is applied for finding the proper 

edge. 

 

2.6. Circle fitting 
 

Feature extraction in images is one of the most challenging tasks in computer vision. Practically, 
objects of interest may appear in different shapes and sizes and a solution of this problem is to 

find an algorithm for extraction any shape and size within an image. Then the objects can be 

classified accordingly to parameters needed to describe the shapes and most effective method for 

this is the Hough Transform [12], [19]. In this paper we have extracted circular shapes objects 
from the binary image by using Hough transform. 

 

2.7. MST Based Spatial Relationship Grouping Operation 
 

Oil tank is an important defence target and normally they formed in a group i.e. many oil tanks 

are constructed in an open space connected with roads. Isolate tank is not so much important 
because that may be water tank or other object. In this paper, we proposed Minimal Spanning 

Tree (MST) based clustering technique for formation cluster of oil tanks. The idea is very simple. 

Suppose K number of circular shape objects, KiOCi ,...,2,1,  are detected by the previous steps. 

First compute the centroids of all the circular shape objects, which are the nodes of the graph and 

construct the MST between all the centriods. The edge weights between the two connected nodes 

are computed by the Euclidean distance between two connecting nodes. These edge weights will 

make the decision that whether the connected nodes will form a group or not. Suppose GpT is the 

distance threshold value, which depends on the resolution of the image and the decision logic is if 

the edge weight between the two connected objects is greater than GpT then those objects are 

formed different clusters; otherwise they are in the same cluster. Experimentally we have seen 

12GpT gives the good result for IKONOS and QuickBird data. 

 

2.8. Supervised classification 
 

The possible oil tanks along with other similar objects are detected from the previous subsections. 

A supervised classifier has to be develop for detection of confirm oil tanks. Image target chips of 

oil tanks are stored as training samples and 15 different statistical and texture features [20] are 
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extracted from those training sample oil tank chips. So, each oil tank chip is having a 15 

dimensional feature vector space, FO . Now for the classification, we have extracted the same 15 

dimensional features from each possible oil tanks of the output image of the previous step and 

compute the distances between the 15 dimensional feature vector of the possible oil tank and the 

training data base FO . Find the minimum distance among all distances and if the minimum 

distance is less than the threshold value, CT then the object is a confirm oil tank. At the same 

time, we have seen the minimum distance between the similar object feature vector, which is not 

an oil tank and training data base vector FO  is greater than the threshold value, CT . In our case, 

CT =0.4 is a good choice for IKONOS and QuickBird data. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

We have tested the various steps of the proposed algorithm in panchromatic images of IKONOS 

and QucickBird satellites. All the steps of the algorithm are executed and timed on an HP 

xw6400 workstation (Intel(R) Xeon(R), 5130 at 200 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM, Microsoft windows 
XP). Total computational cost of oil tank detection by the proposed algorithm is 312 

milliseconds. 
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Figure 2. IKONOS Panchromatic image: (a) original image, (b) enhanced image, (c) binary image, (d) 

circular shape detected image, and (e) final output 

 

The original IKONOS satellite image of size 493×401 is shown in Figure 2 (a). The proposed 
enhancement technique has been applied to the original image and Figure 2(b) shows the 

enhanced image. It is noticed that manmade structures in Figure 2(b) are more uniform and 

enhanced than the original structures in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(c) shows the segmented image by 

using the proposed clustering technique of the IGV feature space. The detected circular shape 
objects by using Hough transform is shown in Figure 2(d). Few flash alarms are appeared in 

Figure 2(d) and removing those unwanted objects final output is shown in Figure 2(e). 

 
Figure 3(a) and Figure 4(a) show the PAN images from different satellites IKONOS and 

QuickBird of sizes 910×610 and 78×109, respectively. The detected oil tanks are shown Figure 

3(b) and Figure 4(b), respectively by the proposed algorithm. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. IKONOS PAN image: a) original image and (b) output image 
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Figure 4. QuickBird PAN image: (a) original image and (b) output image 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Original IKONOS image: (a) Original image of size 254×225, (b) detected oil tanks by Xuan and 

Yunqing [25] and (c) detected oil tanks by the proposed method 
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Figure 6: Original IKONOS image: (a) Original image of size 246×226, (b) detected oil tanks by Xuan and 

Yunqing [25] and (c) detected oil tanks by the proposed method 

  

Figure 5(a) shows an original IKONOS image of size 254×225. The detected oil tanks by Xuan 
and Yunqing [25] and the proposed method are shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. We 

have seen that both the methods are detected oil tanks correctly. 

 

Another IKONOS image is shown in Figure 6(a) of size 246×226. The detected oil tanks by 
Xuan and Yunqing [25] and proposed method are shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. 

Here we have seen that two black oil tanks inside the dotted red color rectangular shape in the 

original image Figure 6(a) are not detected by Xuan and Yunqing [25] method. At the same time, 
both the oil tanks are detected by the proposed technique.  It is because of enhancement technique 

which is highlighted both the oil tanks perfectly and subsequent clustering technique of the 

proposed method is able to isolate these targets from the background.   
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
Multi-steps algorithm have described in this paper for automatic extraction of oil tank from high 

resolution PAN satellite images. This problem has many applications for civilian, commercial, 

and military domains. The significant modules in the projected algorithm are: image 

enhancement for highlight the target from the background, multi-seed based clustering technique 
using internal gray variance, binarization and thinning operation, circular object detection using 

Hough transform, MST based spatial relationship cluster formation and supervised classification 

using statistical and texture features. A huge amount of training images of the various oil tanks 
have been generated and 15 dimensional statistical and texture features have extracted for 

supervised classification module. The proposed algorithm was tested on IKONOS and QuickBird 

satellites PAN images and satisfactory results have reported by the proposed algorithm. Also we 

have compared our results with other method and it has observed that the proposed algorithm 
gives the better results.  

 

Presently machine learning is an advance method for target detection in supervised manner. 
Different high resolution sensor data are available. Our future work includes the development of 

algorithms to identify oil tanks from panchromatic high-resolution satellite imagery by using 

machine learning.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

Zimbabwe has faced severe droughts, resulting in low agricultural outputs. This has threatened 

food and nutrition security in community sections, especially in areas with low annual rainfall. 

There is a growing need to maximize water usage, monitor the environment and nutrients, and 

temperatures by the adaptation of smart agriculture. This research explored the use of the 

Internet of Things (IoT) for smart agriculture in Zimbabwe to improve food production. The 

mixed methodology was used to gather data through interviews from 50 purposively sampled A2 

farmers in the five agricultural regions of Zimbabwe and was supported by the use of the 

Internet. The findings reveal that some farmers have adopted IoT in Zimbabwe, others are still 

to adopt such technology and some are not aware of the technology. IoT’s benefits to 

Zimbabwean farmers are immense in that it improves food security, water preservation, and 
farm management. However, for most farmers to benefit from IoT, more awareness campaigns 

should be carried out and mobile and fixed Internet connectivity improved in some of the areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In Zimbabwe agriculture forms the backbone of the economy by contributing approximately 17% 
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Farming activities generate an income for about 60 -70% 

of the population [1]. The Zimbabwean agricultural sector is composed of crop production, 

animal production, and forestry (tree plantations) [2]. This sector has seen a decline in food 
production, deforestation resulting in the country importing major food items such as maize, 

wheat, and soya beans. The introduction of technology in agriculture has boosted food production 

in some of the developed countries especially in the United States of America (USA) and other 

developing countries [3].  While most African countries are still facing difficulties in food 
security, later alone the adoption of technology in the agricultural sector remains a challenge. 

 

In1999 to 2000, the Zimbabwean agricultural sector did undergo agrarian reforms to equitably 
share land which had been caused by colonial imbalance. Most of the farms were subdivided so 

that more farmers would be accommodated. The farms were previously described as communal, 

resettlement, small-scale commercial, and large-scale commercial farms. During the agrarian 
reforms, the farms were modelled along with A1 and A2 models. A1 model farms are divided 

into small plots where a number of villagers are apportioned 5 hectares of arable land with 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
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communal grazing. A2 model comprises of autonomous farms with commercial activities. The 
farming activities  for both A1 and A2 models are based on the agro-ecological region[4]. 

 

Five agro-ecological regions in Zimbabwe are classified as natural regions. These regions are 

categorized according to the amount of rainfall, soil quality, vegetation, climatic conditions 
among other factors. Zimbabwe’s rainfall pattern ranges from 550 to 900 millimeters across the 

five regions. Most of the Zimbabwean farmers rely on rainfall for crop farming and some of the 

A1 and A2 farms largely rely on irrigation [5]. Zimbabwe has experienced food shortages due to 
droughts, storms, and floods. This has forced the country to import food for the past decade [6]. 

There is a growing need for Zimbabwean farmers to utilize technology to improve food security. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Internet of Things is defined as a network of interconnected devicessuch as sensors and 

communication networksconnected through the internet to transfer information without human 

intervention [7]. IoT has managed to change the traditional method of farming, by aiding farmers 
with the use of technology. This has transformed the agricultural sector from precision farming 

into smart farming [8]. A farmer can monitor their field with the use of sensors like dielectric soil 

moisture sensors. The sensors give an opportunity for a farmer to plan watering times and areas 
that need to be irrigated the most. Sensors can also be used to monitor and alert the farmer on the 

movement of pests in the field. IoT allows farmers to remotely control farm activities, processing, 

and logistic operations by the use of sensors and actuators, e.g. it allows for accuracy in the 

application of pesticides and fertilizers or robots for automatic weeding. IoT can be used to 
monitor food quality during transportation by remotely accessing and controlling the geographic 

location and conditions of shipments and products. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of Internet of Things in agriculture 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the application of the Internet of things in agriculture which is composed of 

four elements, communication services, monitoring applications, services, and sensors. 
Communication services include network services for Internet data that can be offered through 
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satellite, mobile fixed networks [9]. Data transmission of IoT devices varies and can be supported 
with 2G-5G cellular networks. Internet-linked devices enable farmers to collect and exchange 

data without human involvement. The monitoring applications can be used to monitor soil 

moisture, soil health, crop health, crop diseases, and animal population [10]. Machinery such as 

combine harvesters, tractors, irrigation equipment, and drones can be fitted with sensors [11], for 
example, Hello Tractor developed a low-cost monitoring device that can be used to monitor the 

condition of the tractor [12]. IoT can be applied through an agricultural drone which is a 

relatively inexpensive device fitted with a mechanism that provides farmers with information 
about the status of the crops which can result in an increase in yields and reduce crop 

damage.The drone can also be used to track and monitor the movement of animals and check if 

there is any danger being paused in their area [13]. IoT can also be used with irrigation 
equipment where water usage can be monitored. The services include the detection of soil 

nutrients and the amount of fertilizer required. The services for IoT in agriculture vary from crop 

yield to, detection of pests and herbs affecting the growth of the crop. Sensor devices play a 

pivotal role in the collection of data about the status of the land, crop, or animal, for example, the 
devices can be used to determine fruit size, moisture, or nutrient content [14]. 

 

With the adoption of IoT, farmers will be able to control the internal processes and thereby 
decrease production risks.  The availability of data allows farmers to foresee the output of 

production and allows for better planning especially crop management and product distribution. 

With enhanced control over overproduction, waste levels can be reduced and costs can be more 
effectively managed. Knowledge about any anomalies or challenges in the rate of crop growth or 

the health of livestock allows farmers to mitigate the risk of diminished yield or even crop failure 

[15],.  

 
To implement an effective and successful IoT solution in agriculture three factors should be 

considered:i) allowing for real-time collection and presentation of data, ii)providing a solution 

that is low-powered, easy to install, and cost-effective and iii) provide a solution that can be 
remotely accessed globally and not restricted to the operator or local networks [16]. Farmers are 

more worried about farm management and increase in production, rather than being bogged down 

about technical and costs issues of IoT. 

 
Current agricultural trends have seen the adoption of novel strategies of crop production such as 

greenhouses, hydroponics, vertical farming, and phenotyping to increase crop yield [14]. Crop 

production in greenhouses is done in a controlled environment which allows for seasoned and 
unseasoned crops to be grown anywhere at any time.  Wireless communication, mobile devices, 

and other Internet devices are used in the greenhouse to monitor humidity, temperature, light, and 

pressure. Hydroponics allows farmers to grow seasonal and unseasonal crops in water under 
controlled conditions without a soil medium and the nutrients are applied through the irrigation 

system. Wireless devices connected through the Internet are used to monitor the water level, 

nutrients, and fertilizers used for crop production. Vertical farming allows farmers to grow crops 

in a controlled environment on a small piece of land. This type of farming is commonly used in 
Japan [17]. The use of IoT in vertical farming permits the control of moisture and groundwater 

using computers or cellular devices such as tablets and smartphones. Phenotyping “is an 

advanced genetic engineering technique and biotechnology which correlates the genetic 
sequences of crops for agronomical and physiological aspects” [18]. In this approach, IoT is 

used to determine and analyze the characteristics of genetic engineering and biotechnology of the 

crops [7]. 
 

IoT is also being used to improve the sustenance of food production in aquaculture. Aquaculture 

is an agricultural activity where farmers focus on producing fish, water plants, and diverse 

oceanic organisms [19]. Devices can be used to monitor the water, oxygen and nutrients levels 
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and transmit this data through the Internet. Aquaponics is a sustainable agriculture in a symbiotic 
environment by combining aquaculture and hydroponics [20]. The water system should flow on 

the planting medium periodically to ensure the plants get the nutrients, while the water can be 

filtered properly by the medium. 

 
IoT can be used with cloud computing which resolves some of the limitations of the devices and 

sensors, by providing storage solutions and computing power for analysis. Cloud computing also 

offers farmers an opportunity to obtain valuable information about markets,  especially seeds, 
fertilizers, equipment, and farming methods. Cloud computing can also facilitate the use of Big 

Data analytical tools for farmers [21] [22]. 

 
Most farmers in Zimbabwe spend their time physically monitoring and understanding farming 

activities while modern agricultural activities require better farming management techniques 

through the adoption of technology. In developed countries, farmers have adopted intelligent 

farming systems to improve agricultural activities [23]. Zimbabwe has been affected by severe 
droughts in the past two decades which has resulted in lower food production. Does the adoption 

of technology (IoT) efficiently and effectively help improve agricultural production in 

Zimbabwe? This paper investigated how the adoption of IoT for smart agriculture in Zimbabwe 
will help improve food security. 

 

The theoretical framework of this research is based on the activity theory which seeks to describe 
the socio-technical activities in agriculture. The activity theoryhelped the researchers in 

understanding the processes, actors involved in farming activities, and how the adoption of IoT 

will benefitZimbabwean farmers.  

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

The mixed methodology was used in this research involving the collection of qualitative data 

throughinterviews and documentation. 50 farmers from A2 model farms in the five agro-
ecological regions were interviewed online due to the Covid- 19 restrictions. The Covid – 19 

restrictions in Zimbabwe limited the movement of people to curb the transmission of the disease. 

Data was also gathered from the Internet about the adoption of IoT in the Zimbabwean 

agricultural sector. Farmers who had access to the Internet and Social media platforms were 
identified through purposive sampling. The six tenets of activity theory: the objective of the IoT, 

the actors involved, the agricultural community, the technology (IoT), the division of activities 

among the actors in the agricultural system, and regulations governing the use of IoT in 
Zimbabwe were used as guidelines for the research. Data was then analyzed and categorized into 

three clusters, i) farmers who had adopted IoT, ii) farmers knowledgeable about IoTbut had not 

adopted such technology, and iii) those who were not aware of such technology. 

 

4. FINDINGS 
 

From the interviews held online, three clusters emerged, farmers who had adopted IoT, farmers 

knowledgeable about IoT but still to adopt such technology, and others who were not aware of 
such technology.  

 

4.1. Farmers Who Have Adopted IoT in Agriculture 

 

During the interviews, some of the farmers revealed that they had adopted IoT and the benefits 

were quite enormous. The farms that had adopted IoT, were able to monitor soil nutrients, 

moisture, water usage, temperature, humidity, light, weed, and pests. Some of the farms had 
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sensors in their greenhouses to monitor the environmental parameters for example the sensors 
were able to monitor temperatures, humidity, soil nutrients, and light. In one of the farms, the 

farmer installed global tracking devices on some of the bull cattle. This assistedthe farmer in 

animal management i.e. ability to locate the animals if they had been lost or stolen. 

 
The following benefits were highlighted on the farms that were adopting IoT in Zimbabwe: 

enhanced decision making, savings in electricity, preservation of water, better yields, and reduced 

labour. The farmers indicated that they were able to monitor their fields or animals remotely and 
could make faster decisions especially if they had challenges on the farm. The farmers also stated 

that electricity was saved due to constant monitoring of the moisture content of the soil rather 

than physically checking the wetness of the ground. The farmers also revealed that water usage 
was reduced because only areas that needed to be irrigated would get the required amount of 

water. There was an improvement in the yields as farmers were able to monitor the growth of 

their plants especially the soil nutrients and other adverse weather conditions. Labour costs were 

also reduced as the farmers did not have to send someone to the field to physically check the 
temperatures, moisture, or nutritious content. This data would be remotely transmitted to the 

farmer. 

 

4.2. Farmers Knowledgeable about IoT 
 

During the interviews, some farmers were knowledgeable about IoT, but are still adopting the 
technology. The reasons that were given by the farmers for not adopting such technology were 

cost, lack of proper infrastructure, poor internet connectivity, and the requisite skill to adopt such 

systems. The farmers stated that adopting such technology using the existing mobile or fixed 
networks had challenges during access, uploading, and downloading data as services were poor 

and not accessible in some other areas. The other alternative which is satellite services were said 

to be costly in Zimbabwe. 
 

4.3. Farmers still to adopt IoT in agriculture 
 
The majority of the farmers interviewed were not aware of the IoT technology and its benefits 

and it was their first time to be introduced to such technology. Some of the farmers who did not 

know about the existence of such technology revealed that they were eager to embrace this 

innovative technology. But, some of the farmers, although made aware of IoT in agriculture 
through this interview said they would not adopt such technology. 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 
In some of the farms in Zimbabwe, IoT has changed the traditional methods of farming to Smart 

Farming. Farming activities have formed a smart web of interoperable farm objects. With the 

adoption of IoT, farm management is integrated by real-time sensing and monitoring, smart 

analysis and planning, and smart control of all relevant farm processes [24]. 
 

IoT can be adopted by monitoring the seeds, plantation, harvesting, and quality of the products 

during the whole cycle of crop production. Many benefits come with the adoption of IoT by 
Zimbabwean farmers such as remote monitoring of farming activities and enhancing the 

decision-making process as evidenced in section 4.1. Although the benefits of IoT in agriculture 

are enormous, some farmers are not knowledgeable about such technology in Zimbabwe. This is 
supported by [25] who state that the lower levels of education in technologies in developing 

countries affect the technological acceptance by farmers as they are more comfortable with 

traditional methods of farming as compared to the modern techniques. [25] further alludes that 
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most farmers pride themselves in crop and animal production, the terrain and soil quality of their 
land, and are reluctant to adopt high-tech monitoring technology. 

 

A developing country like South Africa is implementing IoT in agriculture examples are in the 

wine industry which monitors the whole cycle of growing grapes up to the level of wine 
production. IoT is also used in other crop production such as potatoes, maize production water, 

and livestock monitoring [26]. 

 
Real-time communication plays an important role in the adoption of technology in advanced 

agriculture. Communication enhances faster decision making thereby enabling farmers to manage 

farm activities effectively [27]. Network service providers should provide services that will 
benefit farmers in the adoption of IoT. The advancement of IoT requires more bandwidth and the 

cost of data from the network service providers should be affordable to farmers in Zimbabwe. 

However, when approached effectively, the adoption of IoT and more broadly information and 

communication technology in developing countries like Zimbabwe can contribute towards food 
security. 

 

By using smart agriculture technology, Zimbabwean farmers will gain better control of farming 
activities such as the rearing of livestock and growing crops, bringing about massive efficiencies 

of scale, cutting costs, and helping save scarce resources such as water.As Zimbabwe is often 

affected by droughts, IoT will allow the country to preserve water. With the adoption of IoT, 
Zimbabwe will be able to provide smart solutions in agriculture. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The use of IoT has immense benefits to Zimbabwean food security as farmers will be able to 
make faster decisions thereby boosting agricultural productivity. IoT will enable framers to 

monitor soil nutrients, environmental parameters, water usage and enabling farmers to be well 

informed about agricultural activities in their fields regardless of geographic area. 
 

However, it is important to note some of the farmers are not aware of IoT and some of the 

agricultural regions have poor Internetconnectivity making it difficult to adopt such technology. 

It is recommended that awareness campaigns should be conducted for the adaptation of IoT by 
farmers in Zimbabwe. In order for Zimbabwean farmers to also benefit from the adoption of IoT,  

communication infrastructure coverage and speed of the Internet should  be improved. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Natural Language Processing is in growing demand with recent developments. This Generator 

model is one such example of a music generation system conditioned on lyrics. The model 

proposed has been tested on songs having lyrics written only in English, but the idea can be 

generalized to various languages. This paper’s objective is to mainly explain how one can 

create a music generator using statistical machine learning methods. This paper also explains 

how effectively outputs can be formulated, which are the music signals as they are million sized 

over a short period frame. The parameters mentioned in the paper only serve an explanatory 

purpose. This paper discusses the effective statistical formulation of output thereby decreasing 
the vast amount of estimation of output parameters, and how to reconstruct the audio signals 

from predicted parameters by using ‘phase-shift algorithm’.  

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Audio Signal Processing, Statistical Machine Learning. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Natural language processing algorithms are very helpful in understanding human-computer 
interaction effectively. But it becomes necessary to try different approaches in managing the 

same problem as it enhances our understanding and may spark up many brilliant ideas in different 

fields. This makes overall research in the field effective. In recent times generator has become 
one of the most important fields of study because of many reasons including its capability in 

understanding human-like thinking in specific fields like music, literature, and so on. This also 

helps us in increasing the capability of capturing the complex features and reciprocating them till 

the output. Hence, any generator algorithm can become very important in understanding various 
applications and details on which the basic functionalities are dependent. Hence, it is definitely a 

growing field in terms of research and application of which we tried to propose a new approach 

towards understanding it. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Lyrics to music generators is a certain application that is in its nascent stage and yet has 

overwhelming demand in the research application field. Currently, the most optimum results are 

published by jukebox [1]which is a project by OpenAI. In this work they used deep learning 

techniques where they actually fed the raw data without using any extraction techniques to 
separate voice from the original song, instead they used raw audio to train the model which spits 

out raw audio in return, where they had to use symbolic music for better results. They have 

concentrated more on working with VQ-VAE [2] model to compress raw audio data and then 
used autoregressive transformers [3]. The model actually learn the compressed audio generation 

which is generated in the form of discrete codes and it makes the process computationally 

expensive in the data pre-processing stage itself and has a risk of overfitting. They have used the 

attention model [4] mechanism extensively to learn the interdependencies between the lyrics and 
capture the similarities which are very risky as the dataset at the current stage is very less. The 

dataset the main model is learning is also an output of autoregressive transformers which is 

actually decreasing the originality of the information itself which may result in content tampering 
as a result of overfitting or underfitting. We propose a completely different approach and well-

established facts and theory which is completely based on statistics during pre-processing of data 

and preserving the original information intact. We also propose the decoding part in a much 
simpler sense using a simple fact of superposition which works almost in every case without 

actually using deep learning approaches. Our propose here is a purely statistical approach right 

from encoding, learning parameters for which we used a regression algorithm [5], and finally, for 

the decoding part we have come up with a new algorithm that effectively works in the majority of 
cases. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
The different components of the proposed method along with the results are mentioned below in 

various subsections. 

 

3.1. Voice Separation 
 

We know that music is recorded on both left and right channels, and the vocals which are present 
in the music are mixed with different instruments and it becomes hard to remove them. We used 

Fast Fourier Transformation [6] to make a comparison between the left and right channels with 

the vocal and non-vocal part of that song. On experimentation, we found that the amplitude 

corresponding to vocals are present when the magnitude of FFT of the left channel sample is 
greater than 100 and that of the right channel sample is less than 400, if the vocals are in a low 

pitch and have no chorus in the background. Hence, if the value lies in that range we assigned the 

FFT value to be 0 for that sample. After taking the inverse Fourier transform of both the 
channels, we found that the voice was decent when subtracting those channels from each other 

but the noise was developed in the signal. On experimenting with an instrumental track, we 

compared the frequency domain of the resultant signal and instrumental signal, and found that 

noise ranges from 900Hz to 14000Hz (approx.). To remove noise we used the band-stop filter. 
Figure 1, represents the extracted signal in the time domain while Figure 2, represents the 

extracted signal in the frequency domain, we can observe that signals contributing inthe 

frequency range 900Hz to 14 KHz were zero. 
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Figure 1. Amplitude Vs Time (Extracted Signal) 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Extracted Signal in the frequency domain 

 

On experimentation, we found that the angle between the music and its instrumental track is 

between 85-90 degrees. Figure 3, depicts the process of voice separation. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of voice separation 

 

3.2. Gaussian Representation 
 

This subsection simply discusses the normalization of the audio array, One thing to be noted is 
that before normalization of the audio array, note down the mean and standard deviation of the 

array and label these parameters as O1 and O2 (O1 and O2 are two out of six output parameters we 

need to predict for test set). From the remaining four parameters, two parameters are the 
minimum and maximum value of the resultant array we get after performing normalization, 

which we are going to store for each sample of the audio dataset. Now, one has to just divide the 

absolute difference between the maximum and minimum value of the normalized array into 1000 

intervals or more depending upon the range of minimum to a maximum value, while we were 
experimenting. We just selected 1000 intervals at random (as the number of intervals can be 

treated as a hyperparameter, one can always experiment with different values). Now, count how 

many values in the normalized array are falling under this specific interval and divide this count 
with the dimension or size of the normalized array. In this way, one can get the probabilities of 

each interval and if a graph is plotted taking the intervals on X-axis and corresponding 

probabilities on Y-axis, then, we get the approximate Gaussian curve as gaussian formula 
suggests one can get the Gaussian distribution [7] of n samples of data by converting the given 

data as follows 
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Xn
| = (X – μ)/ (σ/ √𝑛)  (1) 

 

where µ is the mean of the sample, σ is the standard deviation and ‘n’ is the sample size. For the 
implementation we have taken n=1 as there is no more than one song from the same distribution 

because one can observe each song’s mean and standard deviation is different but, we will get an 

approximate gaussian as in Figure 4.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Depiction of approximate Gaussian 

 
One, important feature or benefit one can get with this trick for music analysis is the enormous 

compression of data for the processing which decreases the data by (size of array-number of 

intervals) *100%. To understand this compression, if the size of the array is 10000000 and the 
number of intervals is 10000 then the compression, we have got is 1000 times less than the 

original which is, reducing the original to 0.1% of its size with minimal loss in information. 

 

In Figure 5 one can see the values reconstructed by replacing every value of an interval with the 
mean of interval on the X-axis and original normalized array values on the Y-axis. The 

normalized array values and reconstructed array values are both in ascending order, so that, the 

graph represents only how close the reconstructed values are to the true normalized values 
without the arrangement of amplitudes which will be discussed later as to how to arrange these 

values in order close to the original normalized arrangement of amplitudes. Theentireprocess can 

be understood with the flowchart as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Depiction of similarity between Reconstructed: values and original normalized 

 

3.3. Input Formulation 
 

For designing the input, we have taken the lyrics and pre-processed it by performing sentence 

tokenization, word tokenization keeping in mind the chunking of characters which have 
expressional characters such as, ‘?’, ‘!’ etc, as they really influence the music. Because we 

assume that expressions are very much necessary in creating the music and one can never neglect 

the expression or feel or emotion in the lyrics. Then, we have taken the limit of 700 tokens for 

each song for applying the machine learning applications in the future. Every song is processed in 
the same way and made into a dataset of 100 songs each containing 700 tokens. Then, this dataset 

is passed on to the word embedding section where the word2vec library is used for converting the 

tokens into word vectors using a skip-gram model [8]. Then we get each token in a vector form, 
but we need a single value to represent the token but not a vector, and hence, one can just take the 

magnitude of the vector and embed the word token with its magnitude. Hence, the dataset can be 

reformulated with magnitudes of each token, if for a song the number of tokens is less than 700 
then we can pad the remaining with zeros. Thus, the above input formulation can be completed. 

An important note is that the above-mentioned values are just for explanatory purpose and one 

can always try different deep learning and machine learning models to actually map the lyrics to 

the required output parameters. The value 700 is used here because there was no song that has 
more than 700 tokens, hence, this value acts as an upper bound for padding of sequences for input 

part training data. In Figure 7 there is a flowchart depicting the procedure followed for input 

formulation. 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of gaussian representation 
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Figure 7. Flowchart depicting input formulation of the dataset 

 

3.4. Output Formulation 
 
As discussed in section 3.2, four out of six output parameters are mentioned and now the 

remaining two parameters are nothing but the mean frequency and mean probability, which 

implies, the total six parameters are: 

 
Original array mean, original array standard deviation, normalized array minimum, normalized 

array maximum, gaussian mean interval, and gaussian mean probability. Each of the six output 

parameters is predicted by training them separately with six copies of linear regression models on 
the same input dataset as represented in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Block diagram depicting the training of machine learning algorithm 

 
Once, one has obtained the parameters, first, they can take the mean interval and mean 

probability and calculate the standard deviation of predicted gaussian, then, take the mean and 

standard deviation of the predicted gaussian to actually construct the Gaussian curve and fix the 
X-axis range according to the minimum normalized array value and maximum value. Now, One 

can divide the range into a number of intervals they used while training for the experiment, we 

took 1000 intervals and calculated the average probability of each interval and store it in a 1000 
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sized array of probabilities. Finally, we just need to take an average interval value of 1000 
intervals by which we get the average frequency array and repeat each value of frequency array 

into a new array of a size equivalent to normalized array size according to the corresponding 

probability of occurrence i.e if the first value in the probability array is 0.01 and average first 

interval value is -4.1 and also if the size of the normalized array used for training is 100000 array 
then the first 1000(0.01 * 100000) values of predicted normalized array should have -4.1 as its 

value and one has to repeat the same for remaining 999 intervals and corresponding probabilities. 

In this way, one can reconstruct the normalized predicted array, from this array taking the 
predictions of the original array to mean and original array standard deviation values we can 

reconstruct the original version of the array. But this original array will be in ascending order as 

we travelled the gaussian from left to right intervals. To tackle the original arrangement problem, 
we will discuss its solution in the arrangement section. 

 

3.5. Predicting Outputs 
 

Given input and output, one can test the results either by taking the deep learning approach or the 

statistical machine learning approach. When we tried to predict six output parameters each by 
using a simple neural network [9], CNN [10], RNN [11], and also LSTM [12], we did not get 

descent results of predictions and this may be because of the fact that dataset size is less. 

Therefore, we went for a statistical linear regression [13] technique by training each output with 

only one regression model for better predictions by which we used six copies of the linear 
regression model and six copies if same input data to train six output parameters individually and 

got decent values or predictions even on the low dataset. Hence, with this method we made the 

entire generator working completely on statistics. Just for example, In figure 10 we can see that 
some part of the graph is a straight-line relationship between the predicted amplitudes and 

original music amplitudes both arranged in ascending order, for a randomly selected test case. 

Hence, we can say that for a small dataset too we are able to capture the amplitudes reasonably 
well. We have taken 70 songs in training and 6 songs for testing and predicted the results, out of 

which is a predicted gaussian in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Plot depicting predicted normalized amplitudes (x-axis) and corresponding probabilities (y-axis) 
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Figure 10. Depiction of similarity between original music values and predicted values both taken in 

ascending order to compare frequencies 

 

3.6. Arrangements 
 
The gaussian representation only helps us to predict the amplitudes accurately but misses in 

capturing the most crucial part of audio data which is the pattern of amplitudes or position at 

which a particular amplitude should occur in the output audio array. Because when the array is 
reconstructed from six output parameters, the array of amplitudes will be in ascending order but 

not in the desired order of amplitudes. Hence, we have arranged the amplitudes from ascending 

order into the desired order. On experimentation, we found that input normalized arrays are 

perpendicular to corresponding input normalized arrays in ascending order. So, the task finally is 
to rotate an n-dimensional array or vector by 90 degrees. To do this, one can follow the most 

obvious approach which is: 

 
PERMUTATION METHOD: This method is very simple, just take all permutations of the array 

and check which permutation is perpendicular to the ascending order version of the array, but, the 

complexity of this approach is O (n!) which is very bad, especially dealing with music 
applications where array size is in millions. 

 

3.7. Phase Shift Algorithm 
 

This is a new algorithm to rotate a vector by some angle if that angle is possible with given 

values of the array. For our case, the angle is 90 degrees. This algorithm tries to find out the 
permutation of the vector which is 90 degrees to the ascending order array and if a 90-degree 

combination is not possible it gives the combination which is close to 90 degrees. 

 

If predicted_array = [1, 2, 3] and we are required to find a near 90-degree combination. Hence, 
we follow the following steps: 

 

Take int = [1] and fix its order of values. 
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Add next dimension value of predicted_array to init and calculate all combination possible 
keeping order of init fixed i.e, 

 

Combinations = [[1,2],[2,1]] 

 
let, theta = 0(degrees) 

 

Calculate the angles between each combination vector and predicted_array’s first two dimensions 
A1 = cos-1(dot product ([1,2],[1,2]) = 0 degrees, 0 is not greater than 0 which implies no update 

of theta. 

 
A2 = cos-1(dot product ([2,1],[1,2]) = 37 degrees, i.e theta<A2<90, hence, theta = A2 = 37 

degrees. 

 

Update init as init = [2, 1]. 
 

Keeping the order of values in init as constant, add new dimension value from predicted_array 

and calculate all combinations again as in step2. 
 

Init = [2, 1], 

 
Combinations = [[3,2,1],[2,3,1],[2,1,3]], 

 

theta = 37 degrees 

 
A1 = cos-1(dot product ([3, 2, 1], [1, 2, 3]) = 44.41 and as theta<A1<90, hence, theta = A1 = 

44.41 degrees. 

 
A2 = cos-1(dot product ([2, 3, 1], [1, 2, 3]) = 38.2 and as theta>A2 and theta<90, hence, no 

update. 

 

A3 =  cos-1(dot product([2,1,3],[1,2,3]) = 21.7  and as theta>A3 and theta<90 , 
hence, no update. 

 

Hence, init is updated to [3, 2, 1] 
 

Finally, we can say the required vector = [3, 2, 1] which is at an angle 44.41 degrees to [1, 2, 3]. 

a 90-degree combination is not possible with [1,2,3], hence we got near a 90-degree combination. 
Another example, when the phase shift algorithm is applied on the vector [0, 0, 1], we get the 

vector [1, 0, 0] as shown in Figure 11. 

 

With this algorithm, we can do the desired rotation of an array or vector with a complexity O(n2) 
which is a tremendous speed up as compared to the O(n!) permutation method. 
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Figure 11. Graph representing a perfect shift of 90 degree for vector [0,0,1] to [1,0,0] 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

The following points are important results we got from this method: 

 

The song and the background music of the song are mostly and approximately perpendicular to 
each other. 

 

The ascending order arrangement of the music audio is mostly and approximately perpendicular 
to the original arrangement of the same music audio. 

 

Gaussian distribution is used to get excellent compression of data and reduces data to (number of 
intervals/size of audio file array)*100% of the actual size of the data. 

 

The phase shift algorithm rotates a given array to a given angle combination of the array if 

possible and if the given angle combination is not possible, it gives a near-angle combination of 
the array i.e an angle close to 90 degrees. 

 

Gaussian trick enables an individual to store maximum data but at a cost of losing the sequence 
or arrangement of amplitudes over the time frame of the signal. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Generator algorithms are growing diverse as time passes incorporating better changes and many 
applications are also being developed on the same. The music field is one of the fields where 

generator applications can perform very well and do the need, by creating or generating good 

music and give good ideas to musicians and helping them put forward their best while composing 
the music. This application can serve as a resource to many in the music field and also help many 

lyricists and give them ideas in better and diverse ways. Generator applications can also be used 

in the literature field to understand how computers, if given a chance, would write, compose and 

speak, which is really exciting for many researchers to understand the complexities and develop 
better algorithms. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Aspect Extraction (AE) field investigates in collecting words which are sentiment aspects in 

sentences and documents. Despite the pandemic, the number of products purchased online is 

still growing, which means that the number of product reviews and comments is also increasing 

rapidly, so the role of the task is gradually crucial. Extract aspects in the text is a difficult task, 
that requires algorithms capable of deep capturing the semantics of the text. In this work, we 

combine two models of the two research groups, with the first using the BERT algorithm with 

multiple concatenated layers and the second using the strategies to enrich the dataset by itself in 

the training or testing phase. 

The source code is available on github.com, researchers can run it through scripts, modify it for 

further research also. https://github.com/leanhkhoi/AE_BERT_CROSS_SENTENCES 
 

KEYWORDS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the commercial industry, being able to capture the needs and thoughts of consumers for 

products is the core factor for businesses. Businesses can seize exactly what aspects of the market 

product users are interested in, thereby making appropriate improvements to capture customer 

demands. However, analyzing and extracting emotional aspects in text data such as in a sentence, 
a paragraph, is not lightweight works because of language complexity as well as the time-

consuming dataset labeling process. So far, plenty of machine learning solutions have been 

proposed to carry out this task such as: POS tagger [1], Dependency parser [2], HMM [3], CRF 
[4], and have achieved certain results. 

 

In recent years, deep learning algorithms have made a breakthrough and are extremely widely 

used as a solution to replace or supplement traditional techniques thanks to the development of 
hardware processing capabilities. One of the areas where deep learning has made a deep impact is 

NLP with the recent emergence of the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 

(BERT) model [5]. Solutions based on BERT and its variants are now the state-of-the-art of 
many tasks in NLP. With a multi-layered architecture and trained with a huge data set, BERT is 

able to encode efficiently language features from syntax to semantics, providing a quality data 

representation layer for NLP tasks [6, 7] including Aspect Extraction. 
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Besides, datasets used for Aspect Extraction task are often quite limited because of the time-
consuming process of data labeling, so it is possible to use a combination of data in the same 

dataset come along with BERT mechanism can help to better grasp the patterns of the structure 

and semantics of text. 

 
Our work is to inherit the architecture based on multiple hidden layers of BERT called parallel 

aggregation and hierarchical aggregation [8] in preceding research which archived quite a good 

performance with data enrichment techniques knows as cross-sentence [9] in another research 
applied for Named Entity Recognition task to create a complete pipeline so that perform Aspect 

Extraction task gives an even better evaluation. We also keep the configurations in our pipeline 

the same as those of the previous authors for experiments based comparison objective results. 
 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

For unsupervised algorithms, the most popular method so far is to use a POS tagger to extract 

nouns or noun phrases in sentences. Stanford tagger [1] can completely do this well with an 
accuracy of up to 97 %, but in the problem of extracting aspects, the above accuracy does not 

bring much benefit because aspects in a sentence are not always a noun or a noun phrase, besides 

that POS tagger takes all nouns and noun phrases without any restriction according to the context 
of the sentence. Another approach uses relationship-based graphing, which explores relationships 

between emotional words and aspects based on parsing sentences into components and their 

dependencies. Algorithms based on this approach are referred to as Dependency parser [2], 

Double Propagation [10]. The weakness of these algorithms is to generate many non-aspect 
components. Frequency-based approaches are also considered as possible solutions. Kelledy [11], 

proposed a method of using POS tagger to extract all nouns and noun phrases in a sentence, then 

depend on frequency of occurrence of words and phrases to select the aspects. Endo [12], 2014 
presented an improved method using TF-IDF in frequency calculation as well as using a syntactic 

pattern to remove non-aspect words and phrases. 

 
For supervised algorithms, the two most popular traditional models for aspect extraction are 

HMM [3] and CRF [4]. Especially, CRF algorithm is dominating in sequential labeling problems 

like Aspect Extraction, the harmonious combination between BERT output and CRF is the 

preferred thinking in most of predicting the labels of words studies in the last 1 to 2 years. 
 

Recently, deep learning networks have been applied to give better performance when extracting 

sentiment aspects, such as LSTM combined with attention mechanism [13], CNN [14]. Xu et al 
2018 [15], proposed a model called DD-CNN with the idea of joining 2 embedding layers of text 

data, the first layer is in-domain embedding, and the second layer is out-domain embedding then 

feeds them into the CNN deep learning network to perform the classification task. Wang et al. 

2020 [16], have introduced a mechanism to automatically concatenate pre-trained different 
embedding algorithms, whereby for each problem that needs embedding to form the embedding 

layer. For each combination, the algorithm will calculate error based on results of the training 

process and then compare it with other combinations to finally find out the most suitable 
concatenation embedding layer for the problem. This model has achieved state-of-the-art in many 

problems such as NER, aspect extraction (Aspect extraction), ... but has the disadvantage of 

expensive training time. With the arrival of BERT, a wide range of tasks in NLP such as text 
classification [17], summarization [18], question answering [19],… have been greatly improved 

in performance by using and refining this powerful BERT model. Akbar Karimi et al. 2020 [8], 

offers an architecture with a mix of pre-trained BERT architecture and CRF, considering Aspect 

Extraction problem as a sequence labeling problem which is widely applied to implement Named 
Entity Recognition task. The BERT architecture feature that authors use is that they are not based 

on only one BERT layer, usually the last layer, but they have used up to the last 4 layers of BERT 
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because those layers are capable of capturing more language aspects. Our research largely reuses 
the author's solution with some small improvements to perform Aspect Extraction task, because 

of the feasibility and good evaluation in experiment. 

 

In addition to picking up the right model, we are also interested in preprocessing data to produce 
a quality data source. The technique used in our work is based on the ideas of Jouni Luoma et al. 

2020 [9], where data will be enhanced by combining the components in itself to increase the size 

as well as create many interwoven semantic structures. Specifically, each data record, which is 
considered as a text sentence, will be joined with other data lines in the same training data set to 

fill the BERT window, then trained for the Aspect Extraction task according to the architecture 

described in the previous paragraph. Finally, the prediction of tags for each token for each 
sentence in the test dataset will be calculated based on the model. 

 

3. ASPECT EXTRACTION 
 

Given a dataset consisting of user reviews on a market product. Each line of data will contain 
information including aspects and respective emotions of the user. The AE’s purpose is to find 

out exactly the aspects. For instance, "this laptop has a good battery", then “battery” is an aspect 

in the sentence above. To accomplish this task, each word in the sentence will be labeled as a 
character in the set {B, I, O}, with B representing the starting word of the aspect, I representing 

the word belonging to one of the insides of an aspect and O represents the non-aspect word. The 

job of the algorithm is to predict each word in the sentence corresponding to each of the three 

characters above. This is called the sequence labeling task. 
 

4. CROSS-SENTENCE IN CONTEXT 
 

For each example in the dataset, it will be filled at both ends by other examples in the same 
dataset in a given size - BERT window size. The processed data has a fixed size (n, m) where n is 

dataset size and m is BERT window size. (see figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustrates two ways to create cross-sentence examples. a) The example of interest is placed at the 

first position in a BERT window. b) The example of interest will be placed at a position with a certain 

offsets value, usually 32, 64, 96,... 

 

The data processing according to the above mechanism will create a new dataset with more 

semantic diversity, enabling the BERT architecture to understand more new patterns that 

generated from the combiner, thereby increasing the accuracy when performing sequence 

labeling task. 
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5. PROPOSAL METHOD 
 
Our work is based entirely on the models of previous authors, bringing them together to form a 

complete pipeline. So we will keep the components as well as the configuration of the author's 

model. 

 
Deep network models like BERT have been widely used in many problems because of their 

ability to understand the semantics of sentences deeply. Usually, most studies will use only last 

hidden layer of BERT because that is the layer that contains the most insight into the data, but 
authors realize that adjacent layers also store useful pieces of information [20], so they took 

advantage of the BERT last layers, combining them in two different ways to create the 

embedding layer. Besides, to be able to perform well for the sequence labeling problem, the CRF 

algorithm comes as an optimal solution and is widely used today. CRFs are a type of 
discriminative undirected probabilistic graphical model, where each data sample is predicted 

concerning the label of the previous data sample. CRFs are very well suited to sequence labeling 

tasks and Aspect Extraction can be considered as a labeled sequences problem. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Illustrate the CRF algorithm for a specific example in Aspect Extraction task. 
 

As shown above, prediction for output Y6 with observation X6 will be based on the set of 

observations in X and, importantly, the value of Y5 that has been predicted before. Also 

intuitively, we can see Y4, Y5 are adjectives, Y6 is a noun so Y6 will get a high probability of 
being an aspect, that's why CRF is the perfect solution for Aspect Extraction. 

 

Pipeline 

 

Based on contributions of the AI research team about cross-sentence, our work will create a 

pipeline, which consists of 2 phases: training and testing. 
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Figure 3. Illustrate the proposed pipeline, including 2 phases of training and testing with the difference in 

output section. 
 

For each training, we place the sentence of interest at a certain position in the BERT window 

with a fixed size of 100, then add other sentences in the same data set sequentially at the left and 

right. Note that the labels of the training data will also be processed according to the above 
mechanism. (See Figure 3). 

 

At prediction stage, sentences will also be processed in cross-sentence mechanism, except their 
labels remain the same. The difference is that prediction results will then be passed through a 

predictive model called the CMV by the research team. Accordingly, prediction results for 

sentence of interest will be calculated in two ways, the first way is based on the frequency of the 
label which predicted on each word in sentence of interest and itself but appearing in other 

predicted sentences that it is not the sentence of interest. And the second way is to calculate the 

sum of the probability of predicting each word in the sentence of interest and itself but appearing 

in other predictive sentences and select maximize value representing for the label. (See Figure 3) 
 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

Table 1. SemEval Dataset 

 

 Train Test 

Dataset Sentences Aspects Sentences Aspects 

Laptop 2014 [21] 3045 2358 800 654 

Restaurant 2016 [22] 2000 1743 676 622 

 

To execute the task, we relied on codebase [8] and modified it to accommodate library updates 
when building the multiple BERT aggregation model. Besides, we also use data process functions 

of the author group [9], build a cross-sentences dataset with some changes in the naming of 

variables and functions. For all the remaining model parameters when training, our team keeps 
the same to ensure the evaluation results show objectively. The model is trained with the last 4 

layers of BERT, using Adam optimizer, learning-rate 3e-5, and batch size 16. One slight 

difference is that we train on GPU (GeForce) GTX 1660S with 6 GB of memory instead of a 

more powerful GPU because of resource constraints. 
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Dataset: SemEval is set of a quite famous datasets in Aspect Extraction as well as Aspect -based 
Sentiment Analysis problem. To perform the Aspect Extraction operation, two datasets are used, 

SemEval 2014 Laptop and SemEval 2016 Restaurant. Each dataset includes reviews, comments 

on the subject as well as labeled aspects for each review. (See Table 1) 

 
Analysis: When performing the experiment, we train the model with 10 epochs and observe that 

the error value varies through each epoch. As shown in the figure below, in both laptop and 

restaurant sets, at the first epochs, the loss values in both training and validation set are very high, 
starting from the 4th epoch the model gradually enters convergence point with loss value in 

training set decreases and at 6th epoch, loss value in validation set is also stable. (See Figure 4.a, 

4.b) 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

   
c) 

Figure 4. The performance of the pipeline when executing the Aspect Extraction task is measured by the 

change in the number of epochs during the training period. a) Change on training loss. b) Change on 

validation loss. c) Change on precision F1 

 
In addition to observing loss value, we also observe the accuracy of prediction on test set when 

training with different epoch. It can be seen that the accuracy in both the laptop and restaurant 

will reach the best value when the model is trained from 4 to 6 epochs and will deteriorate if 
epoch is too high, meaning that it has passed the convergence point. (See Figure 4.c). 
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Table 2. The table compares evaluation results according to the accuracy F1. The number in bold 

represents the highest value. Scores not in bold are quoted from [8]. Scores in bold are the superior results 

of our recommended pipeline. Each result in the table is average of 9 runs. 

 

 Laptop - F1 Restaurant - F1 

BERT 79.28 74.10 

BERT-PT (30 epochs) [23] 85.93 82.64 

P-SUM (4 epochs) [8] 85.94 81.99 

Our P-SUM + CMV (4 epochs) 86.17 82.66 

Our P-SUM + CMVP (4 epochs) 86.28 82.71 

Our P-SUM + offset 0 (4 epochs) 86.17 82.21 

Our P-SUM + offset 32 (4 epochs) 86.29 82.80 

Our P-SUM + offset 64 (4 epochs) 85.96 82.67 

H-SUM (4 epochs) [8] 86.09 82.34 

Our H-SUM + CMV (4 epochs) 86.41 82.61 

Our H-SUM + CMVP (4 epochs) 86.43 82.83 

Our H-SUM + offset 0 (4 epochs) 86.24 82.12 

Our H-SUM + offset 32 (4 epochs) 86.19 83.06 

Our H-SUM + offset 64 (4 epochs) 86.29 82.96 

 

Result: We have tested a lot of measurements to compare with the original model [8]. As be 

exposed from table 2, with the same number of epochs of 4, most of the results from our pipeline 
are superior to previously available models. Here, training dataset was processed by cross-

sentence mechanism with an offset of 0, while the test dataset is processed and predicted 

according to CMV (Contextual Majority Voting) and CMVP (Contextual) models. Majority 
Voting Probability) [9] described in the previous section. Offsets 0, 32, 64 in table 2 are positions 

of the BERT window where a sentence of interest begins when processing test data. In particular, 

when performing with P-SUM + offset 32 architecture, accuracy of F1 on our restaurant dataset 

(82.80) is 0.81 better than P-SUM model (81.99). 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

We demonstrated a pipeline with a combination of BERT customization using hidden multilayer 
integration with a solution that augments the data during training and prediction. We also present 

a very diverse set of evaluation results based on how the samples in the data are combined. Our 

idea is very simple, but the obtained results have surpassed the results of previous studies based 

on the advanced BERT model when executing Aspect Extraction task. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The on-going pandemic has opened the pandora’s box of the plethora of hidden problems which 
the society has been hiding for years. But the positive side to the present scenario is the opening 

up of opportunities to solve these problems on the global stage. One such area which was being 

flooded with all kinds of different emotions, and reaction from the people all over the world, is 

twitter, which is a micro blogging platform. Coronavirus related hash tags have been trending 

all over for many days unlike any other event in the past. Our experiment mainly deals with the 

collection, tagging and classification of these tweets based on the different keywords that they 

may belong to, using the Naive Bayes algorithm at the core. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Covid-19, Naïve Bayes, Clustering. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 is a severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) that emerged from 

Wuhan, China in December, 2019. It has since resulted in a global pandemic situation and has 

resulted in over 1.5 million deaths worldwide along with mass disruption of lives for all people 
around the world. With a pandemic of this scale, social media has had lots to say about the virus 

ever since its inception. Twitter has seen an unprecedented rise in the number of tweets ever 

since the pandemic started [1-3] and people from various walks of life have commented on 
various aspects concerning the virus. These include advice from doctors regarding how to cope 

with the deadly disease, how people are coping with the new norm of work-from-home, tweets 

regarding the lockdown and other such. With such a large number of tweets, users are often left 
searching for what to read as all tweets might not be of interest to them. In this context,  

segregating the similar tweets together so that the user can read about a particular kind only is 

essential. 

 
Therefore, the objective of the present work is to classify covid-19 related Twitter data into a 

specified number of classes and deliver an annotated dataset for the upcoming research 

communities. In order to accomplish our research goals, we have implemented several varieties 
of Multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm from scratch using Python to classify the data into 

some pre-defined classes on a dataset. We have considered three different strategies to prepare 

the data as well as to implement the Naïve Bayes models. 

 
 

 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111211
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In the first case, we have collected 10,000 unique tweets from the whole dataset1 that ranges from 
December 2019 till May 2020. The keywords that have been used to crawl the tweets are 'corona', 

'covid', 'sarscov2', 'covid19', 'coronavirus'. For this purpose we used Tweepy and Twitter API 

endpoint. 

 
In the second attempt, we also collected 10,000 tweets. On the initial unlabeled Twitter data, 

spectral clustering is used to automatically generate class label. This labeled data is used as 

training data for the classifier and accuracy of the classifier has been calculated. 
 

In the third case also, we have proposed a Naive Bayes [4] based model wherein tweets are 

classified into various categories or clusters in order to help the user read only a particular type 
of tweets. In order to evaluate the performance of the system, a dataset which is an in house 

dataset containing 1000 tweets exclusively related to Covid 19 was used. We have collected a 

dataset of roughly 1000 tweets by parsing Twitter data and collecting the relevant tweets. These 

tweets are then allotted into 10 classes by employing the spectral clustering method [5] on the 
cosine similarity of the tweets among themselves. Here, the number of classes is finalized 

through exhaustive experimentation as described in Section 4. 

 
Not only to prepare a gold standard dataset, we have also proposed the Naive Bayes method 

which is indeed a commonly used simple but effective classifier for phrase classification. It is 

based on the commonly known Bayes’ Theorem [6] in probability wherein in this case, the 
probability of each of the tweets belonging to a certain class is obtained. Thus, in a nutshell, the 

chief highlights of our work include: 

 

 Proposed three novel in house datasets of 21000 tweets related to COVID-19 

 Implemented three modified versions of Naive Bayes algorithm from scratch to classify 

the test set into appropriate classes. 

 Performed exhaustive experimentation to finalize our methods which include choosing 
optimal number of clusters, choosing optimal clustering method, and tuning our Naive 

Bayes algorithm(s) to fit our purpose. 

 Obtained competitive accuracies upon testing, thus proving the robustness of our dataset 

as well as our method. 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Three dataset preparation strategies are discussed in 

Section 2, 3 and 4 respectively whereas various implementations of Naïve Bayes are described in 
Section 5. Section 6 illustrates the implications of different experiments along with results. 

Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper by mentioning future tasks. 

 

2. DATASET 1 
 

2.1. Background 

 

Data Pre-processing: The steps that were used on the tweets are as 1) Removal of user, 2) 

Removal of URLs, 3) Removal of punctuations, 4) contracting unnecessary white spaces, 5) 
Replacing emoticons with corresponding meaning, 6) Partitioning hash tags etc. 

 

Manual Reviewing: Conducting some manual reviewing we found the following observations; 1) 
Tweets with four or less words are likely linked to some news article and most of them didn't 

really convey the whole idea. So we discarded those tweets. 2) Some tweets which were replies to 

                                                   
1
https://ieee-dataport.org/open-access/english-language-tweets-dataset-covid-19 
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other tweets sometimes didn’t make sense. 3) There were some tweets which were paged like 
(3/3). Tweet (2/3) was after a lot of tweets. 4) Some tweets belonged to multiple classes. For 

example: A tweet that contains the stats of recoveries and death could be classified as both news 

and health. 

 
Data Embedding: To convert the sentences into embedded vectors, TF-IDF was used, with 9774 

documents. 

 
Label Identification: A map with key as word in a tweet and value as the count of occurrences in 

the dataset contained nearly 30000 labels. The map was sorted in descending order, and a list was 

prepared, using these words. We aim to classify tweets under various classes generated during 
the “Covid-19 pandemic” in the months of July to August, 2020. Hence, words like 

“covid19”,”coronavirus”,”corona” have been filtered out as they had the highest number of 

occurrences. From the prepared list, 18 words which have occurred in at least 200 tweets were 

selected to be the final labels list. The list hence prepared consists of only unigrams. 
 

2.2. Approach 

 
We have chosen three different approaches to tag the given data and manually verify: 

 

Clustering using K-RMS [7]: At first a map is generated between PCA applied embedded data 
and data cluster points. By that a text file is generated where one can see which tweet is in which 

cluster. After that labelling of 18 clusters, the output is generated label of 6000 tweets. 

 

The algorithm, “K-RMS” is devised such that it solves issues like the handling signed data 
problem. It also decreases the number of iterations and increases the accuracy to a great extent. 

It is observed that if RMS (Root Mean Square) value is used instead of average value, it is 

expected that the number of iterations will decrease significantly for large datasets. This is 
because RMS value is much more exact and fast converging in every field of science be it 

chemistry (VRMS or Root Mean Square Velocity) or some other fields like electrical circuits, etc. 

It also takes care of negative values in datasets. The degree of changes that takes place during the 

workflow of the algorithm is lesser compared to that when average value is used. 
 

Cosine Similarity: The vectors for all the tweets and the 18 labels were obtained using TF-IDF 

technique. Depending on the cosine-similarity value of each tweet’s vector and label, if non zero 
then the tweet was classified under the label giving non-zero value. With this approach labels 

which are directly represent in the respective tweets is given more preference. 

 
On fitting the processed tweets we obtained vocabulary whose size was 24650 and based on the 

18 labels that we had taken into consideration the cosine similarity was done on the vectors of 

dimensions 1x24650. For each tweet, out of 18 labels the one whose cosine similarity was the 

highest was considered to be the label that needs to be assigned for the tweet. This strategy was 
used to label all of the data. The training data was 60% of all labelled tweets and rest formed 

the test data. We had the idea in mind that if tweet X can label “news” and has the word 

“news”. Another tweet Y which does not have the occurrence of word news but also needs to 
be labelled “news” by the doing cosine similarity we will likely have the same structure for the 

sentence (by structure we mean words used and basically the way a tweet is presented for a 

particular class/label). 
 

Multi Class Annotation: As a tweet might have more than one label, tweets have been 

labelled as: -> ‘label(1) label(2) label(3) … label(N)‘ depending on whether the tweet contains 

the label(i). Using this approach, 217 odd classes with multiple labels, hereafter referred to as 
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S-Classes, have been obtained. Many tweets didn’t have any of the labels in them. Thus, those 
tweets have been removed from the training dataset. The number of tweets in the labelled 

dataset is found to be 3646. 

 

The tweets are transformed into vectors using TF-IDF technique. Multinomial Naive Bayes and 
Complement Naive Bayes models are used to fit the dataset and prepare it for testing. For 

testing the model, we considered two directions: 1) Exact Prediction and 2) Subset Prediction. 

For exact prediction, the predicted class and labelled class are compared on equality. For 
subset prediction, it is determined if the predicted class is a subset of the labelled class on the 

basis of (Predicted Class - Labelled Class) [‘-’ being set difference operator here]. If the 

operation will return a null, it is considered as a correct prediction. The data was trained using 5 - 
fold cross validation and the best model was picked to obtain the results. We also present the 

list of labels which were most incorrectly predicted. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Workflow of Preparing Dataset 1 

 

3. DATASET 2 
 
We have collected 1000 relevant clean tweets related to COVID-19. Our intention was to label 

the tweets in order to fit them for supervised learning. For this, we have used spectral clustering 

as well as k-means clustering on the basis of the cosine-similarity matrix generated on the tweet 
dataset. 

 

In order to obtain the cosine-similarity matrix, we need the word count of the words in each 
document. We first generate a sparse matrix M of dimension m × n where m is the total number 

of tweets and n is the total number of unique words. Mij is an integer value denoting the 

frequency of the jth word in the ith tweet. For the sparse matrix M, each row indicates an n-

length vector. For example, let us consider the rth row be [Mr0, Mr1, Mr2, … , Mr(n-1)] and let us 
consider the sth row be [Ms0, Ms1, Ms2, … , Ms(n- 1)]. Now, in n-dimensional space, the two 

vectors can be considered as two points. The absolute value of the cosine of the angle 

between the two vectors in the n-dimensional space is considered as the cosine similarity 
value of the two particular tweets. 
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Through this process, we get an n × n size cosine similarity matrix S, where Sij denotes the 
similarity between the ith tweet and the jth tweet (0<= Sij <=1). The larger the value of Sij, the 

more similar the ith and jth tweet are to each other. Clearly, S is a symmetric matrix. On S, we 

have done two types of clustering for experimentation and ultimately choose the better one. 

The types of clustering experimented with are described as follows: 
 

K-means clustering: Here we have just applied the k-means clustering algorithm, where the 

distance between the two ith and jth data points are considered as the value of Sij or Sji, as both 
are equal. 

 

Spectral clustering: Spectral clustering is an unsupervised clustering algorithm. It treats the data 
points as nodes of a graph. The similarity between the data points are calculated using some 

metric. The technique makes use of the eigenvalues of the similarity matrix and then performs 

dimensionality reduction. The clustering is formed in fewer dimensions [8]. The steps are as 

follows. 
 

a) Here the algorithm generates an undirected graph of n nodes, considering Sij as the 

weight of the edge between ith and jth node. 
b) From S, we generate D as a diagonal matrix, where Dii is the sum of all Sik for all k 

between 0 and n-1. 

c) Now we apply the formula to obtain the Laplacian Matrix L where L = D - S. 
d) From L we calculate normalized Laplacian matrix Lnorm = D(-½)LD(-½) 

e) From Lnorm we calculate first k eigenvectors v1, v2,..., vk. 

f) Let U be the matrix containing the vectors v1, v2,..., vk as columns. 

g) For i = 1,..., n, we take the ith row of U as its feature vector after normalizing to norm 
1. 

h) Then, we cluster the points with k-means into k clusters C1,..., Ck 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart representing the module-wise workflow of Dataset 2 

 

4. DATASET 3 
 

The dataset consists of 10,000 tweets. The data crawling is done using Tweepy, which is an 

easy-to-use Python library for accessing the Twitter API. For accessing Tweepy, authentication to 

Twitter API is required. The data is then cleaned and preprocessed by removing urls, emojis and 
special characters and then stored in a .csv file. This code collects the 10,000 most recent tweets 

with respect to the search words, and filters out retweets. Then the preprocessing is done and the 
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data is stored in the .csv file. 
 

Then the first 100 tweets are manually labelled and stored in a file covid- labeled-data.csv. Then 

Naïve Bayes is applied to the data to generate the other labels. This is stored in a file covid-

test-data.csv. Spectral clustering has been done on the data to test accuracy of the algorithm. The 
input for spectral clustering is covid-cleaned- data.csv. The labels are auto-generated using this 

method and are used to verify with the Naïve Bayes algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The structure diagram showing module-wise workflow of Dataset 3 

 

5. NAÏVE BAYES MODEL 
 

Multinomial Naïve Bayes is a classification technique based on Bayes’ Theorem. In this 
classifier, “bag of words” document representation is used. The words and phrases are the 

features. The Naïve Bayes model assumes that the feature probabilities are independent given a 

class c. The conditional probability of belonging to a class c given the document d is calculated. 
The Naïve Bayes algorithm is given in detail in [1]. 

 

Bayes Theorem states that, for two events A and B, if probability of event A occurring is P(A), 
probability of event B occurring is P(B), and probability of event A occurring given that event B 

has already occurred is P(A/B) , then probability of event B occurring given that event A has 

already occurred is P(B/A) = (P(A/B)*P(B))/P(A). 

 
 
 

 

, where     is the probability of occurring A and B together. Now, in our context, 
suppose c is a class and d is a document. Now given the document d, the probability of it 

belonging to class c is: 

 

We will have multiple classes {c1, c2, c3, ...cN} and we have to figure out in which class out of 
these, our given document d belongs to. So, if out of N classes, the probability corresponding to 

the ith class P(ci/d) is highest, then we say that document d belongs to the ith class ci. One thing to 

notice here is that, while calculating the probability for each of the classes, the term P(d) in the 
denominator on the right side is exactly the same. So, we can simply ignore that term, as it won’t 
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relatively affect the results. So the our equation becomes:   . 
 

Now, our document d may contain M words x1, x2, x3… xM. So our equation becomes: 

 

P(c/d) = P(d/c).P(c) = P({x1, x2, x3...xM}/c).P(c) =P(x1/c).P(x2/c)...P(xM/c). P(c) 
 

We call this algorithm Naive Bayes because we simply neglect any interrelation between the 

words in the document. So, we calculate the probability of each class P(c) from the given training 
dataset. Then, we select the “Bag Of Words” which, in our case, are all the words that appear in 

the training dataset. Next, we calculate the probability of each unique word from the bag of words 

belonging to a particular class c, i.e, P(x/c). Finally, we apply the Bayes theorem on the testing 
data document and find the class with highest probability and then we check how accurately 

we are able to predict. 

 

Cmap = argmax c∈C [ P(c).∏x∈dP(x/c)] 

 

The Naïve Bayes experiments have been conducted on these three varieties of datasets and 
important observations were grouped into three different sections described as follows. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

6.1. Observations 1 
 

The general observation is that in all the different models, complement Naive Bayes works better 

relatively, because the model is designed to handle datasets which are class-imbalanced, and can 
be visualized from the above given histogram. The accuracy obtained using the cosine similarity 

label tagging is higher compared to the remaining two methods, since the classifier guesses the 

label based on its existence in the tweet. Also, in most cases this was the expected tag of the 

corresponding tweet. Except in some abstract cases where the label of the tweet isn’t occurring 
in the tweet itself. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. K-RMS Clustering results with 18 clusters on Dataset 1 
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Figure 5. Performances of Multinomial, Gaussian and Complement Naïve Bayes on Dataset 1 
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The highest accuracy obtained using 5 - fold cross validation is 88 per cent, labelled using 
Cosine Similarity and model used is Complement Naive Bayes (as shown in Figure 4 and 

Figure 5). The clustering model wasn't very accurate with the cluster formation since the 

classifier seems to be confused while assigning a specific label. The different methods have 

predicted some words most incorrectly, for example, using the clustering method, economy is 
the most incorrectly labelled word. It is due to the fact that the data belonging to the 

economy class is not properly clustered under one label, and belongs to multiple clusters. 

Also, mask is the most incorrectly labelled word for cosine similarity; it is due to the fact that 
it doesn’t generally occur within a tweet. The plots comparing the different methods of 

tagging, are illustrated below, for comparison of performances, over increase in the size of 

data. 
 

Most Incorrectly Predicted Words [ Complement NB ] 

KNN Cluster Cosine Similarity 

Economy Mask 

Outbreak Death 

Mask China 

 

 
Figure 6. Predicted Results with frequencies on Dataset 1 
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Figure 7: Performances of Multinomial, Gaussian and Complement Naïve Bayes with respect to three 
techniques (clustering, cosine and multi-tag) on Dataset 1 

Complement 
NB 

Gaussian 
NB 
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6.2. Observations 2 

 

In this experiment, 

 

 For each kind of clustering we have prepared datasets consisting of 5 to 15 classes. 

 For each such class, 70% of the total dataset has been considered for training and 

the rest for testing. 

 The results of all these experiments are represented in a comprehensive tabular form in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Accuracies obtained for all 5-15 classes for both Spectral and K-means clustering on Dataset 2 

 

 
Number of classes 

Accuracy (%) 

Spectral clustering K-means clustering 

5 66.33 64 

6 65 66.67 

7 69 66 

8 68 63.33 

9 69.33 67.33 

10 73.67 64 

11 69.33 65.33 

12 69 66.67 

13 72.33 60.67 

14 70.33 54 

15 62 69.33 

 
To further validate our method, we have tested the entire process on another publicly available 

dataset. This dataset [7] consists of a collection of 100 tweets which is divided into train and 

test sets in the ratio of 1:4. Since the dataset is already available, we know the most optimum 
number of classes that we should get as output (4 in this case). Hence, an answer near 4 will 

indicate the robustness of our method. As before, we test across a variety of classes (2-8) using 

the two clustering methods and take the best accuracy as our answer. The results are illustrated 
in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Accuracies obtained for all 2-8 classes for both Spectral and K-means clustering  

on the second dataset 

 

 
Number of classes 

Accuracy (%) 

Spectral clustering K-means clustering 

2 95 95 

3 85 100 

4 95 95 

5 100 95 

6 100 90 

7 95 95 

8 90 90 
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From Table 1, it is evident that in most of the cases, Naive Bayes achieves more accuracy for 
Spectral clustering than K-means clustering. Except for 5-class and 15- class datasets, K-means 

clustering has more accurate results than that of Spectral clustering. The highest accuracy for 

Spectral clustering is 73.67% when there are a total of 10 classes whereas a highest accuracy of 

69.33% is achieved for the 15 class case of K-means clustering. On average, Naive Bayes 
achieves more accuracy for Spectral clustering than K-means clustering because of the 

eigenvector set generation with the help of the normalized Laplacian matrix in spectral 

clustering algorithm, which actually helps to more effectively cluster the data points in an n-
dimensional space, in comparison to simple k-means clustering, where only cosine matrix 

element values are taken as the distance between two data points. In spectral clustering, k-means 

clustering algorithm runs at the last stage with respect to the eigenvector set. For datasets 
containing a wide variety of classes, spectral clustering (k-partitioning of connected graph) is 

more effective. Since the accuracy for 10 classes with spectral clustering is the highest, we 

consider that to be the output of our method. The top 5 words of each of the 10 classes are 

illustrated in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Top 5 most frequently used words in each class for 10 classes with spectral clustering along with 

the suggested class labels on Dataset 2 

 

Class no. Most Frequent Words Suggested Class Label 

1 china, pandemic, cases, india, covid19 covid impact on asian countries 

(with large population) 

2 funds, news, order, until, vaccine covid-vaccination 

3 cases, deaths, people, coronavirus, 
covid19 

covid-deadliness 

4 stock, trading, warns, york, coronavirus impact of covid on economy 

5 working, nurses, salary, staff, sir occupation and health-workers 

related 

6 like, pictwittercom, corona, covid, 
coronavirus 

general covid-related information 
(occasionally pictorial) 

7 coronavirus, lot, masks, people, see masks and covid awareness 

8 affected, flood, jumps, spike, tally covid statistics 

9 positive, report, tested, thursday, 

washington 

covid testing in washington 

10 they, my, we, you, covid19 Personalised Covid-related tweets 
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From Table 2, we note that our method is indeed robust as for spectral clustering, the optimum 
value of 100 is reached with number of classes=5 which is very near the optimum value of 4. We 

also note that the accuracy for 4 classes is 95 which mean that only one sample is classified 

incorrectly which is negligible. Further, the best accuracies are obtained around 4 classes which 

denote that our method is logically sound. 
 

6.3. Observations 3 

 
In this particular experimental set up, the first 100 tweets are manually labelled. These 100 

labelled tweets have been considered form the training data used for the Naïve Bayes classifier. 

The tweets are divided into four classes. They are as follows: 
 

1. Covid-19 prevention mechanisms 

2. Statistics related to Covid-19 

3. Vaccine or medications related to Covid-19 
4. Tweets related to other topics 

 

Using manual labelling, 11 tweets were classified as class-1, 19 as class-2, 14 as class-3 and 56 as 
class-4. So P(1)=0.11, P(2)=0.19, P(3)=0.14, P(4)=0.56. The words and phrases related to 

covid-19 are stored in a list. They consist of monograms, bigrams and trigrams and were hard-

coded into the list. The following is the list of words and phrases used as the features: 

 
Table 4. Monograms, bigrams and trigrams used on Dataset 3 

 

Monograms Bigrams Trigrams 

Case/s, Death/s Social distancing Case Fatality Rate 

Test/s, Hospitalization/s Recovery rate  

Mask/s, Pandemic Fatality rate  

China, Recovery, Lockdown Contract tracing  

Quarantine, Vaccine/s, Moderna Herd immunity  

Pfizer, Immunity   

 
 

The first 100 tweets were used form the training data and the remaining 9900 tweets form the test 

data. In the second experiment, spectral clustering is done on the dataset. The first 200 tweets are 
divided into four clusters using spectral clustering algorithm. The cosine similarity between the 

tweets is used to create the similarity matrix. The clusters are generated from the cosine 

similarity matrix. The data is now trained with first 100 tweets and tested for the next 100 tweets. 
A counter is set so that when the classes obtained by the Naïve Bayes classifier and the spectral 

clustering match, the counter is incremented. Using the formula for accuracy, 

 

Classification accuracy = Correct predictions / Total predictions 

 

The accuracy is calculated to be 86%. 
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Figure 8. Word Cloud on Covid-19 Dataset 3 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Clustering Results on Dataset 3 in 3D view 
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K-Means clustering algorithm is used here to label the tweets. The best number of clusters is 

found using silhouette_score. The number of clusters is varied from 2 to 9. n_clusters = 8 gave 
silhouette_score = 0.007378162655447713 which is the best. So, number of clusters is taken as 

8. Here is different n_clusters vs silhouette_score plot, 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Plot between n_clusters and silhouette_score 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In our work, we have developed a Naive Bayes based Algorithm for classification of Covid-19 

related tweets. We have first collected an in-house dataset consisting of 1000 tweets by crawling 

Twitter and collecting tweets related to Covid. Subsequently, we have assigned them different 

classes using spectral clustering and k-means clustering. Then, using Naive Bayes Classifier 
which we have implemented from scratch, we have classified the tweets into the various classes. 

In future, we would like to collect more tweets related to Covid so that the classifier can be better 

trained with a larger dataset to handle the tweets. Further, we would like to test with more 
classifiers and perform a comparative study with other classifiers in regard to the performance in 

classifying our dataset. 

 

The multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm is implemented. We plan to use more clustering 
techniques like k-means and experiment with different number of classes. We plan to compare the 

accuracy obtained by these different methods and find out the optimal number of classes. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
With the growth of the internet, short texts such as tweets from Twitter, news titles from the RSS, 
or comments from Amazon have become very prevalent. Many tasks need to retrieve 
information hidden from the content of short texts. So ontology learning methods are proposed 
for retrieving structured information. Topic hierarchy is a typical ontology that consists of 
concepts and taxonomy relations between concepts. Current hierarchical topic models are not 
specially designed for short texts. These methods use word co-occurrence to construct concepts 
and general-special word relations to construct taxonomy topics. But in short texts, word co-
occurrence is sparse and lacking general-special word relations. To overcome this two 
problems and provide an interpretable result, we designed a hierarchical topic model which 
aggregates short texts into long documents and constructing topics and relations. Because long 
documents add additional semantic information, our model can avoid the sparsity of word co-
occurrence.  In experiments, we measured the quality of concepts by topic coherence metric on 
four real-world short texts corpus. The result showed that our topic hierarchy is more 
interpretable than other methods.  
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Hierarchical Topic Model, Texts Analysis, Short Texts, Data Mining. 

   
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Short texts corpus is a kind of prevalent format of texts on the internet, such as titles, comments, 
microblogs, questions, etc. Applications are interested in discovering knowledge behind the 
content of short texts. But it has been recognized a challenging task because that the content is 
unstructured. To analyze the content, ontology learning methods are proposed [1]. 
 
Hierarchical topic model is one kind of typical ontology learning model. This model will 
construct a tree structure in which nodes are concepts and relations are taxonomy relations 
between concepts. This hierarchy structure can support a wide range of content analysis tasks. 
The tree structure can provide a global view so researchers can easily understand what are the 
current research focus and keywords of this focus. Also, the tree structure can support emergency 
topic detection so customer service agents can quickly know problems of products from the 
corpus of user feedback. And for users of microblogs or news, the hierarchical topic tree can help 
them finding contents of their interests by enhancing search engines. 
 
Currently, researchers propose different kinds of hierarchical topic models, such as nCRP [2], 
nHDP [3], hPAM [4], etc. These models construct tree structures according to the different 
hypotheses. But for all these models, short texts sets are not easy to deal with. The reason is that 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111212
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all these models rely on co-occurrence words and general-special word relations to clustering 
words into topic. But short texts lack these semantic relations.  
 
Hierarchical model thLDA [5] is proposed to analyze tweets on Twitter. They incorporate word 
embeddings into a hierarchical model to provide additional semantic information. But all these 
word embeddings information is generated from Google News, an auxiliary documents corpus. 
But this auxiliary information may only be suitable for tweets, but unsuitable for other short texts. 
Word embeddings may be semantic word relations in one domain, but may be non-semantic word 
relations in other domains. So if the auxiliary corpus is inappropriate, the word embeddings 
information will bring a lot of non-semantic information into the hierarchical model and will lead 
to poor performances. 
 
To deal with short texts, another compromised method is proposed at the state of data 
preparation. This method is called text pooling [6], which draws support from auxiliary 
information. If short texts have auxiliary information of labels, writers, social relations, etc. This 
method can incorporate this information by pooling short texts with same labels or writers into 
long documents. After this data preparation, hierarchical models can deal with these data set as 
common long documents sets. But this kind of method has some drawbacks. First, the auxiliary 
information is not very common or easy to acquire. Second, the quality of auxiliary information 
cannot easily evaluate. Self-aggregated model like PTM [16] generate short texts into long 
documents to add additional word co-occurrence.  But this model cannot provide hierarchical 
topics. 
 
Inspired by the these methods, our research proposes a self-aggregated hierarchical topic model 
(shPAM) which aggregates short texts heuristically and does not rely on auxiliary information. 
We also aggregate short texts into long texts. Long texts can provide a lot of word co-occurrence 
information and construct additional general-special word relations. So our model can overcome 
the problems above.  We designed long documents as a latent variable. Then we can generate a 
joint probability distribution with variables: words, topics, long documents, and short texts. 
Firstly, short texts will implicitly aggregate into latent long documents. Then, we generate topics 
and topic relations from latent long documents, which are much longer than short texts. In this 
way, the hierarchical model is generated on latent long documents, avoiding the sparsity of co-
occurrence information. 
 
To measure our result, we designed the metric of topic coherence. We adopt PMI score[7] for 
measuring whether a topic is easy to be interpreted into a comprehensive concept. We compared 
our model with both baseline models and state-of-the-art models on four different kinds of short 
texts set. The result showed that the concepts of our model is more coherent compared to other 
methods. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose related works. In 
section 3, we give our model and model inference. We present experimental results in section 4 
and conclude our work in section 5.  
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Constructing topic hierarchies is one kind of ontology learning [1]. Ontology learning aims at 
extracting concepts and relations between concepts from the corpus. Several works only 
extracting concepts or extracting different kinds of relations. But in our research area, we only 
extract concepts and taxonomic relations. In this area, methods can be split into two groups. One 
group methods employ the graphic model which formulates the problem as a joint probability 
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distribution. Another group method is hierarchical clustering which recursively aggregates layer 
by layer. 
 
2.1. Topic Model 
 
Different graphic models follow different hypotheses and construct different kinds of hierarchical 
topic trees. Early proposed methods are hLDA [8] and nCRP [2]. These two methods suggest that 
one document corresponds to a path in the tree. This suggestion is not very reasonable because 
one document may correspond to more than one path. Method PAM [9] supposes that only leaf 
nodes can be translated into concepts. Non-leaf nodes have no explicit meanings. Method hPAM 
[4] can construct a three-layer topic hierarchy and assume one document may correspond to any 
topic in the tree. This method can provide only a tree but also a DAG. Method rCRP [10] is very 
similar to hPAM, but it does not need users to configure the number of topics and the height of 
the tree. Method nHDP [3] and Ahmed et al[11] have similar models, they suppose that one 
document corresponds to a sub-tree in the final result. All these methods cannot properly deal 
with short texts. thLDA [5] is a hierarchical topic model especially for tweet. This model uses 
word embeddings as the auxiliary information to overcome the sparsity of word co-occurrence. 
But in this model, if the auxiliary documents are not semantically related with short texts, word 
embeddings will bring non-semantic information into the model and lead to poor performances. 
 
2.2. Hierarchical Clustering 
 
Hierarchical clustering methods are quite different from the topic models. The graphic model is 
only a kind of soft-clustering, one document corresponds to several topics with probability. But 
hierarchical clustering methods cluster documents at every layer. So each document 
determinately corresponds to one topic at each layer. Bayesian Rose Trees [12] can generate trees 
with any structure, not only binary trees. Liu et al. [13] construct a topic tree for keywords. This 
method needs knowledge from auxiliary information. Wang et al.[14] propose a method 
specialized dealing with content-representative documents such as titles of academic papers. 
Zhang et al. [15] designed a new combination method specialized for short texts. But their model 
cannot provide interpretable taxonomic relations as child nodes can be very familiar with father 
nodes. 
 
2.3. Pooling Method 
 
Pooling methods can help to deal with short texts through auxiliary data. Mehrotra et al. [6] 
propose a pooling method for tweets by hashtags and can also deal with the corpus that partially 
has labels. Ahmed et al. [11] also, deal with short texts by pooling them through user id. But 
auxiliary data are not always available. Besides, pooling through inappropriate auxiliary data may 
lead to a worse result. PTM [16] is a self-aggregated topic model, but this model cannot generate 
hierarchical topics. 
 
3. MODEL AND INFERENCE 
 
In this section, we propose our hierarchical model especially for short texts. Firstly, we introduce 
our model and show how it could supply additional co-occurrence information without auxiliary 
data. Then, we give the inference method of our model. 
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3.1. Model 
 
Our model assumed that there are K topics as nodes of the hierarchical tree. The hierarchy has 
three layers. The first layer is the root topic. The second layer has K T topics, which are defined 
as super-topics and root-topic. The third layer has Kt topics as leaf nodes, which are defined as 
sub-topics and one more topic as super-topic. The total topic number is K T+ Kt  + 1. For each 
topic, there is a multinomial distribution over the vocabulary of size V. Also, we assumed that the 
number of short texts is Nd. The number of words in one short text is represented as Nw. And the 
number of latent long texts is ND. There is a multinomial distribution between short tests and 
latent long texts with parameter φ. So each short text belongs to a long text, and ND is smaller 
than Nd. The generation process can be briefly described as follow. Firstly we sample a long text 
for a special short text. The long text has multinomial distributions over K topics. Then we 
sample a path of topics in the hierarchy. Having the path, we sample a topic from the path. At 
last, a word is sampled according to the distribution of the topic. 
 
The generation model is as follows: 
 

1) Sample φ ∼ Dir (α) 
2) For each topic z: 

Sample ηz∼ Dir (γ) 
3) For each latent long document 

a) For each super-topic: 
Sample θT∼ Dir (βT) 

b) For each sub-topic: 
Sample θt∼ Dir (βt) 

4) For each short document di 
a) Sample a latent long document D ∼ Mult (φ) 
b) For each word wj in short document di 

i) Sample a super-topic zT∼ Multi (θTD). 
If zT= zroot, sample wj∼ Multi(η zroot) 

ii) Else sample a sub-topic zt∼ Multi (θtD). 
If zt= zsupe, sample wj∼ Multi(ηzT) 

iii) Else sample wj∼ Multi (ηzt) 
 
The graphical model can be seen as follows: 
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Figure 1.  Graphial model of shPAM 
 

The number of latent long documents should be defined carefully. For a short texts corpus, the 
number of short text Nd  is always big. But for each short text, the number of co-occurrence 
relations Md  between two words are small. Not enough co-occurrence relations will lead to 
inaccurate results. So in our model, we aggregate short texts by setting ND < Nd. For each long 
document, the number of co-occurrence relations  MD will be much larger than a single short text, 
as MD > Md . Besides, these latent variables are different from latent topics. Latent topics are 
specific topics with specific concepts. But latent long documents are the aggregations of short 
texts. A long document can be regarded as a combination of topics. So we should guarantee that 
ND < Nd and ND > K. Finally, the graphical model of shPAM can be seen in Figure 1. The solid 
node W means this variable is all ready known.  
 
In addition, our model proposes a three-layer hierarchical topic model. But the number of layers 
can be easily extended. We can define sub-sub-topics and recursively processing the topic 
sampling section in the generation model. 
 
3.2. Inference 
 
As the model is very complex, we train our model by collapsed Gibbs sampling. There are three 
latent variables for sampling : long document D, super-topic zT and sub-topic zt.  
 
Firstly, we sample latent variable D. For every short text m, if it is aggregated into latent long 
document d, the probability is as follows. 
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P(Di=d|D−i,w, zT, zt, α, βT, βt) ∝ 

 
nd+αd−1
N+Ndα−1

∏ 1
nd+KzTβ−J

Lm
j=1 ∏ ∏ (nd

zT +nm
zT

k=1zT∈m βT − k)∏ ∏
∏ ∑ (nzT,d

zt +βT−r)
nm
zT,zt

rzt∈m

nd
zt+Kβt−l

nm
zT

l=1zT∈m  

 
In this function, we integrate out parameters θT, θt andφ. nd is the number of short texts that 
belong to latent long document d. N is the number of short texts and Nd is the number of latent 
long documents. Lm is the number of tokens in short text m. nd is the number of tokens assigned 
to latent long document d, and KzT is the number of zT+1. nm

zT is the number of tokens belong to 
short text m with topic zT，and nd

zT is the number of tokens belong to latent document d with 
topic zT. nm

zT,zt is the number of tokens in short text m assigned to zT and zt. nzT,d
zt  is the number 

of tokens of document d assigned to zT and zt. Kzt
zT is the number of zt+1 belongs to a special zT. 

 
After sampling latent variable D, we sample latent variable zT and zt. According to our model, 
the probability will be decomposed into several conditions. For each word v of short text m 
which belongs to latent document d. The probability of specified zT and  zt is as follows: 
 
P(zTi = kT, zti = kt|w, D, zT,−i, zt,−i,γ, βT, βt)= 
 

⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎪
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zT − 1�

nv
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zT − 1)
nd
zT,zt + βt

zt − 1
nd
zT + Kztβt

zt − 1
nv
zT + γv − 1

nzT + Vγ − 1

(nd
zT + βT

zT − 1)
nd
zT,zt + βt

zt − 1
nd
zT + Kztβt

zt − 1
nv
zT,zt + γv − 1

nzT,zt + Vγ − 1

 

 

Parameters ηz, θT, and θt are also be integrated out. We calculate �nd
zT + βT

zT − 1�
nv
zT+γv−1

nzT+Vγ−1
 if 

word v is assigned to root node. nd
zT is the number of tokens in latent document d assigned to zT. 

nv
zT is the number of tokens equal to word v and assigned to topic zT. nzT is the number of tokens 

assign to zT of the document set. We calculate (nd
zT + βT

zT − 1)
nd
zT,zt+βt

zt−1

nd
zT+Kztβt

zt−1

nv
zT+γv−1

nzT+Vγ−1
 if word w 

is assigned to a super-topic. nd
zT  is the number of tokens assign to zT  and zt  in document d. 

We calculate �nd
zT + βT

zT − 1�
nd
zT,zt+βt

zt−1

nd
zT+Kztβt

zt−1

nv
zT,zt+γv−1

nzT,zt+Vγ−1
 if word v is assigned to a sub-topic. 

nv
zT,zt  is the number of tokens equal to word v and assigned to topic zT  and zt . nzT,zt  is the 

number of tokens assigned to topic zT and zt. 
 
According to the inference equations above, we use Gibbs sampling method to sample the topic 
tree. Firstly, for each short text m, we sample long document D according to the probability 
P(Di=d|D−i,w, zT, zt, α, βT, βt). If we sample a long document d, then we will calculate the topic 
tree next step. For each word in m, we firstly sample this word to the root topic or not. If root 
topic is sampled, we will turn to the next word. If the root topic is sampled, that means this word 
belongs to child topics. So we sample a topic from the child topics of the root topic. But if no 
child topic is sampled, that means this word should sample topics from leaf topics. So we sample 
a topic from leaf topics. All these sampling probabilities are following P( zTi = kT, zti =
kt|w, D, zT,−i, zt,−i,γ, βT, βt). The probability of not sampling root topic is 1- P(zTi = kT, zti =
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kt|w, D, zT,−i, zt,−i,γ, βT, βt). And the probability of not sampling child topics is 1-∑P(zTi =
kT, zti = kt|w, D, zT,−i, zt,−i,γ, βT, βt) . ∑ P(zTi = kT, zti = kt|w, D, zT,−i, zt,−i,γ, βT, βt)  is the 
summary of probabilities of child topics.  
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
In this section, we first introduce the datasets in our experiment and the methods for comparison. 
Then we describe our evaluation with two metrics. 
 
4.1. Datasets 
 
We adopt four real world datasets to analyze performance. The statistics of these datasets are 
listed in Table 1. #Documents means the number of short texts. Dictionary size means the 
number of word. Avg. text size means the average length of short texts. 
 

Table 1.  Statistics of datasets. 
 

DataSet #Documents Dictionary size Avg. text size 
News Titles 32,603 25,973 18 
DBLP 628,363 51,799 7 
Tweets 483,552 46,732 6 
Reddit 494,704 50,276 7 

 
We minimally pre-processed these datasets by removing stopwords and words that occur only 
once. We briefly describe them as follows: 
 
News Titles: 
 
This dataset of news titles is collected from RSS feeds of three popular newspaper websites 
(nyt.com, usatoday.com, reuters.com). There are 32k news titles across 7 categories (Sport, 
Business, U.S., Health, Sci\&Tech, World, and Entertainment). The description and the titles of 
news are combined as one short text. 
 
DBLP: 
 
This dataset consists of academic paper titles of computer science. These data are from DBLP, a 
bibliography website for computer science publications. We obtained 600k paper titles from 
DBLP database. 
 
Tweets: 
 
This dataset is collected from Twitter website. The content of tweets in Twitter is very informal. 
So we collected tweets of a specific area. This dataset contains 400k tweets, all about the 2016 
United States elections. 
 
Reddit News: 
 
This dataset consists of news titles collected from Reddit. There are 500k news collected from 
2008 to 2016. 
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4.2. Methods & Parameter Settings 
 
In this section, we introduce the methods we implemented for comparison. 
 
hPAM: 
 
We implement this method as the base method. The model of this method suggests that each 
document has a distribution over the whole tree. The height of the tree is designed by the model. 
In this experiment, we apply the original model. So the height of the tree is constrained to be 
three. 
 
nCRP: 
 
This method is the typical model of a tree structure. Its model suggests that each document has a 
distribution over a path of the tree. Although the height of the tree is decided automatically, we 
only adopt top three levels of the tree for comparison. 
 
 hvHDP: 
 
This method is the state of the art method of DAG structrue model. This model samples every 
level as an HDP. So this method is proposed under the framework of hHDP. This model not only 
samples topics at leaf nodes but also sample at non-leaf nodes. 
 
For every method in this experiment, we generate a three-evel tree. For every topic, according to 
the probability distribution between words and topics, we select top 10 most probable words to 
represent topic content. Then, we search the PMI score of word co-occurrence between five 
words. The median PMI score is selected as the representation PMI score of the topic. Last, we 
calculate the avarage PMI score of the whole tree as the final coherent score.  
 
The parameter setting of our method is as follows. Our method shPAM generates a three level 
tree with 1 root topic, 5 super-topics, and 10 sub-topics. The hyper-parameter βT and βt are all 
set to be 0.1. Hyper-parameter α is set to be 0.1 andγis set to be 0.01. The number of latent 
document is set to be 2000. The parameters of other methods are set according to their papers. 
Method nCRP and hHDP do not need artificially setting the number of topics of each level. For 
nCRP, set γ=1.0, m= 100, η= 0.1 and π= 0.5. For hvHDP, set H=0.5, α=10, and λ=1.0. Method 
hPAM is also set to generate a tree with 5 super-topics and 10 sub-topics.  Then set α=0.1, β= 
0.01 and γ=10. 
 
4.3. Evaluation Measures 
 
Topic coherence is a common metric to evaluate topics. Here we use PMI score to get topic 
coherence. This metric needs auxiliary data to calculate PMI score. We chose the latest dump of 
Wikipedia articles as auxiliary data which contains 5 million documents and 14 million words of 
vocabulary. Firstly, we build a sliding window of 10 topics. Then we use this sliding window to 
get word co-occurrence information. Then we calculate PMI score according to the equation: 
PMI (w1,w2)= P(w1,w2)

P(w1)P(w2)
. Here, P(w1,w2) means word w1 and word w2 appear in the same 

sliding window. P(w1) and P(w2) are marginal probabilities. So, according to PMI scores 
calculated for Wikipedia, we calculate the PMI score of each topics for hierarchical topic models. 
In our experiment, we choose top 10 words of each topic, and calculate the average PMI score 
and then calculate the average PMI score of all topics. 
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4.4. Topic Coherent Evaluation 
 
In this section we show the result of  the PMI score and analyse this result. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  PMI score of 4 datasets 
 

The results of PMI score can be seen in Figure 2. If the topic is more coherent, the PMI score will 
be higher. Method nCRP has the most un-coherent topics. This model supposes that one 
document corresponds to a path in the tree. But for short texts, co-occurrence will be more 
sparsity in subtrees. So the performance of this model is the poorest. Method shPAM, hvHDP, 
and hPAM all generate a DAG model, which can be seen outperforms tree structured model. 
Method hPAM is the baseline of DAG model. We can find our method shPAM outperforms it. 
The state-of-the-art method hvHDP is better than hPAM on dataset News, Tweets, and Reddit. 
Method hvHDP can provide a more coherent result by automatically changing the number of 
topics. But these methods cannot provide sufficient word co-occurrence. So the result shows that 
they all suffer from the sparsity of word co-occurrence. The result of our method shows that by 
aggregating short texts, we successfully incorporate additional word co-occurrence information 
into topic model. With more word co-occurrence, our model outperforms the other methods on 
all datasets. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we propose a self-aggregated hierarchical topic model, especially for short texts. 
Hierarchical models for short texts will suffer from lacking word co-occurrence and general-
special word relations. By incorporating long documents as latent variables, our model 
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aggregates short texts into long documents. Then long documents bring additional word co-
occurrence and additional general-special word relations. The experiment on several real-world 
short texts corpus shows that our model can construct a hierarchy with more coherent topics than 
the state-of-the-art models. In future works，we will incorporate additional semantic information 
into hierarchy models such as short texts embeddings. Embeddings information will be helpful to 
overcome lacking word co-occurrence and general-special word relations. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Concept identification from medical texts becomes important due to digitization. However, it is not 

always feasible to identify all such medical concepts manually. Thus, in the present attempt, we have 

applied five machine learning classifiers (Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbours, Logistic 

Regression, Random Forest and Naïve Bayes) and one deep learning classifier (Long Short Term 

Memory) to identify medical concepts by training a total of 27.383K sentences. In addition, we have 

also developed a rule based phrase identification module to help the existing classifiers for 

identifying multi- word medical concepts. We have employed word2vec technique for feature 

extraction and PCA and T- SNE for conducting ablation study over various features to select 

important ones. Finally, we have adopted two different ensemble approaches, stacking and weighted 

sum to improve the performance of the individual classifier and significant improvements were 

observed with respect to each of the classifiers. It has been observed that phrase identification 

module plays an important role when dealing with individual classifier in identifying higher order n-

gram medical concepts. Finally, the ensemble approach enhances the results over SVM that was 

showing initial improvement even after the application                    of phrase based module. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 
Medical Concepts, Phrase Identification, Ensemble, Machine Learning. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent trends of digital platforms, people in general are relying on electronic data because the 

number of active internet users is increasing in medical domain11. It is very necessary to develop 

a state of the art tool to extract medical phrases from raw unstructured text. 

 

We have developed a structured dataset of bio-medical concepts by manually annotating each 

and every term as either medical or not by collecting huge amount of raw data from the web 

archives. The training data consists of 27383 sentences while 7283 sentences are available as 

test data. 

 

In the present work, we have developed a model that identifies medical concepts from texts as 

well as helps medical practitioners as well as novice users to deal with unstructured data. One 

instance of input and output of our model is shown as follows. 
 

                                                      
1 http://www.nbcnews.com/id/3077086/t/more-people-search-health-online/ 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111213
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/3077086/t/more-people-search-health-online/
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Input: Amlodipine is used with or without other medications to treat high blood pressure. 

 

Output: Amlodipine MC is O used__O with__O or O without O [other medications]    

MC to__O treat    MC [high blood pressure]__MC . O . 

 

In the above example, the words (phrases) tagged with “__MC” are medical terms and the 

words that are tagged with “__O” are non-medical terms. The phrases are separated with brackets 

“[ ]”.   It has been observed that the presence of non-medical words also invokes the sense of a 

medical concept. For example, the words in italic are non-medical words whereas their 

appearance along with medical words forms a phrase level medical concept (e.g., “Rat Fever”, 

“Indian Medical Association” etc.). For this reason, phrase identification module plays an 

important role and some set of rules are defined by considering medical as well as linguistic 

features. Moreover, support and confidence are also measured in order to identify the best 

possible phrase identification rules to tag multi-word medical concepts. Performances of the 

individual classifier before and after applying phrase identification are less while comparing 

the performance of the ensemble approach. 

 

Finally, we have applied an ensemble approach to combine multiple classifiers to predict better 

than that of the individual classifier. The evaluation result shows that the ensemble approaches 

outperform other classifiers. We have applied two ensemble approaches i.e. stacking and 

weighted sum. Stacking helps to identify unigram medical concepts whereas weighted sum out 

performs multiword n-grams where n lies between 2 to 5. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature survey on extracting medical entities 

by machine learning classifiers is discussed in Section 2. The dataset preparation is discussed in 

Section 3 whereas machine learning and deep learning frameworks are described in Section 4. 

The phrase identification module is described in Section 5 followed by its evaluation results 

over ML approaches as discussed in Section 6. In contrast to ML and DL, Section 7 illustrates 

the implications of ensemble approaches and Section 8 highlights the feature selection 

strategies for improving results along with critical observations. Finally, Section 9 concludes the 

paper by mentioning future tasks. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Biomedical information extraction from the unstructured data is considered as one of the 

emerging challenges in the research field of NLP. Hence, a domain specific lexicon has become 

an essential component for converting a structured corpus from the unstructured corpus. Also, it 

helps in extracting the subjective and conceptual information related to medical concepts from 

the corpus. 

 

Various researchers have tried to build various ontologies and lexicons such as UMLS, 

SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms), MWN (Medical 

WordNet), SentiHealth, and WordNet of Medical Events (WME 1.0 and WME 2.0) etc. in the 

domain of healthcare. 

 

UMLS helps to enhance the access to biomedical literature by facilitating the development of 

computer systems that understand biomedical language (Bodenreider, 2004). SNOMED-CT is 

a standardized, multilingual vocabulary that contains clinical terminologies and assists in 

exchanging the electronic healthcare information among physicians (Donnelly, 2006). 

 

Furthermore, Fellbaum and Smith (2004) proposed Medical WordNet (MWN) with two sub-
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networks e.g., Medical FactNet (MFN) and Medical BeliefNet (MBN) for justifying the 

consumer health. The MWN follows the formal architecture of the Princeton WordNet 

(Fellbaum, 1998). On the other hand, MFN aids in extracting and understanding the generic 

medical information for non-expert groups whereas MBN identifies the fraction of the beliefs 

about the medical phenomena (Smith and Fellbaum, 2004). Their primary motivation was to 

develop a network for medical information retrieval system with visualization effect. 

 

Being in the similar trends, SentiHealth lexicon was developed to identify the sentiment of the 

medical concepts (Asghar et al., 2016; Asghar et al., 2014). In recent times, WME 1.0 and WME 

2.0 lexicons were designed to extract the medical concepts and their related linguistic and 

sentiment features from the corpus (Mondal et al., 2016; Mondal et al., 2018). 

 

These mentioned ontologies and lexicons assist in identifying the medical concepts and their 

sentiments from the corpus but unable to provide the complete knowledge of such concepts. 

Hence, in the current work, we are motivated to design a full-fledged lexicon in healthcare which 

provides the linguistic and knowledge-based features together for the medical concepts. 

 

3. DATA PREPARATION 
 

A total of 170 medical e-books of various sub-domains such as anatomy, internal, medicine, 

physiology, biochemistry etc. were collected from various web archives. Such books are 

mainly recommended for medical degree courses. Some of the books are text books2, some 

books are medical encyclopedia3, and a few are medical dictionaries4. We have extracted texts 

from the pdf files of all such books using open source tika5 python library. 

 

Finally, we have trained a word2vec word embedding model (Embedding size ~ 100) using these 

texts. We have used gensim6 python library for training purpose. This large collection of text is 

used only for training our own word embedding whereas we have selected only a part of these 

texts for training and test purposes of the machine learning and deep learning classifiers, 

separately. 

 

On the other hand, we collected a total of 34666 sentences from a medical dictionary7. These 

sentences are split into 27383 sentences for training and 7283 sentences for test purposes. The 

training set contains 498734 words whereas test set contains 130662 words, respectively. We 

have mentioned the brief details of our training and test data. In this Table 1, the statistics 

denote for medical words / phrases only. 
 

 
 

                                                      
2 https://medicostimes.com/all-mbbs-books-pdf/ 
3 Gale encyclopedia vol 1 to 5 
4 Dictionary of Medical Terms 4th Ed.- (Malestrom) and Black’s medical dictionary etc. 
5 https://pypi.org/project/tika 
6 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html 
7 BLACK’S MEDICAL DICTIONARY 41ST EDITION 
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Table 1. Statistics of the dataset 

 
Dataset # of N in N-gram # 

phrases N=1 N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 

Training 43734 41273 14904 4134 1247 134826 

Test 11242 12245 3889 1048 334 29534 

Total 54976 51518 18793 5182 1581 164360 

 

4. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 
 

We have used five machine learning models followed by one deep learning model. We have used 

SVM (degree of SVM polynomial kernel is 3, and C=1.0.), K-NN (K=4), Logistic Regression, 

Gaussian Naïve Bayes and Random Forest algorithms for developing our machine learning 

framework. 

 

We have applied these 5 machine learning classifiers to explore a comparative study among their 

performances with respect to the classification of medical concepts. Apart from that, we have 

selected multiple classifiers because we wanted to enhance the performance of classification 

framework by applying ensemble technique. As the classifiers require features for learning, we 

have used word embedding to convert word to feature vector and employed as features. 

 

For machine learning classifiers, we have used scikit-learn8 python library and for our deep 

learning framework using LSTM (Long and Short Term Memory) model, we have used keras9 

python library. In the LSTM, we have used time distributed character embedding with output 

dimension 20. In this layer, we have used LSTM unit of 64 with recurrent dropout=0.1. In the 

next layer, we have used LSTM unit of 256 with recurrent dropout=0.1 and in the last layer, 

we have employed a dense layer with softmax activation function. In this model, we have used 

adam optimizer with binary_crossentropy loss function. 

 

 
Figure 1: System Framework

                                                      
8 https://www.scikit-learn.org 
9 https://www.keras.io 

http://www.scikit-learn.org/
http://www.keras.io/
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We have discussed various steps for concept identification from medical texts. If we summarize 

all the process and understand the steps one by one, we have to look into the following diagram. 

In the above diagram, texts are sent to word2vec model for feature extraction that extracts the 

words and their features. The same text is sent to phrase identification module and it returns a 

list of words and phrases according to the sequence of the input text. Each word and its 

corresponding vectors were extracted from the text are sent to machine learning classifiers. If 

our classifiers observe a single word, it predicts whether it is medical term or not and if it does 

not see a multi word, it predicts such that if a multiword expression contains at least one 

medical term or not and declares this as a medical phrase. This same text with word2vec word 

embedding is sent to LSTM module. We send the outputs of the classifiers to ensemble module to 

increase the performance. After ensemble, we receive the final output. 

 

However, these classifiers are not good enough with sequential data and thus unable to classify 

multi-word or phrase level medical concepts. In order to identify such phrase level medical 

concepts, we have developed a rule based phrase identification module for our task. The phrase 

level module helps in machine learning classifiers whereas in case of developing our deep 

learning framework using LSTM model with character embedding, we did not employ phrase 

identification module. We have also compared the performance between LSTM and the 5 

machine learning classifiers with phrase identification. 

 

5. PHRASE IDENTIFICATION 
 

As the presence of non-medical words also invokes the sense of a medical concept, we have 

developed the rule based phrase identification module. Further, in order to handle sequential data 

using 5 machine learning classifiers, we have built this. 

 

If we want to predict a medical phrase having a non-medical term as a whole, our classifier 

will predict that non-medical term as a medical whenever it occurs. E.g., “Indian Medical 

Association” is a medical phrase where the words, “Indian” and “Association” are not medical 

terms. However, if we want to predict this phrase as medical, our phrase identification module 

plays a vital role. We have used nltk10 python library for phrase identification. The algorithm is 

as follows: 

 

Step 1: In the first pass, our algorithm will extract single and multiword medical concepts using 

phrase identification module. 

 

Step 2: In the second pass, our classifier will predict all the single word expression and 

multiword such that if a multiword expression contains at least one medical term it predicts this 

as medical phrase. 

 

We have defined some phrase identification rules. Support and Confidence are measured in order 

to identify the best possible phrase identification rules to identify multi word medical concepts. 

The descriptions are given below. 

In the above Table 2, we can observe that rule 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 14 are crucial to find multi word 

medical concepts and finally, we selected these rules only while 
 

                                                      
10 https://www.nltk.org 

http://www.nltk.org/
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applying into the framework of machine learning. In the next section, we have compared the 

performance of LSTM model with respect to each of the five machine learning classifiers and the 

importance of this phrase identification module is visible. Some example of the medical phrases 

with respect to each of the rule is given below. 

 
Table 2: List of all phrase identification rules 

 
RULES Support Confidence 

RULE1 : {<JJ|NN|NNP><NNS>} 4523 0.258 

RULE2{<VBP|VBN|NN|DT><NN>+} 7237 0.413 

RULE3: {<RB><VBD|VB><NN>} 485 0.027 

RULE4: {<DT><JJ>+<NN>} 3753 0.214 

RULE5: {<DT><NN><JJ>} 26 0.0014 

RULE6: {<VB><IN><NN>} 38 0.0021 

RULE7: {<VB><TO><NN>} 8 0.0004 

RULE8: {<NN><IN><VBG>} 84 0.004 

RULE9: {<NN><CC><NN><VBZ>} 62 0.003 

RULE10:{<NN.><NN.><NN>*} 430 0.024 

RULE11: {<DT><RB><JJ><NN>*} 87 0.004 

RULE12: {<CD>*<NN><IN><NN>} 384 0.021 

RULE13: {<NNP><NN>+} 88 0.005 

RULE14: {<RB>*<CD><NNS>} 311 0.017 

 
Table 3: Phrase identification rules with examples 

 
RULES Examples 

RULE1 : {<JJ|NN|NNP><NNS>} Severe symptoms 

RULE2{<VBP|VBN|NN|DT><NN>+} The liver 

RULE3: {<RB><VBD|VB><NN>} Significantly lower cholesterol 

RULE4: {<DT><JJ>+<NN>} The tympanic membrane 

RULE5: {<DT><NN><JJ>} The autonomic nervous System 

RULE6: {<VB><IN><NN>} Lack of oxygen 

RULE7: {<VB><TO><NN>} Leads to death 

RULE8: {<NN><IN><VBG>} difficulty in breathing 

RULE9: {<NN><CC><NN>} Anoxia and hypoxia 

RULE10:{<NN.><NN.><NN>*} Catecholamine substances 

RULE11: {<DT><RB><JJ><NN>*} A potentially life-threatening condition 

RULE12: {<CD>*<NN><IN><NN>} Encyclopedia of medicine 

RULE13: {<NNP><NN>+} X Chromosome 

RULE14: {<RB>*<CD><NNS>} 22 autosomes 

 

6. EVALUATION 
 

The test dataset consists of 7283 sentences (130662 words) manually annotated. We have 

analyzed 5 traditional ML algorithms (SVM, K-NN, LR, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest), and we 

have shown that these classifiers can also perform well in sequential data while using phrase 

identification module. We have used one deep learning (LSTM with character embedding) for 

classification to avoid phrase identification. As LSTM performs better in case of the sequential 

data by default, therefore, we did not apply phrase identification module into it. We have 

evaluated the performance of every classifier in phrase level. After evaluation we have 

increased our model’s performance using ensemble method. 
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Table 4: Performance metrics of the classifiers 

 
Classifiers N 

in N-gram 
Precision Recall F1-Score 

After phrase 

identification 

F1-Score Before 

phrase 

identification 

 
 

SVM 

1 0.88 0.95 0.92 0.92 

2 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.81 

3 0.87 0.92 0.90 0.78 

4 0.72 0.94 0.81 0.60 

5 0.55 0.80 0.65 0.00 

 
 

Random Forest 

1 0.77 0.73 0.75 0.75 

2 0.77 0.79 0.78 0.72 

3 0.65 0.80 0.72 0.74 

4 0.39 0.84 0.53 0.41 

5 0.22 0.60 0.32 0.00 

 

Naïve Bayes 
1 0.63 0.87 0.73 0.73 

2 0.78 0.85 0.81 0.74 

3 0.67 0.85 0.75 0.60 

4 0.51 0.85 0.64 0.55 

5 0.35 0.73 0.75 0.00 
 

Logistic 

Regression 

1 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.71 

2 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.65 

3 0.60 0.75 0.66 0.59 

4 0.35 0.78 0.49 0.38 

5 0.20 0.53 0.29 0.0 

 
 

KNN 

1 0.88 0.95 0.92 0.92 

2 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.81 

3 0.87 0.92 0.90 0.76 

4 0.72 0.94 0.81 0.70 

5 0.55 0.80 0.65 0.00 

 
 

LSTM 

1 0.87 0.91 0.89 NA 

2 0.90 0.92 0.91 NA 

3 0.83 0.78 0.80 NA 

4 0.69 0.65 0.67 NA 

5 0.58 0.60 0.59 NA 

 

From the above Table 4, we can observe that SVM, KNN and LSTM have performed well 

among all the other classifiers. From the last two columns (F1-Score after and before phrase 

identification), we can conclude that phrase identification plays a vital role in multi-word 

medical concept. It is also observed that the performance is decreased while predicting higher 

order N-grams. As phrase identification is not used in LSTM, performance analysis of before and 

after phrase identification of LSTM is not applicable. It is also noticed that SVM and K-NN with 

phrase identification rules perform better than LSTM. It means we can conclude that phrase 

identification is a key task of medical concept identification and classification. 

 

7. ENSEMBLE APPROACH 
 

In conventional machine learning, ensemble is a technique that uses multiple learning algorithms 

to obtain better performance which could not be obtained from any of the single learning 

algorithm alone. In this paper, we have used one type of ensemble approach i.e. 

“Weighted_Sum”. We will discuss about the performance gain as follows. 

 

We have used six different classifiers and observed that three classifiers (e.g., SVM, LSTM 

and KNN) performed well and rest of the three (Random Forest, Naïve Bayes and Logistic 

Regression) performed moderate. As we tried to increase the overall performance, we finally 

selected SVM, KNN, LSTM, RF as the top performers and therefore ensemble them to improve 

the performance of our system. 
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We used weighted sum approach for ensemble and have given higher weight to the classifiers 

that obtain higher accuracy. Similarity in results between a pair of classifiers with respect to 

specific n-grams is also observed. Our motivation is to combine such output and predict better. 

The weighted sum is calculated as follows. Suppose, we have n number of classifiers and their 

outputs are α1, α2……..αn-1, αn. If we have assigned certain weights for each of the classifiers 

such as ω1, ω2………ωn-1, ωn, then the weighted sum for the output of the classifiers is If ∑ (αi 

* ωi) > £ (£ is some threshold value), we classify it as “MC” class and otherwise, we classify 

it as “O” class. 

 

In our approach, we have started by employing all the six classifiers and let the output of the 

classifiers are: svm, knn, lr, lstm, nb and rf, respectively. We have compared multiple possible 

weightages of all the classifiers and compared the F1-Score of all the combinations. In the 

following Table, we have given some instances of the combination of weights with respective £. 

 
Table 5.1: Instances of the combination of weights When £=0.4 

 

When 

£=0.4 

SVM KNN LSTM LR F1 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.91 

0.25 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.92 

0.10 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.82 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.93 

0.35 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.93 

 
Table 5.2: instances of the combination of weights When £=0.5 

 

SVM KNN LSTM LR F1 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.91 

0.25 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.88 

0.10 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.84 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.91 

0.35 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.92 

 
Table 5.3: instances of the combination of weights When £=0.6 

 
 

SVM KNN LSTM LR F1 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.92 

0.25 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.91 

0.10 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.82 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.92 

0.35 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.94 
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Table 5. 4: instances of the combination of weights When £=0.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
\ 

 
Table 5.5: instances of the combination of weights When £=0.65 

 
 

SVM KNN LSTM LR F1 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.88 

0.25 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.83 

0.10 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.80 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.89 

0.35 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.89 

 

From the above tables from 5.1 to 5.5, we can find that our optimal weights are W = {0.35, 0.3, 

0.25, 0.1} and optimal threshold value, £ = 0.65. From our observation, we have derived the 

following weighted sum ensemble equation. 

 

∑ (αi * ωi) = .35*svm+0.3*knn+0.25*lstm+0.1*lr 

 

If ∑ (α I * ω i) > 0.65, we will classify it as “MC” class, otherwise, we classify it as “O” class. 

Using this approach, we have improved the performance of our classifiers. The performances of 

our classifiers after ensemble are shown in Table 6. We can observe that after ensemble, the 

performances of our classifiers have increased, especially for the multi-gram concept 

identification. 

 
Table 6. Performance metrics after ensemble 

 
Number of N in N-gram Precision Recall F1-Score 

0 0.98 0.99 0.99 

1 0.90 0.96 0.93 

2 0.92 0.96 0.94 

3 0.91 0.94 0.93 

4 0.89 0.94 0.91 

5 0.86 0.86 0.86 

 

8. FEATURE SELECTION 
 

As mentioned earlier, we have used 100 length word2vec feature vector for learning. As the 

length is very large, we had to reduce the feature length. For this reason we conducted an 

ablation study. We have used PCA and t-sne for ablation study. We wanted to reduce the 

dimension from 100 to 20. The classification report is in the 

SVM KNN LSTM LR F1 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.93 

0.25 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.93 

0.10 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.84 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.94 

0.35 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.96 
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following based on precision, recall and F1-Score. We have trained and tested on same data with 

new features. The performance matrices are as follows. 

 
Table 7: Performance metrics after t-sne 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classifiers Number 
of N in 
N-gram 

Precisio n Recall F1-Score 
With phrase 
identification 

 

 

SVM 

1 0.83 0.90 0.87 

2 0.82 0.87 0.85 

3 0.80 0.88 0.84 

4 0.64 0.80 0.72 

5 0.50 0.72 0.59 

 

 

Random 

Forest 

1 0.70 0.68 0.67 

2 0.69 0.73 0.72 

3 0.59 0.76 0.67 

4 0.33 0.81 0.48 

5 0.22 0.58 0.31 

 

Naïve 

Bayes 

1 0.57 0.81 0.68 

2 0.72 0.80 0.77 

3 0.59 0.80 0.68 

4 0.51 0.81 0.63 

5 0.32 0.68 0.45 

 
Logistic 

Regression 

1 0.64 0.68 0.69 

2 0.69 0.72 0.71 

3 0.55 0.71 0.62 

4 0.30 0.71 0.42 

5 0.20 0.50 0.28 

 

 

KNN 

1 0.81 0.90 0.85 

2 0.85 0.89 0.87 

3 0.80 0.84 0.82 

4 0.67 0.77 0.78 

5 0.50 0.70 0.59 

 

 

LSTM 

1 0.81 0.87 0.84 

2 0.85 0.86 0.87 

3 0.79 0.74 0.77 

4 0.65 0.61 0.63 

5 0.50 0.51 0.51 
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Table 8: Performance metrics after PCA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Table7, we have shown the performance of the classifiers after applying t-sne feature selection 

technique. After reducing the dimensions, we have seen that the performances were also reduced 

a bit. It means that we have lost some information after dimensionality reduction. Now, we have 

explored the performances of the individual classifiers after using PCA selection technique. We 

also completed a comparative study about PCA and t-sne. From Table 7 and Table 8, we can 

observe that performances have been reduced in both PCA and t-sne. However, t-sne 

performed better than PCA. 

 

8.1. Observations 
 

We have previously discussed that the presence of non-medical words also invokes the sense of a 

medical concept. We have used six machine learning classifiers. These classifiers are not good 

for phrase identification. 

Classifiers Numbe r 

of N in 

N- gram 

Precisi 

on 

Recall F1-Score 

With phrase 

identificatio 
n 

 

 

SVM 

1 0.85 0.91 0.88 
2 0.84 0.89 0.86 
3 0.81 0.88 0.84 
4 0.65 0.85 0.74 
5 0.50 0.76 0.61 

 

 

Random 

Forest 

1 0.71 0.69 0.68 
2 0.71 0.74 0.73 
3 0.61 0.78 0.69 
4 0.34 0.80 0.48 
5 0.22 0.58 0.31 

 

Naïve 

Bayes 

1 0.59 0.82 0.69 
2 0.74 0.81 0.78 
3 0.61 0.82 0.70 
4 0.51 0.81 0.63 
5 0.35 0.70 0.47 

 
Logistic 

Regression 

1 0.65 0.69 0.70 
2 0.69 0.72 0.71 
3 0.56 0.72 0.63 
4 0.31 0.73 0.44 
5 0.20 0.50 0.28 

 

 

KNN 

1 0.83 0.91 0.86 
2 0.87 0.90 0.89 
3 0.82 0.89 0.85 
4 0.70 0.90 0.79 
5 0.51 0.71 0.60 

 

 

LSTM 

1 0.82 0.88 0.85 
2 0.88 0.87 0.88 
3 0.80 0.77 0.78 
4 0.65 0.61 0.63 
5 0.51 0.55 0.53 
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For example: “World Health Organization” is a medical phrase. In this phrase, “World” and 

“Organization” are not medical terms. If we want to label all the terms as medical, our classifiers 

predict “Indian” and “Association” as a medical term all the time where ever it will occur. For 

this reason, phrase identification plays a vital role. For understanding more, let’s consider two 

sentences in the following 

 

Sentence 1: World Health Organization did not recommend Hydroxychloroquine as a 

medicine of Covid-19. 

Sentence 2: World is in danger for a disease called Covid-19, 

 

In the two sentences, the word “world” has been used for two aspects. In first sentence “world” 

should be classified as medical and in the second sentence it should be classified as non-medical. 

But our ML classifiers will predict the word “world” as same (medical or non-medical) whenever 

it occurs. If we follow our method, it will correctly classify the two sentences. In the first 

sentence there is one phrase whereas in the second sentence, there is no phrase. 

 

In the first pass: 

 

Sentence 1: World Health Organization_PHRASE did not recommend Hydroxychloroquine as a 

medicine of Covid-19. 

 

Sentence 2: World is in danger for a disease called Covid-19. 

 

In the 2nd pass: 

 

Sentence 1: [World Health Organization]_MC did_O not_O recommend_O 

Hydroxychloroquine_MC as_O a_O medicine_MC of Covid-19_MC. 

 

Sentence 2: World_O is_O in_O danger_O for_O a_O disease_MC called Covid- 19_MC. 

 

In the first sentence, the phrase, “World Health Organization” contains a medical term 

“Health”, for this reason “World Health Organization” becomes a medical term. In the second 

sentence there is no phrase. In this way we have dealt with two situations using traditional 

machine learning classifiers. 

 

9. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have developed a module for concept identification in medical text. We have identified a 

phrase from a given text using some rules. We have created 6 types of binary classifiers to 

predict a word (phrase) is medical word (phrase) or not. We have analyzed the performances of 

these multiple classifiers. In our observation phrase identification module with SVM or K-NN 

performs better than LSTM. In this way we have shown the importance of phrase identification 

module. We have applied ensemble (Weighted sum) module for increasing accuracy. After all of 

these we have built a system which can identify medical concepts from unstructured medical 

plain text. In future, we are planning to integrate the model with chatbot for medical assistance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the information era, enormous amounts of data have become available on hand to decision 

makers. Big data refers to datasets that are not only big, but also high in variety and velocity, 

which makes them difficult to handle using traditional tools and techniques. Due to the rapid 

growth of such data, solutions need to be studied and provided in order to handle and extract 
value and knowledge from these datasets. Machine learning is a method of data analysis that 

automates analytical model building. It is a branch of artificial intelligence based on the idea 

that systems can learn from data, identify patterns and make decisions with minimal human 

intervention. Such minimal human intervention can be provided using machine learning, which 

is the application of advanced deep learning techniques on big data. This paper aims to analyse 

some of the different machine learning and deep learning algorithms and methods, as well as 

the opportunities provided by the AI applications in various decision making domains. 
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Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Resurging interest in machine learning is due to the same factors that have made data mining and 
Bayesian analysis more popular than ever. Things like growing volumes and varieties of available 

data, computational processing that is cheaper and more powerful, and affordable data storage. 

All of these things mean it's possible to quickly and automatically produce models that can 
analyse bigger, more complex data and deliver faster, more accurate results – even on a very 

large scale. And by building precise models, an organization has a better chance of identifying 

profitable opportunities – or avoiding unknown risks[1]. 
 

Because of new computing technologies, machine learning today is not like machine learning of 

the past. It was born from pattern recognition and the theory that computers can learn without 

being programmed to perform specific tasks; researchers interested in artificial intelligence 
wanted to see if computers could learn from data. The iterative aspect of machine learning is 

important because as models are exposed to new data, they are able to independently adapt. They 

learn from previous computations to produce reliable, repeatable decisions and results. It’s a 
science that’s not new – but one that has gained fresh momentum. While many machine learning 

and deep learning algorithms have been around for a long time, the ability to automatically apply 

complex mathematical calculations to big data - over and over, faster and faster – is a recent 

development [2]. This paper will look at some of the different machine learning and deep 
learning algorithms and methods which can be applied to big data analysis, as well as the 

opportunities provided by the AI applications in various decision making domains. 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V11N12.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2021.111214
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2. HOW MACHINE LEARNING WORKS 
 
Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) and computer science which focuses 

on the use of data and algorithms to imitate the way that humans learn, gradually improving its 

accuracy [3]. 
 

Machine learning is an important component of the growing field of data science. Through the 
use of statistical methods, algorithms are trained to make classifications or predictions, 

uncovering key insights within data mining projects. These insights subsequently drive decision 

making within applications and businesses, ideally impacting key growth metrics [4]. As big data 
continues to expand and grow, the market demand for data scientists will increase, requiring 

them to assist in the identification of the most relevant business questions and subsequently the 

data to answer them. 
 

 2.1. Machine Learning Algorithms 

  

 Machine learning algorithms can be categorize into three main parts: 
 

 A Decision Process: In general, machine learning algorithms are used to make a prediction 

or classification. Based on some input data, which can be labelled or unlabelled, your 

algorithm will produce an estimate about a pattern in the data. 

 An Error Function: An error function serves to evaluate the prediction of the model. If there 
are known examples, an error function can make a comparison to assess the accuracy of the 

model. 

 A Model Optimization Process: If the model can fit better to the data points in the training 

set, then weights are adjusted to reduce the discrepancy between the known example and the 
model estimate. The algorithm will repeat this evaluate and optimize process, updating 

weights autonomously until a threshold of accuracy has been met. 
 

 2.2. Types of Machine Learning Methods 
 

Machine learning classifiers fall into three primary categories [5]: 
 

Supervised Machine Learning 
 

Supervised learning also known as supervised machine learning, is defined by its use of labelled 

datasets to train algorithms that to classify data or predict outcomes accurately. As input data is 
fed into the model, it adjusts its weights until the model has been fitted appropriately. This occurs 

as part of the cross validation process to ensure that the model avoids over fitting or under 

fitting. Supervised learning helps organizations solve for a variety of real-world problems at 
scale, such as classifying spam in a separate folder from your inbox. Some methods used in 

supervised learning include neural networks, naïve bayes, linear regression, logistic regression, 

random forest, support vector machine (SVM), and more. 
 

Unsupervised Machine Learning 

 
Unsupervised learning, also known as unsupervised machine learning, uses machine learning 

algorithms to analyse and cluster unlabelled datasets. These algorithms discover hidden patterns 

or data groupings without the need for human intervention. Its ability to discover similarities 
and differences in information make it the ideal solution for exploratory data analysis, cross- 

selling strategies, customer segmentation, image and pattern recognition [6]. It’s also used to 
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reduce the number of features in a model through the process of dimensionality reduction; 
principal component analysis (PCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD) are two common 

approaches for this. Other algorithms used in unsupervised learning include neural networks, k- 

means clustering, probabilistic clustering methods, and more [7]. 

 

Semi-Supervised Learning 

 

Semi-supervised learning offers a happy medium between supervised and unsupervised learning. 
During training, it uses a smaller labelled data set to guide classification and feature extraction 

from a larger, unlabelled data set [8]. Semi-supervised learning can solve the problem of having 

not enough labelled data (or not being able to afford to label enough data) to train a supervised 
learning algorithm. 
 

 2.3. Practical Use of Machine Learning 
 
Here are just a few examples of machine learning you might encounter every day [7]: 
 

Speech Recognition: It is also known as automatic speech recognition (ASR), computer speech 

recognition, or speech-to-text, and it is a capability which uses natural language processing (NLP) 
to process human speech into a written format. Many mobile devices incorporate speech 

recognition into their systems to conduct voice search—e.g. Siri—or provide more accessibility 

around texting [9]. 
 

Customer Service: Online chatbots are replacing human agents along the customer journey. 

They answer frequently asked questions (FAQs) around topics, like shipping, or provide 

personalized advice, cross-selling products or suggesting sizes for users, changing the way we 
think about customer engagement across websites and social media platforms [10]. Examples 

include messaging bots on e-commerce sites with virtual agents, messaging apps, such as Slack 

and Facebook Messenger, and tasks usually done by virtual assistants and voice assistants. 
 

Computer Vision: This AI technology enables computers and systems to derive meaningful 

information from digital images, videos and other visual inputs, and based on those inputs, it 
can take action. This ability to provide recommendations distinguishes it from image recognition 

tasks [11]. Powered by convolutional neural networks, computer vision has applications within 

photo tagging in social media, radiology imaging in healthcare, and self- driving cars within the 

automotive industry. 
 

Recommendation Engines: Using past consumption behaviour data, AI algorithms can help to 
discover data trends that can be used to develop more effective cross-selling strategies. This is 

used to make relevant add-on recommendations to customers during the checkout process for 

online retailers [12]. 
 

Automated stock trading: Designed to optimize stock portfolios, AI-driven high-frequency 

trading platforms make thousands or even millions of trades per day without human intervention. 
 

3. WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING 
 
Deep learning is one of the foundations of artificial intelligence (AI), and the current interest in 

deep learning is due in part to the buzz surrounding AI. Deep learning techniques have improved 
the ability to classify, recognize, detect and describe – in one word, understand [13]. For example, 

deep learning is used to classify images, recognize speech, detect objects and describe content. 
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Several developments are now advancing deep learning: 
 

 Algorithmic improvements have boosted the performance of deep learning methods. 

 New machine learning approaches have improved accuracy of models. 

 New classes of neural networks have been developed that fit well for applications like 

text translation and image classification. 

 We have a lot more data available to build neural networks with many deep layers, 

including streaming data from the Internet of Things, textual data from social media, 
physicians notes and investigative transcripts [14]. 

 Computational advances of distributed cloud computing and graphics processing units 

have put incredible computing power at our disposal. This level of computing power is 

necessary to train deep algorithms. 

 
At the same time, human-to-machine interfaces have evolved greatly as well. The mouse and 

the keyboard are being replaced with gesture, swipe, touch and natural language, ushering in a 

renewed interest in AI and deep learning [15]. 
 

 3.1. How Deep Learning Works 

  
Deep learning changes how you think about representing the problems that you’re solving with 

analytics. It moves from telling the computer how to solve a problem to training the computer to 

solve the problem itself. 
 

A traditional approach to analytics is to use the data at hand to engineer features to derive new 

variables, then select an analytic model and finally estimate the parameters (or the unknowns) of 
that model. These techniques can yield predictive systems that do not generalize well because 

completeness and correctness depend on the quality of the model and its features [16]. For 

example, if you develop a fraud model with feature engineering, you start with a set of variables, 
and you most likely derive a model from those variables using data transformations. You may 

end up with 30,000 variables that your model depends on, then you have to shape the model, 

figure out which variables are meaningful, which ones are not, and so on. Adding more data 

requires you to do it all over again. 
 

The new approach with deep learning is to replace the formulation and specification of the model 

with hierarchical characterizations (or layers) that learn to recognize latent features of the data 
from the regularities in the layers [17]. The paradigm shift with deep learning is a move from 

feature engineering to feature representation. The promise of deep learning is that it can lead to 

predictive systems that generalize well, adapt well, continuously improve as new data arrives, and 
are more dynamic than predictive systems built on hard business rules. You no longer fit a model. 

Instead, you train the task. 

 

Deep learning is making a big impact across industries. In life sciences, deep learning can be used 
for advanced image analysis, research, drug discovery, prediction of health problems and disease 

symptoms, and the acceleration of insights from genomic sequencing. In transportation, it can 

help autonomous vehicles adapt to changing conditions [18]. It is also used to protect critical 
infrastructure and speed response. 

 

Most deep learning methods use neural networks architectures, which is why deep learning 

models are often referred to as deep neural networks. The term “deep” usually refers to the 
number of hidden layers in the neural network. Traditional neural networks only contain 2-3 

hidden layers, while deep networks can have as many as 150. Deep learning models are trained 
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by using large sets of labelled data and neural network architectures that learn features directly 
from the data without the need for manual feature extraction. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Neural networks, which are organized in layers consisting of a set of interconnected nodes. 

Networks can have tens or hundreds of hidden layers. 

 

 3.2. How Deep Learning Being Used 
 

To the outside eye, deep learning may appear to be in a research phase as computer science 
researchers and data scientists continue to test its capabilities. However, deep learning has many 

practical applications that businesses are using today, and many more that will be used as 

research continues [19]. Popular uses today include: 
 

Speech Recognition 

 

Both the business and academic worlds have embraced deep learning for speech recognition. 
Xbox, Skype, Google Now and Apple’s Siri, to name a few, are already employing deep learning 

technologies in their systems to recognize human speech and voice patterns. 

 

Natural Language Processing 
 

Neural networks, a central component of deep learning, have been used to process and analyse 

written text for many years. A specialization of text mining, this technique can be used to 
discover patterns in customer complaints, physician notes or news reports, to name a few. 

 

Image Recognition 
 

One practical application of image recognition is automatic image captioning and scene 

description. This could be crucial in law enforcement investigations for identifying criminal 

activity in thousands of photos submitted by bystanders in a crowded area where a crime has 
occurred. Self-driving cars will also benefit from image recognition through the use of 360- 

degree camera technology. 

 
Recommendation Systems 

 

Amazon and Netflix have popularized the notion of a recommendation system with a good 
chance of knowing what you might be interested in next, based on past behaviour. Deep 

learning can be used to enhance recommendations in complex environments such as music 

interests or clothing preferences across multiple platforms. 
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Recent advances in deep learning have improved to the point where deep learning outperforms 
humans in some tasks like classifying objects in images [20]. While deep learning was first 

theorized in the 1980s, there are two main reasons it has only recently become useful: 

 
1. Deep learning requires large amounts of labelled data. For example, driverless car 

development requires millions of images and thousands of hours of video. 

2. Deep learning requires substantial computing power. High-performance GPUs have a 
parallel architecture that is efficient for deep learning. When combined with clusters or 

cloud computing, this enables development teams to reduce training time for a deep learning 

network from weeks to hours or less. 
 

When choosing between machine learning and deep learning, consider whether you have a high-

performance GPU and lots of labelled data. If you don’t have either of those things, it may make 
more sense to use machine learning instead of deep learning. Deep learning is generally more 

complex, so you’ll need at least a few thousand images to get reliable results. Having a high-

performance GPU means the model will take less time to analyse all those images [21]. 
 

 3.3. Deep Learning Opportunities and Applications 
 
A lot of computational power is needed to solve deep learning problems because of the iterative 

nature of deep learning algorithms, their complexity as the number of layers increase, and the 

large volumes of data needed to train the networks. 
 

The dynamic nature of deep learning methods – their ability to continuously improve and adapt to 

changes in the underlying information pattern – presents a great opportunity to introduce more 
dynamic behaviour into analytics [22]. Greater personalization of customer analytics is one 

possibility. Another great opportunity is to improve accuracy and performance in applications 

where neural networks have been used for a long time. Through better algorithms and more 

computing power, we can add greater depth. 
 

While the current market focus of deep learning techniques is in applications of cognitive 

computing, there is also great potential in more traditional analytics applications, for example, 
time series analysis. Another opportunity is to simply be more efficient and streamlined in 

existing analytical operations. Recently, some study showed that with deep neural networks in 

speech-to-text transcription problems [23]. Compared to the standard techniques, the word- error-

rate decreased by more than 10 percent when deep neural networks were applied. They also 
eliminated about 10 steps of data preprocessing, feature engineering and modelling. The 

impressive performance gains and the time savings when compared to feature engineering signify 

a paradigm shift. 
 

Here are some examples of deep learning applications are used in different industries: 

 
Automated Driving: Automotive researchers are using deep learning to automatically detect 

objects such as stop signs and traffic lights. In addition, deep learning is used to detect 

pedestrians, which helps decrease accidents. 
 

Aerospace and Defence: Deep learning is used to identify objects from satellites that locate areas 

of interest, and identify safe or unsafe zones for troops. 
 

Medical Research: Cancer researchers are using deep learning to automatically detect cancer 

cells. Teams at UCLA built an advanced microscope that yields a high-dimensional data set 
used to train a deep learning application to accurately identify cancer cells [24]. 
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Industrial Automation: Deep learning is helping to improve worker safety around heavy 
machinery by automatically detecting when people or objects are within an unsafe distance of 

machines. 

 

Electronics: Deep learning is being used in automated hearing and speech translation. For 
example, home assistance devices that respond to your voice and know your preferences are 

powered by deep learning applications. 

  

 3.4. How to Create and Train Deep Learning Models 
 
The three most common ways people use deep learning to perform object classification are: 
 

Training from Scratch 

 

To train a deep network from scratch, you gather a very large labelled data set and design a 
network architecture that will learn the features and model.   This is good for new applications, or 

applications that will have a large number of output categories. This is a less common approach 

because with the large amount of data and rate of learning, these networks typically take days or 

weeks to train [25]. 
 

Transfer Learning 

 
Most deep learning applications use the transfer learning approach, a process that involves fine- 

tuning a pre-trained model. User can start with an existing network, such as AlexNet or 

GoogLeNet, and feed in new data containing previously unknown classes [26]. After making 
some tweaks to the network, user can now perform a new task, such as categorizing only dogs 

or cats instead of 10,000 different objects. This also has the advantage of needing much less data 

(processing thousands of images, rather than millions), so computation time drops to minutes or 

hours. 
 

Feature Extraction 
 

A slightly less common, more specialized approach to deep learning is to use the network as a 

feature extractor. Since all the layers are tasked with learning certain features from images, user 
can pull these features out of the network at any time during the training process [27]. These 

features can then be used as input to a machine learning model such as support vector machines 

(SVM). 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

So this study was concerned by understanding the inter-relationships between machine learning 

and deep learning, what frameworks and systems that worked, and how machine learning can 
impact the AI applications whether by introducing new innovations that foster advanced machine 

learning process and escalating power consumption, security issues and replacing human in 

workplaces. The advanced machine learning and deep learning algorithms with various 

applications show promising results in artificial intelligence development and further evaluation 
and research using machine learning are in progress. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Artificial intelligence has been an eye-popping word that is impacting every industry in the 

world. With the rise of such advanced technology, there will be always a question regarding its 

impact on our social life, environment and economy thus impacting all efforts exerted towards 

continuous development. From the definition, the welfare of human beings is the core of 

continuous development. Continuous development is useful only when ordinary people’s lives 

are improved whether in health, education, employment, environment, equality or justice. 

Securing decent jobs is a key enabler to promote the components of continuous development, 

economic growth, social welfare and environmental sustainability. The human resources are the 

precious resource for nations. The high unemployment and underemployment rates especially in 

youth is a great threat affecting the continuous economic development of many countries and is 
influenced by investment in education, and quality of living. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Blueprint, Continuous Development, Human Resources, 

Learning and Employability Blueprint. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Continuous development is defined as the development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [1].   The primary 
cause of the high unemployment rates is the inefficient education systems that fail to equip young 

people with the required skills for the labour market. In this research, we propose the use of 

artificial intelligence to enhance the relationship between education and employment. 
 

Many studies were published on how to improve education curricula to enhance the 

employability of students; frameworks were designed to facilitate the work of teachers, mentors, 

career advisers and faculty to guide students through their career exploration and preparation. 
Numerous papers were published on the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on education and its 

impact on employment. However it seems there is a gap in connecting the three important areas 

of research, 1: education for employment, 2: AI in education and, 3: AI in employment [2]. 
Further investigations are needed to evaluate and assess how AI can fit in the current learning and 

employability blueprint and to evaluate what can innovation and entrepreneurship bring to 

promote better education for employment systems. 
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2. USING AI TO BUILD A CONCEPTUAL BLUEPRINT 
 
The study is assessing new blueprint for learning and employability and how AI can fit in and 

foster the process, so further experiments should be carried out to ensure the effectiveness of the 

blueprint and the accuracy of results of the AI application on the learning and employability 

process [3]. After reviewing literature regarding the impact of AI and its potential on both 
education and employment, as well as reviewing different education for employment blueprints, 

theories and case studies, this paper attempts to close the gap in the research related to specific 

scope which is the impact of AI on education for employment [4].  
 

Young people can't find jobs. Yet employers can't find people with the required skill set. This 

mismatch between the supply and demand in the labour market might witness a bigger gap in the 

future with the growth of AI technologies. There are a few frameworks for education for 
employment or in other words "Learning and Employability" [5]. However the existing model 

didn't address the potential of AI whether in terms of deployment of such technology within the 

model or in terms of the implications of Al on the learning models or the employment models. So 
there is a need to find a practical frame for learning and employability that incorporate the 

advancements of AI to facilitate the university to work transition. This paper seeks to figure out 

the room for AI potentials through mapping innovative startups that embraced AI capabilities to 
play a role in the education for employment ecosystem. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Skills and career mapping model using Al. 

 

2.1. The Use of Al in Skills Mapping Model In this model 
 

We proposed to use AI to streamline the skills required by various degree courses. This process 
significantly reduce the time for the student to decide on what degree subjects they can register 

for the university entrance. Furthermore, the model can also assist the student by presenting the 

detail information regarding the different career paths, current employers that are offering job 
related vacancies, pay-rate range, related benefits and other prospects [6].  

 

Some students may not have a clear career path after they completed their college study and 

require further guidance and advice on choosing the appropriate degree course for their future 
career development [7]. In this evaluation process, the Al will use all the information (i.e. exam 

grades/marks, understanding level from online learning, etc..) provided by the student. Therefore, 

AI in this process can only provide advanced in-depth career roadmaps as recommendation for 
the student. The final decision making still rely on the student. 
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Figure 2. Skills mapping processing using AI. 

 

2.2. The Use of AI in Career Mapping Model 
 
With such employment concern, many studies refined such concern and the general consensus 

now is that AI will generate major transformations in the labour market [8]. According to many 

researchers, AI will create 2.3 million jobs in 2020, while eliminating 1.8 million and by 2025 AI 

related job creation will reach two million net-new jobs. Moreover, according to a new report 
from the World Economic Forum (WEF); 75 million jobs are estimated to be displaced, while 

133 million new roles may emerge due to machines and algorithms [9]. The study has argued that 

this transition to technology should result in favourable unemployment that will allow human 
labour to better perform activities they were never able to do in their current heavy duty jobs.   AI 

programs will probably be utilized for applications where hiring humans would be too expensive 

or really dangerous. 
 

AI programs will take over computer tasks allowing humans to dedicate their time to other kinds 

of tasks including personal services. Service sector companies are optimistic about big data and 

enthusiastic about AI and robotics deployment as it will have direct impact on productivity 
improvement that eventually reflects on economic growth. On the other hand, it was realized that 

AI can positively impact employment if it is utilized properly within the business model [10]. AI 

uses in creating effective recruitment systems is seen as an inevitable opportunity to make best 
use of. Still this will stay challenging until firms management pay attention to the importance of 

allocating budgets to finance the required technology for hiring process. 

 
Once the students graduated from the University, they can directly enter the labour market with 

the help from the AI career mapping model. The model will provide recommendations and 

information related to jobs, so that to the graduates can prepare for interviews and other job 

application processes, such as IQ & EQ tests, body check, etc.. This process can significantly 
reduce the amount of time the graduates need to search for jobs, interviews and other tedious 

job searching steps and at the same time also reduce the amount of time the employer can recruit 

the appropriate personnel to fulfil the position and task required in the company, hence can 
indirectly improve the productivity rate of the company. 
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Figure 3. Career mapping processing using AI. 

 

3. LEARNING AND EMPLOYABILITY BLUEPRINT 
 

Aside from the impact of AI in creating new jobs, replacing jobs or even shifting the job and 

labour market, there are two global employment crises that already exist away from the 
implications of AI; high levels of youth unemployment and a shortage of talents who possess 

critical job skills.   Mourshed, Farrell, & Barton [11] argued that if young people graduating from 

schools and universities, after exerting lots of efforts, cannot secure decent jobs and observe that 
sense of respect that comes with such degrees, society may witness outbreaks of anger or even 

violence. There is an information gap in what works and what does not in preparing young people 

during their school to employment transition. I summarized this information gap and it clearly 
shows there is a clear disconnect and misperception about youth job readiness from the point of 

view of employers vs youth vs educational institutions. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Blueprint for exploring the education to employment system. 
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3.1. Institutions Registration 
 

A. Information Sharing 

 
All institutions are recommended to develop a comprehensive occupations database and 

educational/training opportunities and provide information, advice and guidance to help job 

seekers to make decisions on learning, training and work. The comprehensive occupation 
database and website allows users to explore different career options including jobs profile, 

salaries, industry trends and offer webchats with career advisors beside their skills health check 

assessment that help users to find out what kind of jobs that best suits his/her skills. Users can 

also find training opportunities. 
 

B. Dealing with Social Perception 

 
It seems that a perception is widespread that getting a decent job with good salary requires 

being a college graduate. So this puts social pressure on youth to go to college and influence 

others' choice away from the vocational tracks [12]. Brunello and Rocco [13] argued that youth 
who graduated from vocational education have a higher likelihood of being not employed and 

with no education or training within the past 12 months. They also found that vocational 

education is associated with poorer labour market returns. This as a result impacted on the 

perception about vocational education. 
 

C. Dealing with Education Affordability 

 
Schultz [14] and Becker [15] introduced individual choice model of human capital investment in 

which they presented individual’s education choice as an investment decision. Individuals 

sacrifice economically in order to acquire knowledge, referred to as ‘human capital’, that will 
enable them to get better rewards in the future. If young people have no access to credit or 

savings, this may limit their choices and they will not be able to enrol in study. 

 

3.2. Learning Skills 
 

A. Effective Content and Curriculum Design 

 
Mourshed et al. [11] proposed that in order to design relevant curriculum to the employers’ 

requirements, close engagement between, industry leaders and educational providers is needed. 

Such engagement to succeed, intensive collaboration should exist while defining the core 
requirements on a very detailed level to ensure that the aspired learning outcomes will be 

achieved. 

 

B. Effective Delivery Methods 

 

Effective delivery requires still close engagement between employers and educational providers. 

Mourshed et al. [11] explored two main ways to do so - (1): Classrooms within workplaces. The 
common model to bring vocational and technical training within the workplaces is through 

internships or apprenticeships. (2): Workplaces within classrooms. Internships and 

apprenticeships are types of hands-on learning experiences that are most admired by students, 
however the number of opportunities are limited to accommodate certain capacities of students. 
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3.3. Recruitment 
 

A. Assessment for Qualifications and Certifications 

 

Finding a job is a painful process for job seekers. Job seekers strive to market their skills, but 
can’t find a credible way to prove their talents, and Employers can’t trust the educational degree 

as a main reference validating youth skills and knowledge. So both employers and candidates 

suffer in the hiring and talent acquisition process. One of the well known processes to show one’s 

credentials and prove his skills and knowledge in a credible way is the international professional 
certifications such as PMP (Project Management Professional) or CPA (Certified Public 

Accountant) which could be obtained by Individuals after passing standardized tests. Another 

innovative solution for the assessment and credentials that crossed countries boundaries is the 
digital badges which introduce much entertainment for online educational activities and 

experiences. 

 

B. Match Making 

 

Based on their survey that covered more than 100 initiatives in 25 countries, Mourshed et al. 

[11] observed that there are many cases that educational providers have built strong relationships 
with employers so that they can hire their graduates immediately after graduation based on the 

matchmaking and recommendation process that is being done by the educational providers 

themselves. With current technological advancement, matchmaking could be a game changer in 
the employment scene. 

 

Flanagan [16] also agreed that Tinder-style matchmaking is beneficial in the job market as well 

and shed the light on a similar app called “Emjoyment” which allow job seekers to swipe job  
posts which includes major highlights about the company, location and only one sentence job 

description and once the job seeker find a good post, he just hits “like”. On the other side, 

employers start to see job seekers who liked their opportunity in a form of cards including 
resumes main highlights and if the recruiter found an interesting profile, he also hits “like” and at 

that moment both parties connect together at a push of a button. This kind of matchmaking 

innovations could decrease the time lost in job applications and finding a good candidate and 
create direct engagement between employers and job seekers. 
 

4. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
 

The conceptual blueprint using artificial intelligence system include several components which 

can be integrated as one complete artificial intelligence system [17]. These are the standard 
components [18]:- 
 

 Reasoning − It is the set of processes that empowers us to provide basis for judgement, 

making decisions, and prediction. 

 Learning − It is the activity of gaining information or skill by studying, practising, being 

educated, or experiencing something. Learning improves the awareness of the subjects of the 
study. 

 Problem Solving − It is the procedure in which one perceives and tries to arrive at a desired 

solution from a current situation by taking some path, which is obstructed by known or 

unknown hurdles. 

 Perception − It is the way of acquiring, interpreting, selecting, and organizing sensory 
information. 

 Linguistic Intelligence − It is one’s ability to use, comprehend, talk, and compose the verbal 

and written language. It is significant in interpersonal communication. 
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The potential of online learning system include 4 factors of accessibility, flexibility, interactivity, 
and collaboration of online learning afforded by the technology. In terms of the challenges to 

online learning, 6 are identified: defining online learning; proposing a new legacy of 

epistemology-social constructivism for all; quality assurance and standards; commitment versus 

innovation; copyright and intellectual property; and personal learning in social constructivism. 
 

 
Figure 5. The artificial intelligence online learning system components. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This research was proposed by understanding the inter-relation between education and 

employment, what blueprints and systems that worked, and how AI can impact in the education 
for employment process whether by introducing new innovations that foster students learning 

process and placement in the job market or by harming the process and introducing unintentional 

bias, privacy breach, escalating power consumption and replacing human in workplaces. This 
paper is assessing new blueprints for learning and employability and how AI can fit in and foster 

the process, so further studies and experiments should be carried out to ensure the effectiveness of 

the blueprint and the accuracy of results of the AI application on the learning and employability 

process. 
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